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Abstract
This thesis illustrates and examines the gap that exists between theoretical and
practical cryptography. Provable security is a useful tool which allows cryptographers to perform formal security analyses within a strict mathematical framework.
Unfortunately, the formal modelling of provable security sometimes fails to match
how particular schemes or protocols are implemented in real life. We examine how
certain types of attack are not covered by the current techniques and show how this
can be remedied by expanding existing security models to capture a much wider
array of attacks.
We begin by studying padding oracle attacks, a powerful class of side-channel,
plaintext-recovering attacks introduced by Vaudenay. These attacks have been
shown to work in practice against CBC mode when it is implemented in certain
ways. In particular, padding oracle attacks have been demonstrated for certain implementations of SSL/TLS and IPsec. We develop new security models and proofs
of security for CBC mode (with padding). These models show how to select padding
schemes and in what order to combine CBC mode encryption, padding and authentication to provably provide a strong notion of security incorporating padding oracle
attacks.
Next we study the secure network protocol SSH. The first formal security analysis
of the SSH Binary Packet Protocol (BPP) was performed by Bellare, Kohno and
Namprempre. We present new plaintext-recovery attacks against the SSH BPP
which partially invalidate this work. By examining why a combination of flaws
in the basic design of SSH leads implementations such as OpenSSH to be open
to our attacks, we are able to determine what features are missing from Bellare
et al.’s original provable security analysis for SSH. Using this knowledge we define
new security models that accurately capture the capabilities of real-world attackers,
as well as security-relevant features of the SSH specifications and the OpenSSH
implementation of SSH. Our new models then give us the ability to prove that SSH
using counter mode encryption is secure against a much wider array of attacks,
including our plaintext-recovery attacks.
We conclude with further discussion of why the gap between theory and practice
exists and suggest other ways of narrowing the gap.
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Notation
We denote here some of the notation that we shall use throughout this thesis.

l, L
xky
xy
xi
x[i]
x[i...j]
{0, 1}n
{0, 1}∗
x⊕y
|x|
8x8
hiij
r
x←X
Exp
Adv
A
AO
M
C

The blocksize in bits/bytes respectively.
The concatenation of the bit strings x and y.
Shorthand for xky.
The concatenation of the bit string x with itself i times.
The i-th block of the string x.
The concatenation of blocks i up to j of the bit string x.
All bit strings of length n bits.
All bit strings.
The bit-wise exclusive-or (XOR) of x and y.
The size of x in bits.
The size of x in bytes.
The j-byte representation of integer i, where 0 ≤ i < 28j .
Denotes x being chosen uniformly at random from the set X.
An experiment.
An advantage function.
An adversary.
An adversary with oracle access to O.
The message space of an encryption scheme.
The ciphertext space of an encryption scheme.
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This chapter gives an overview of the thesis. We provide the motivation for our
research and describe the contributions of this thesis. In this chapter, we also present
the overall structure of the thesis.

1.1

Motivation

Over the past fifty years cryptography has begun to play an ever increasing role in
our everyday lives, but ask the average man on the street what cryptography is and
you may hear stories of governments, spies and if you’re lucky, great achievements
such as the breaking of the Enigma code. Few people actually realise the important
role cryptography plays in their lives and how frequently it is used. Cryptography
has a crucial role to perform in such everyday tasks as withdrawing cash from an
ATM, making a phone call on a mobile phone, checking e-mail or surfing the web.
Built upon a deep theoretical background, from both mathematics and computer
science, it is not surprising that a huge gulf in knowledge exists between theoretical
cryptographers and the everyday user, but this is not the only gap which exists. In
this thesis we examine the gap between the theoreticians who study the algorithms
being used and the practitioners who implement them. This work proposes some
ways which help close the gap that exists between theory and practice.
Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) is perhaps the best ex9
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ample of a protocol that illustrates the division between theory and practice in
cryptography. This is currently one of the most widely deployed security protocols,
its main application being to secure the credit card data used when making purchases on the Internet. The security of messages sent over a network using SSL/TLS
is ensured by the SSL/TLS Record Layer protocol. Krawczyk [48] provides a formal
security analysis of the SSL/TLS Record Layer. The paper shows that the particular
configuration of algorithms used in the SSL/TLS Record Layer protocol is provably
secure using commonly accepted security models. Apparently contradicting this
proof of security is the work of Canvel et al. [29]. In this paper the authors use an
adversary’s ability to observe error messages in order to mount an attack against
the SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol based on the ideas of Vaudenay [63]. These
error messages were not considered in Krawczyk’s formal security analysis but are
of course a necessary part of any implementation. We therefore see that practical
attacks are still possible despite the existence of a mathematically correct proof of
security. In order to eradicate such contradictions between theory and practice,
the formal security analysis must more accurately model what an implementation
actually does.
Examining the differing motivations of theoretical cryptographers and computer
programmers implementing cryptographic protocols, it becomes clear why this gap
exists. Theoretical cryptographers are usually much more interested in looking at
particularly intriguing cryptographic problems from a theoretical rather than practical perspective, making them less concerned with how a scheme would actually be
implemented. The following quote [9] from one of the pioneers of modern cryptography perfectly illustrates this point:

“Lots of people working in cryptography have no interest, have no deep
concern with real application issues. They are not trying to solve a practical engineering problem. They are trying to discover things clever enough
you can write papers about.”
- Whitfield Diffie, 1992

From the other perspective, a programmer is much more likely to read a document
such as a Request For Comments (RFC) published by the Internet Engineering
10
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Task Force (IETF) over a theoretical research paper, when deciding how a particular scheme should be implemented. It can be very easy for RFCs and other
specification documents to not specify security critical features or be misinterpreted
by a reader and hence the security of a scheme could be compromised. Research
papers sometimes highlight very subtle security issues that a programmer may miss
due to omission from the specifications or whose importance has not been explained
or stressed. It is not necessarily a programmer’s fault that a security critical feature
has been missed but is symptomatic of the gap between theory and practice.
Finding a bridge between these two equally important fields, theory and practice, is
therefore crucial in helping to improve the study and overall security of cryptography
used in the world today.

1.2

Contribution

This thesis follows two connected lines of research. The first looks at how existing
security models fail to capture all possible attacks. The second examines how these
existing security models can then be expanded in order to more accurately model
practical implementations and hence enable more relevant proofs of security.
The first of these lines of research is best illustrated by the attacks against the
secure network protocol Secure Shell (SSH) presented in Chapter 6. In this chapter
we show that despite the existence of a proof of security for SSH by Bellare et al.
[20], the way in which SSH must actually be implemented to be in accordance with
the relevant RFCs leaves it vulnerable to attack. Our attacks not only demonstrate
a design flaw in SSH but also show that, despite a mathematically correct proof of
security, attacks were still possible due to the model failing to match the way SSH
must be implemented.
Our second line of research examines the role of provable security from a practical
perspective. The main aim of provable security is to allow cryptographers to formally
analyse the security of schemes. Provable security is a useful tool but of course any
results must always be considered within a context. If a model does not accurately
match the implementations of a particular protocol then any provable security results
11
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obtained mean much less in practice. In this thesis we extend the existing security
models to be more closely related to actual implementations. We put particular
emphasis on including extra side channel information that is made available to the
adversary in the model, such as error messages. This extra information could easily
be obtained by an attacker observing an actual implementation and may lead to
attacks outside of the existing models. In the later chapters on SSH we model
decryption using a “buffer” rather than working with full length packets. This will
again help to make our model match with the implementation. By expanding the
security models in this way, we are able to prove the security of schemes against a
much wider array of attacks which are possible in practice. This makes our security
results much more meaningful and as such we help narrow the gap between theory
and practice.

1.3

Publications

Chapters 4 and 5 are based on published work with K.G. Paterson [53]. Chapter 6
is based on published work [13] with K.G. Paterson and M.R. Albrecht. The attacks
against OpenSSH were implemented by M.R. Albrecht. Chapter 7 is joint work with
K.G. Paterson and published in [54].

1.4

Organisation of Thesis

In Chapter 2 we begin by defining the basic building blocks commonly used for
constructing secure network protocols, namely, a block cipher, a mode of operation
for that block cipher, a message authentication scheme and an encoding scheme.
After these definitions we introduce provable security, before moving on to describe
the subfield of practice-oriented provable security. Subsequently we provide definitions for pseudorandom function families, pseudorandom permutation families and
one-way permutation families. We complete our introduction to provable security
by defining the basic security models used for symmetric encryption and state the
relations which hold between these models.

12
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Following this theoretical chapter, Chapter 3 introduces the basic concepts we require from a practical perspective. More exactly, Chapter 3 describes how the building blocks described in Chapter 2 form the basis for constructions and implementations of secure network protocols. The network protocols we will introduce here are
Secure Shell (SSH), Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) and
Internet Protocol Security (IPsec). The specific way secure network protocols are
implemented may lead to a special class of attacks, known as side-channel attacks.
These attacks differ from the more traditional alternative of exploiting vulnerabilities
in the theory behind an algorithm’s design by using the extra information released
by the algorithm’s implementation to mount an attack. One particular side channel
attack we examine in this thesis is the padding oracle attack of Vaudenay [63]. We
conclude Chapter 3 with a literature review in the area of padding oracle attacks.
In Chapters 4 and 5 we perform a formal security analysis of CBC mode encryption
within the context of padding oracle attacks. Chapter 4 examines how the standard
security models for the symmetric setting can be expanded to incorporate padding
oracles and padding oracle attacks, both in the CPA and CCA settings. We prove
that the same relations hold between these models as held with the standard models.
We then use these models in Chapter 5 to study what makes a good padding scheme
and analyse how we can construct a provably secure authenticated encryption scheme
based on CBC mode encryption, a message authentication scheme and a padding
scheme.
Chapter 6 presents plaintext-recovery attacks against the SSH Binary Packet Protocol. The chapter includes a high level description of the attack, as well as details
of the implementation of the attack against OpenSSH. We also describe various
countermeasures which can be enforced in order to prevent attacks of this type.
A formal security analysis of the SSH Binary Packet Protocol was previously performed by Bellare et al. [20]. In Chapter 7 we discuss the shortcomings of their
analysis with reference to our plaintext-recovery attacks. We then study how we
can improve the security analysis of Bellare et al. to more closely model how SSH
should be and is implemented. Our new security analysis accurately captures the
capabilities of real world attackers and hence allow us to prove the security of SSH
using counter mode encryption against a much wider array of attacks, including our

13
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plaintext-recovery attacks.
In the final chapter, Chapter 8, we discuss how work of this type helps to reduce
the gap that exists between theory and practice. We also discuss what else can be
done to close the gap.

14
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This chapter introduces the basic theory that we will use in this thesis. Firstly we
introduce the cryptographic primitives required later in the thesis. In the second
part of the chapter we introduce provable security and provide definitions of security
models for symmetric encryption.

2.1

Cryptographic Primitives

Cryptographic primitives are algorithms designed to perform some specific cryptographic operation. A primitive is used as a building block to create much larger
and more complex cryptographic protocols which aim to achieve a variety of security goals. We consider there to be two main groups of primitives: asymmetric

15
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(commonly referred to as public-key) and symmetric. In this thesis we will concentrate solely on symmetric cryptography. We begin by defining some basic symmetric
primitives.

2.1.1

Block Ciphers

Block ciphers are one of the most important and widely used primitives in modern
cryptography. A block cipher’s primary function is to provide confidentiality of data
but it can also be used to help build other primitives such as message authentication
codes (MACs) and hash functions.
A block cipher works on fixed length inputs known as blocks. Only one block of
data can be encrypted or decrypted at a time. We let l denote the block size of a
block cipher in bits and L the block size in bytes, so l = 8L. A block cipher can
be defined formally as being a family of permutations on {0, 1}l indexed by keys
K ∈ {0, 1}k . We define a block cipher F to be a set {FK : K ∈ K(k)}, where K(k) is
a keyspace depending on a security parameter k, which may simply be regarded as
the key length. For every FK (·) ∈ F there exists an inverse permutation which we
−1
−1
denote FK
(·). We require that for all K ∈ K(k), FK (·) and FK
(·) are efficiently
−1
computable. For each key K, FK (·) and FK
(·) denote the respective encryption

and decryption operations of the block cipher. We will examine more closely how
to model the security of a block cipher in Section 2.2.
The three most widely known block ciphers are the Data Encryption Standard
(DES), triple DES (3DES) and the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) (otherwise known as Rijndael). DES was standardised in 1976 by the then United States
National Bureau of Standards1 [8]. It is a 64-bit block cipher with 56-bit keys following a Feistel cipher structure [37]. Due to the relatively short key size of DES, it
is left vulnerable to brute-force attacks. In 1998 the Electronic Frontier Foundation
released details of its “DES Cracker”. This was a purpose built machine, which
cost less than $250,000 and could break DES in less than 3 days. To make such
brute-force attacks harder, we simply need to increase the size of the key. Triple
DES (3DES) uses the DES algorithm three times in an encrypt-decrypt-encrypt for1

now named NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)
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mation, with either two or three different keys. By using multiple keys the effective
key size of the scheme is increased. 3DES was first standarised in 1985 and was
eventually included as part of the Data Encryption Standard in 1999.
The United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) announced a competition to find a successor for DES in 1997. It was required that the
replacement should have the same level of security as 3DES but be significantly more
efficient. The winning block cipher, Rijndael, to be known as AES (the Advanced
Encryption Standard) [10], was submitted by the Belgian cryptographers Vincent
Rijmen and Joan Daemen. Rijndael uses a substitution-permutation network in
contrast to the Feistel structure of DES. It has a block size of 128 bits and works
with keys of length 128, 192 or 256 bits.

2.1.2

Encryption Schemes and Modes of Operation

A symmetric encryption scheme SE = (Ke , E, D) consists of three algorithms Ke ,
E and D. The key generation algorithm Ke , is randomised and takes as input a
r

security parameter k and outputs a key K. This is denoted K ← Ke (k). We denote
the message space of the encryption scheme as M and the ciphertext space as C.
The encryption algorithm E may be randomised and takes as input a key K and a
plaintext message m ∈ M and returns a ciphertext c ∈ C. We denote encryption
of a message m as c ← EK (m). The decryption algorithm D is deterministic and
takes as input a key K and a ciphertext c ∈ C and returns either a plaintext message
m ∈ M or an error symbol ⊥ (in later chapters we define encryption schemes with
multiple error types). We denote decryption of a message c as m ← DK (c), where
m ∈ M ∪ {⊥}. We require that DK (EK (m)) = m for all m ∈ M.
As mentioned previously a block cipher only encrypts or decrypts one block of data
at a time. We use block ciphers in modes of operation to build encryption schemes
which can encrypt or decrypt multiple blocks of data. The most obvious way to
encrypt multiple blocks would be to split the data into a sequence of blocks and
encrypt each separately using the block cipher. This particular mode of operation
is known as Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode. Using this mode of operation
has one major drawback. Since block ciphers are deterministic, the encryption of
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two identical plaintext blocks will result in two identical ciphertext blocks. An
attacker would be able to use this relation to determine information about the
structure of the plaintext. To avoid this problem we can use more sophisticated
modes of operation which incorporate some form of randomisation. The ISO/IEC
standard 10116 [11] defines five modes of operation: Electronic Codebook (ECB),
Cipher-Block Chaining (CBC), Cipher Feedback (CFB), Output Feedback (OFB)
and Counter (CTR) mode. In this thesis we concentrate on two of these modes of
operation: CBC mode and CTR mode.

2.1.2.1

CBC Mode

CBC mode is perhaps the most widely known and used of all modes of operation.
The use of chaining ensures that CBC mode is not vulnerable to the statistical
attacks suffered by ECB mode. Unfortunately, due to its sequential nature, CBC
mode is not parallelisable (i.e. encryption cannot be split into parts and run in
parallel). Despite this, one advantage of CBC mode is that it is an online algorithm.
An online algorithm is one in which encryption or decryption can be performed onthe-fly, as and when blocks of data are received [16, 27, 38, 39, 40]. Online algorithms
are particularly useful in small cryptographic devices such as smart cards, which
have relatively small buffers and hence must perform encryption or decryption as
and when data is received.
As with most modes of operation it is necessary to split a plaintext m into a sequence
of blocks m[1], m[2], ..., m[n]. Here we assume that the length of our plaintext m is
a multiple of the block size. Encryption is then performed by XORing a plaintext
block m[i] with the previous ciphertext block c[i − 1] and inputing this to the block
cipher FK , see Figure 2.1. This is expressed by the following equation:
c[i] = FK (c[i − 1] ⊕ m[i]).

Decryption is simply the reverse of this operation: to obtain the plaintext block
−1
m[i] we submit the ciphertext block c[i] to the block cipher FK
and then XOR the

output with the previous ciphertext block c[i − 1], see Figure 2.2. Decryption is
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m[i − 1]

m[i]

FK

FK

c[i − 1]

c[i]

Figure 2.1: CBC Mode Encryption.

c[i − 1]

c[i]

FK−1

FK−1

m[i − 1]

m[i]

Figure 2.2: CBC Mode Decryption.
expressed by this equation:
−1
m[i] = FK
(c[i]) ⊕ c[i − 1].

To commence encrypting or decrypting we require a block c[0]. This block is sometimes also denoted as IV , and is called the initialisation vector (IV). Each ciphertext
must have an associated IV which is known by both sender and receiver. One way
of doing this is by choosing a fresh, random IV for every encrypted message and
then sending this as the first block of ciphertext. CBC mode using random IVs was
proven to meet a basic security notion by Bellare et al. [18] when the block cipher
is a pseudorandom permutation, in the standard and commonly accepted security
models. We will discuss these models in Section 2.2.4.
Formally, the encryption scheme CBC[F ] = (K-CBC, E-CBC, D-CBC), using the
block cipher F , consists of three algorithms: a key generation algorithm K-CBC, an
encryption algorithm E-CBC and a decryption algorithm D-CBC. These algorithms
can be found in Figure 2.3. The key generation algorithm selects a key for the block
cipher F from its keyspace K(k). The encryption and decryption algorithms only
work on messages which are a multiple of the block length. Hence the message space
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Algorithm K-CBC(k)
r
K ← K(k)
return K
Algorithm E-CBCK (m)
Parse m as m[1]m[2]...m[n],
where |m[i]| = l, ∀i
r
c[0] ← {0, 1}l
for i = 1 to n do
c[i] = FK (c[i − 1] ⊕ m[i])
end for
return c[0]...c[n]

Algorithm D-CBCK (c)
Parse c as c[0]c[1]...c[n],
where |c[i]| = l, ∀i
for i = 1 to n do
−1
m[i] = FK
(c[i]) ⊕ c[i − 1]
end for
return m[1]...m[n]

Figure 2.3: CBC[F ] = (K-CBC, E-CBC, D-CBC)
and ciphertext space of this scheme are M = {{0, 1}il : i ∈ N} and C = {{0, 1}il :
i ∈ N}.
Some network protocols (e.g. SSH) choose to use chained IVs. This refers to the
process where the last block of the previous ciphertext is used as the IV for the next
ciphertext. This effectively creates a single stream of data, or more simply one long
combined ciphertext. There are many other ways in which sender and receiver can
choose and share their IVs. Examples include encrypted or counter IVs. To use
encrypted IVs, the IV is simply encrypted under a different shared secret key and
then sent together with the ciphertext. Counter IVs are maintained separately by
sender and receiver and incremented after each encryption/decryption.
Due to the simple chaining structure of CBC mode, it is vulnerable to bit-flipping
attacks, see Figure 2.4. An attacker who has the ability to flip bits in a ciphertext
block c[i − 1] can induce flips in the corresponding bits of the next plaintext block
m[i] (this is denoted by the grey areas in Figure 2.4). This can be performed by
XORing c[i − 1] with a mask M . The effect on m[i] is that it is also XORed with
the mask M . This bit flipping action will also cause unpredictable changes to the
plaintext block m[i − 1] (this is denoted by the crossed grey area in Figure 2.4).
Of course if the bit flipping has occurred in block c[0] = IV then no damage is
−1
done. These unpredictable changes arise because the output from FK
should be

unpredictable if a “secure” block cipher is being used. We shall explain in Section
3.3 how an attacker can use this ability to perform attacks.
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FK−1

FK−1

Figure 2.4: Bit Flipping Attack.
2.1.2.2

Counter Mode

The other mode of operation we study in this thesis is Counter (CTR) mode encryption. CTR mode effectively turns a block cipher into a stream cipher. Unlike CBC
mode, CTR mode is parallelisable as well as online. The mode works by encrypting
a counter value using the block cipher and XORing the output with the plaintext
block. The counter value is then incremented for each block encrypted.
Counter mode can be defined in two ways. Let us first the describe the simpler
way. First a “keystream” of equal length to the plaintext message is generated.
This keystream is created by concatenating the outputs of several calls to the block
cipher. On each input to the block cipher the counter value will increase by one. The
output of the final call to the block cipher will be truncated to make the keystream
and plaintext of equal length. Once the keystream is generated we effectively have a
Vernam or Stream Cipher, where the ciphertext is created by XORing the keystream
with the plaintext. Here counter mode operates on arbitrary length messages as
opposed to messages that are a multiple of the block length, i.e. M = C = {0, 1}∗ .
This is an advantage over CBC mode since messages no longer need to be padded.
We may also define counter mode in a blockwise fashion. Again we assume the length
of our plaintext message m is a multiple of the blocksize and begin by splitting the
plaintext message m into a sequence of blocks m[1], m[2], ..., m[n]. To encrypt a
block, the current counter value is submitted to the block cipher FK . The output
is then XORed with the plaintext block m[i]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5 and
expressed by the following equation:
c[i] = FK (ctr) ⊕ m[i].
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ctr

c[i]
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FK

FK

c[i]

m[i]

Figure 2.5: Counter Mode Encryption and Decryption.
Decryption is simply the reverse of this operation: to obtain the plaintext block m[i]
we submit the current counter value ctr to the block cipher FK and then XOR the
output with the ciphertext block c[i], see Figure 2.5. Decryption is expressed by the
equation:
m[i] = FK (ctr) ⊕ c[i].

Formally we define counter mode with respect to a block cipher F . The encryption
scheme CTR[F ] = (K-CTR, E-CTR, D-CTR) consists of three algorithms: a key
generation algorithm K-CTR, an encryption algorithm E-CTR and a decryption
algorithm D-CTR. These algorithms can be found in Figure 2.6. The key generation
algorithm selects a key for the block cipher F from its keyspace K(k) and sets the
initial value of the counter ctr to a random value; the counter values ctre and ctrd are
(implicitly) assumed to be initialised to this value. The encryption and decryption
algorithms only work on messages which are a multiple of the block length. Hence
the message space and ciphertext space of this scheme are M = {{0, 1}il : i ∈ N}
and C = {{0, 1}il : i ∈ N}.
To ensure the security of counter mode each counter value must be used only once
and hence rekeying must occur before the counter value wraps around. If the counter
value wraps around then an attacker will have seen two ciphertexts encrypted with
the same counter value. Since a block cipher is deterministic this means that the two
messages are both masked with the same bit string FK (ctr). Using this property
an attacker may be able to mount an attack. For example, consider the ciphertexts
c1 = FK (ctr) ⊕ p1 and c2 = FK (ctr) ⊕ p2 which have both been encrypted using the
same counter value ctr. XORing these together the attacker knows that c1 ⊕ c2 =
p1 ⊕ p2 and hence it may be possible to deduce something about plaintexts p1 , p2 .
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Algorithm K-CTR(k)
r
K ← K(k)
r
ctr ← {0, 1}l
return K, ctr
Algorithm E-CTRK (m)
Parse m as m[1]m[2]...m[n],
where |m[i]| = l, ∀i
for i = 1 to n do
c[i] = FK (ctre ) ⊕ m[i]
ctre ← ctre + 1
end for
return c[1]...c[n]

Algorithm D-CTRK (c)
Parse c as c[1]c[2]...c[n],
where |c[i]| = l, ∀i
for i = 1 to n do
m[i] = FK (ctrd ) ⊕ c[i]
ctrd ← ctrd + 1
end for
return m[1]...m[n]

Figure 2.6: CTR[F ] = (K-CTR, E-CTR, D-CTR)

2.1.3

Message Authentication Codes

The building blocks we have defined thus far only aim to provide confidentiality of
messages. When building secure network protocols we may also want to provide a
mechanism to ensure the authenticity of messages. By providing such a mechanism
we hope to ensure both the integrity of the message (i.e. that the message has not
been altered during transit) and have confirmation that the message was sent from
a particular entity (data origin authentication).
In symmetric cryptography one way to verify the authenticity of messages is to use a
message authentication code (or MAC). A sender generates a MAC tag using a key
and a message and sends the tag along with the message to the recipient. On receipt
of the message and MAC tag pair, the receiver generates a new MAC tag using the
key and the received message and compares this new MAC tag with the received
MAC tag. MACs can either be constructed using block ciphers as in CBC-MAC or
using cryptographic hash functions, for example HMAC [49].
HMAC or Hash based MAC, uses a hash function to build a message authentication
code [49]. A hash function is deterministic and takes as input an arbitrary length
message and outputs a fixed-length message. Examples of hash functions include
the SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) family and MD5 (Message-Digest Algorithm 5).
To calculate a MAC on a message m, HMAC takes a hash function H(·) and a key
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K and performs the following operation:
HMAC(K, m) = H((K ⊕ opad)kH((K ⊕ ipad)km)).
Here opad and ipad are two fixed padding constants.
Formally, we define a message authentication scheme MA to consist of a key generation algorithm Kt , a tagging algorithm T and a tag verification algorithm V. The
key generation algorithm Kt takes as input a security parameter k ∈ N and returns
a random k-bit key K from the keyspace. The tagging algorithm T may be randomised and takes as input the key K and a message m and returns a tag τ . The
verification algorithm is deterministic and takes as input the key K, the message m
and a candidate tag τ ′ for m and returns a bit v. For correctness we require that
VK (m, TK (m)) = 1 for all m ∈ {0, 1}∗ . We discuss in Section 2.2.4.7 what security
properties we require from a MAC.

2.1.4

Encoding Schemes

When defining protocols a message may have other data associated with it, such
as a length field, type field or some padding. Depending on how the protocol is
constructed this extra data may be added before and/or after some cryptographic
operation but in either case an encoding scheme must be defined. The encoding
scheme specifies what fields should be added, where they should be added and what
size they should be. An encoding scheme consists of an encoding function and
a decoding function. Decoding is necessary to remove any fields not required by
the recipient, such as padding which may only be necessary to perform encryption.
When decoding occurs it may perform some checks on the additional fields. For
example, a length field may need to be checked to verify that the length is within
a valid range. If a check fails then this would usually result in an error message.
Later we will see that, when care is not taken, an attacker may be able to distinguish different types of error and use this information to mount attacks against the
protocol.
Perhaps the most common type of encoding scheme is a padding scheme. As we
described earlier, block ciphers only operate on messages of a fixed length. Therefore
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a mode of operation may require inputs which are a multiple of this fixed block
length. To operate on arbitrary length messages we must therefore pad the message
before it is submitted to the mode of operation. This padding operation must be
reversible so that the recipient is able to strip off the padding after the message
is decrypted. In Chapter 5 we shall study how the choice of padding scheme may
influence the security of an encryption scheme when the processing of padding may
result in errors during decryption.

2.1.5

Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data

Protocol designers can combine the building blocks we have described above to build
secure protocols. Bellare and Namprempre [22] studied the generic composition
paradigm for combining a symmetric encryption scheme and a MAC to ensure both
the privacy and integrity of messages. We will discuss Bellare and Namprempre’s
results later in Section 2.2.5. There are also modes of operation which already
provide both of these services. These combined authenticated encryption schemes
may offer much greater efficiency than schemes based on a generic composition. An
example of such a scheme is Offset Codebook (OCB) mode [59, 58]. This mode
of operation is almost twice as fast as the generic composition of CBC mode and
CBC-MAC.
In some applications it may be desirable to include some header data in the clear
in conjunction with the ciphertext, but both the header and the ciphertext should
be integrity protected. Header data of this type is known as associated data. Despite combined authenticated encryption schemes offering greater efficiency than the
generic composition paradigm, they suffer from an inability to deal with associated
data. Rogaway was the first to formalise the problem of authenticated encryption
with associated data (AEAD) [57]. OCB mode [59] is one example of an authenticated encryption scheme which did not take into account the problem of associated
data in its original design. The shortcomings in OCB mode were fixed in version
2 of the algorithm [58] by the inclusion of PMAC [25] a parallelisable MAC calculated over the associated data. Many other AEAD schemes have been designed, for
example, Counter mode with CBC-MAC (CCM) mode [64] and EAX [23].
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2.2
2.2.1

Provable Security
A Short History

Provable security forms part of the large toolbox currently at the disposal of cryptographers. The techniques of provable security give cryptographers a means by which
to formally analyse the security of schemes within a strict mathematical framework.
Perhaps the earliest example of a mathematical proof of security for a cryptosystem
was by Rabin in 1979 [56] but it was not until the seminal work of Goldwasser and
Micali [41] that a formal framework for provable security began to take shape. In
their paper, Goldwasser and Micali introduced the fundamental and equivalent notions of semantic security and indistinguishablity for public-key encryption. Despite
provable security being a relatively new area of research, it has become one of the
most important and studied areas in cryptography today. Dent gives a brief history
of provable security within the context of public-key cryptography in [32].
With a view to proving a scheme secure, it must first be decided what it actually
means to be secure. The first step in provable security is therefore to define security.
The security goal may be to ensure message privacy or it could be to guarantee
ciphertext unforgeability. Provable security examines whether this goal is achieved
by studying the probability that an adversary wins an experiment conducted by a
challenger. This win condition can take many different forms such as finding the
decryption of a given challenge ciphertext or choosing correctly which of two games
is being played. During the experiment the adversary may be permitted to access
a set of oracles maintained by the challenger. We call this experiment a security
model. An adversary’s advantage is a measure of how much more successful it is at
winning the experiment compared to simply guessing.
We prove a scheme secure within a particular security model via a reduction to the
security of the underlying cryptographic primitive or some “hard” problem such as
factoring. Assume we have a scheme S and an underlying cryptographic primitive
or “hard” problem P . A reduction is given by demonstrating the existence of an
algorithm that simulates the challenger for an adversary A against S and uses A’s
output to attack/solve P . Therefore if P is “secure/hard” then S must also be
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“secure”. For example, the proof of security of the Rabin cryptosystem [56] reduces
the security of the scheme to the hardness of factoring. Therefore if factoring is
“hard” then the Rabin cryptosystem is secure.
Bellare [17] points out that the term provable security is slightly misleading. Security
proofs do not actual prove the security of the scheme but instead reduce the security
to that of the underlying primitive or to the “hardness” of some mathematical
problem. Hence the term reductionist security may be more appropriate to refer to
this field. Another very important point to notice is that these proofs of security
only hold for a specific set of assumptions about the capabilities of the adversary.
There may therefore exist a class of attacks which may be realised in practice but
that cannot be carried out by an attacker equipped only with the capabilities and
oracles given in the security model. Some of these criticisms are raised by Koblitz
and Menezes in their critiques of provable security [46, 47]. These issues raise a stark
warning that when using results from provable security we must always be aware of
the context of the results and what they actually mean in practice. In this thesis
we shall extend existing security models to capture a larger array of attacks. Our
proofs in these models are therefore more relevant to implementations and the way
secure network protocols are used in practice.

2.2.2

Practice-Oriented Provable Security

Up until the mid 1990s provable security was normally only associated with the
field of public-key cryptography. Bellare and Rogaway were the first to take these
techniques and apply them to the other side of cryptography, namely symmetrickey cryptography. As symmetric cryptography is highly relevant to practice it is
important that provable security results in this setting capture the true quantitative
nature of security. More simply put, it is necessary that any reductions or security
analyses must be concrete. Traditionally results in provable security took the form
“the scheme is secure if some underlying problem is hard”. A concrete result provides
an exact security treatment and tells a protocol designer precisely what security can
be achieved in practice. As an example let us look at the type of result we would
expect to see. Assume we have a scheme S based upon some cryptographic primitive
P . The scheme S is said to be secure against an adversary AS running in time t
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with resources r, if P is secure against an adversary AP running in time t′ with
resources r′ . Here t and r will be given in terms of t′ and r′ . In the concrete setting
the advantage of an adversary and resources consumed by that adversary are given
in terms of the key-size, block size (when considering block ciphers) and numbers of
queries made to the oracles. Bellare [17] gives a very interesting introduction to this
field of research, which he and Rogaway have christened practice-oriented provable
security. Concrete security results can be desirable in both the symmetric-key and
public-key settings. In this thesis we are only interesting in the symmetric-key
setting. We now provide formal definitions which we require for practice-oriented
provable security in the symmetric setting.

2.2.3

Functions and Permutations

As mentioned previously block ciphers are one of the most important cryptographic
primitives used in the construction of secure network protocols. To use block ciphers
within the context of provable security we must formally model them in some way.
One way in which to do this is to regard block ciphers as pseudorandom function
families. A function family is said to be pseudorandom if a function chosen uniformly
at random from the function family is indistinguishable from a function chosen
uniformly at random from the set of all functions. We now provide a formal definition
for a pseudorandom function family. In the following definition a distinguisher is
an algorithm which outputs either 0 or 1. The distinguisher outputs 0 if it believes
it has oracle access to a function chosen at random from the function family and
outputs 1 if it believes it has oracle access to a function chosen at random from the
set of all functions.

Definition 2.1 [Pseudorandom Function (prf ) Family]
′

Let F = {FK : K ∈ K(k)} where FK : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}l for each K ∈ K(k).
′

Let Randl→l be the set of all functions mapping l-bit strings to l′ -bit strings. Let
b ∈ {0, 1}. Let D be a distinguisher with access to an oracle for the function fb (·)
as defined in the following experiment:
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prf−b
Experiment ExpF,D
(k)
r

r

′

f0 ← Randl→l ; K ← K(k), f1 ← FK
b′ ← Dfb (·)
return b′
The advantage of the distinguisher is defined as:
prf−0
prf−1
Advprf
F,D (k) = Pr[ExpF,D (k) = 1] − Pr[ExpF,D (k) = 1].

The advantage of the function family is defined to be:
prf
Advprf
F (k, t, qF ) = max{AdvF,D (k)}
D

for any integers k, t, qF . Here the maximum is over all D with time complexity t,
each making at most qF queries to the oracle fb (·).

Recall from Section 2.1.1 that we defined block ciphers to be a family of permutations. It is therefore sometimes more desirable to model block ciphers as pseudorandom permutation families. These can be defined in a similar way, as follows.

Definition 2.2 [Pseudorandom Permutation (prp) Family]
Let F = {FK : K ∈ K(k)} where for each K ∈ K(k), FK : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}l is a
permutation. Let Perml be the set of all permutations mapping l-bit strings to l-bit
strings. Let b ∈ {0, 1}. Let D be a distinguisher with access to an oracle for the
permutation fb (·) as defined in the following experiment:
Experiment Expprp−b
F,D (k)
r

r

f0 ← Perml ; K ← K(k), f1 ← FK
b′ ← Dfb (·)
return b′
The advantage of the distinguisher is defined as:
prp−0
prp−1
Advprp
F,D (k) = Pr[ExpF,D (k) = 1] − Pr[ExpF,D (k) = 1].

The advantage of the permutation family is defined to be:
prp
Advprp
F (k, t, qF ) = max{AdvF,D (k)}
D

for any integers k, t, qF . Here, the maximum is over all D with time complexity t,
each making at most qF queries to the oracle fb (·).
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Just as a permutation is also a function, it can be proven that a pseudorandom
permutation family is also a pseudorandom function family. More concretely, it is
possible to prove the following result.

Result 2.1 [18, Proposition 8][PRPs are PRFs]
For any permutation family F = {FK : K ∈ K(k)} where FK : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}l for
each K ∈ K(k),
prp
2 −l−1
.
Advprf
F (k, t, qF ) ≤ AdvF (k, t, qF ) + qF 2

In some situations we way wish to model block ciphers as one-way functions or
permutations. This is a lesser assumption to make than assuming a function to be
pseudorandom. Despite this, it may still be desirable to consider, and in some cases
easier to the prove security of, an encryption scheme based on a one-way function or
permutation. We now provide a definition for a one-way permutation family, which
we will use later in this thesis.

Definition 2.3 [One-way Permutation Family]
Let F = {FK : K ∈ K(k)} where for each K ∈ K(k), FK : {0, 1}l → {0, 1}l is a
permutation. Let A be an adversary with access to an oracle for F as defined in the
experiment below:
Experiment Expowp
F,A (k)
r

K ← K(k)
r
x ← {0, 1}l , y ← FK (x)
x′ ← AFK (·) (y)
return x′
The advantage of the adversary A is defined to be:
owp
Advowp
F,A (k) = Pr[ExpF,A (k) = x].

The advantage function of the permutation family is defined to be:
owp
Advowp
F (k, t, qF ) = max{AdvF,A (k)}
A

where the maximum is over all A with time complexity t, each making at most qF
queries to the oracle FK (·).
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2.2.4

Security Models for Symmetric Encryption

In this section we will define the commonly used security models for symmetric
encryption. We begin by defining several security models in which we can prove that
a scheme provides confidentiality of messages. In models of this type we consider
two different type of attack:

• In a chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) an adversary will have access to an encryption oracle. The adversary is allowed to query the encryption oracle with any
message and will be given the corresponding ciphertext in return.
• In a chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA) an adversary will have access to both an
encryption oracle and a decryption oracle. The adversary is allowed to query
the encryption oracle with any message and will be given the corresponding
ciphertext in return. Similarly the decryption oracle will respond with the
decryption of any ciphertext sent to it by the adversary.

In one of the first practice-oriented provable security papers by Bellare et al. [18],
several indistinguishability-based security models were defined. The paper also provided several proofs which demonstrate how these models are related. We will restate
some of these models and the relations which hold between them. We also consider
a weaker one-way based security model. This is not based on an indistinguishability
notion but instead challenges an adversary to determine the plaintext corresponding
to some challenge ciphertext c∗ .

2.2.4.1

One-way Security

Definition 2.4 [OW-CPA, OW-CCA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D). Let k ∈ N. Let Acpa be
an attacker that has access to the oracle EK (·). Let Acca be an attacker that has
access to the oracles EK (·) and DK (·). Acca is not permitted to query DK (·) with
the challenge ciphertext c∗ . We define two experiments as follows:
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ow−cpa
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cpa
r

ow−cca
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cca
r

K ← K(k)
r
m∗ ← M
c∗ ← EK (m∗ )
EK (·),DK (·)
m ← Acca
(k, c∗ )
return m

K ← K(k)
r
m∗ ← M
c∗ ← EK (m∗ )
EK (·)
m ← Acpa
(k, c∗ )
return m

The attackers win when m = m∗ and their advantages are defined to be:
ow−cpa
ow−cpa
(k) = m∗ ],
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cpa
cpa
ow−cca
ow−cca
(k) = m∗ ].
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cca
cca

The advantage functions of the scheme are defined to be:
ow−cpa
ow−cpa
(k)},
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe ) = max{AdvSE,A
cpa
Acpa

ow−cca
ow−cca
(k)}
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{AdvSE,A
cca
Acca

for any integers t, qe , µe , qd , µd .
The maxima are over all adversaries Acpa , Acca with time complexity t, each making
at most qe queries to the encryption oracle, totalling at most µe bits and, in the case
of Acca , also making at most qd queries to the decryption oracle, totalling at most
µd bits.
ow−cpa
We say that SE is OW-CPA secure (resp. OW-CCA secure) if AdvSE,A
(·) (resp.
ow−cca
AdvSE,A
(·)) is small for all adversaries A using reasonable resources.

These notions of security, although capable of providing some meaningful results,
are much weaker notions when compared to those based on indistinguishability. The
one-way models above measure an encryption scheme’s ability to hide a whole message. In contrast, a model based on indistinguishability aims to prevent an attacker
from distinguishing between the encryptions of two different messages. An adversary against an indistinguishability based notion therefore only needs to determine
one bit, signifying which message has been encrypted, as opposed to finding the
whole message. We now define some indistinguishability-based notions of security
as previously given by Bellare et al. [18]. There are many different security models
which could be defined for performing a formal security analysis. We will provide
definitions for Left-or-Right, Real-or-Random and Find-then-Guess Indistinguishability.
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2.2.4.2

Left-or-Right Indistinguishability

In the Left-or-Right Indistinguishability model, the attacker has access to a left-orright encryption oracle for the encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D). For b ∈ {0, 1},
we define the left-or-right encryption oracle EK (LR(·, ·, b)) by:
Oracle EK (LR(m0 , m1 , b))
if b = 0 then
c ← EK (m0 )
else
c ← EK (m1 )
end if
return c
The attacker queries this oracle with equal length messages (m0 , m1 ) and its challenge is to determine whether it receives the encryptions of m0 or m1 in response.
It is necessary that m0 and m1 be of equal length otherwise a trivial attack may be
possible.

Definition 2.5 [LOR-CPA, LOR-CCA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D). Let b ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈ N.
Let Acpa be an attacker that has access to the oracle EK (LR(·, ·, b)). Let Acca be
an attacker that has access to the oracles EK (LR(·, ·, b)) and DK (·). It is mandated
that any two messages queried to EK (LR(·, ·, b)) have equal length and that Acca is
not permitted to query DK (·) on any output from EK (LR(·, ·, b)). We define two
experiments as follows:
Experiment Explor−cpa−b
SE,Acpa (k)
r

Experiment Explor−cca−b
SE,Acca (k)
r

K ← K(k)
EK (LR(·,·,b)),DK (·)
b′ ← Acca
(k)
return b′

K ← K(k)
EK (LR(·,·,b))
(k)
b′ ← Acpa
return b′

The attackers win when b′ = b, and their advantages are defined to be:
lor−cpa−0
lor−cpa−1
Advlor−cpa
SE,Acpa (k) = Pr[ExpSE,Acpa (k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,Acpa (k) = 1],
lor−cca−0
lor−cca−1
Advlor−cca
SE,Acca (k) = Pr[ExpSE,Acca (k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,Acca (k) = 1].
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The advantage functions of the scheme are defined to be:
Advlor−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe ) = max{Advlor−cpa
SE,Acpa (k)},
SE
Acpa

(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{Advlor−cca
Advlor−cca
SE,Acca (k)}
SE
Acca

for any integers t, qe , µe , qd , µd . Here, the maxima are taken over all adversaries
Acpa , Acca with time complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the encryption
oracle, totalling at most 2µe bits, and, in the case of Acca , making at most qd queries
to the encryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits.
We say that the scheme SE is LOR-CPA secure (resp. LOR-CCA secure) if
lor−cca
Advlor−cpa
SE,A (·) (resp. AdvSE,A (·)) is small for all adversaries A using reasonable

resources.

In the model we again make a slight restriction on the queries Acca is allowed to
make to the decryption oracle: the adversary is not permitted to query the decryption oracle with an output from the encryption oracle, otherwise a trivial attack is
possible.

2.2.4.3

Real-or-Random Indistinguishability

In the Real-or-Random Indistinguishability model, the attacker has access to a realor-random encryption oracle for the encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D). For b ∈
{0, 1}, we define the real-or-random oracle EK (RR(·, b)) by:
Oracle EK (RR(m, b))
if b = 1 then
c ← EK (m)
else
r
r ← {0, 1}∗ , where |m| = |r|
c ← EK (r)
end if
return c
Here, the attacker submits its messages m to the real-or-random encryption oracle
and its challenge is to determine whether it receives the encryption of m or the
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encryption of some random r, in response. Notice that the randomly chosen message
r must be of the same length as m otherwise a trivial attack may exist.

Definition 2.6 [ROR-CPA, ROR-CCA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D). Let b ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈ N.
Let Acpa be an attacker that has access to the oracle EK (RR(·, b)). Let Acca be an
attacker that has access to the oracles EK (RR(·, b)) and DK (·). Acca is not permitted
to query DK (·) on any output from EK (RR(·, b)). We define two experiments as
follows:
ror−cpa−b
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cpa
r

ror−cca−b
Experiment ExpSE,A
(k)
cca
r

K ← K(k)
EK (RR(·,b)),DK (·)
b′ ← Acca
(k)
return b′

K ← K(k)
EK (RR(·,b))
b′ ← Acpa
(k)
return b′

The attackers win when b′ = b, and their advantages are defined to be:
ror−cpa−0
ror−cpa
(k) = Pr[Expror−cpa−1
AdvSE,A
SE,Acpa (k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,Acpa (k) = 1],
cpa
ror−cca−0
ror−cca−1
ror−cca
(k) = 1].
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cca
cca
cca

The advantage functions of the scheme are defined to be:
ror−cpa
(k)},
(k, t, qe , µe ) = max{AdvSE,A
Advror−cpa
SE
cpa
Acpa

ror−cca
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{Advror−cca
SE,Acca (k)}
Acca

for any integers t, qe , µe , qd , µd . Here, the maxima are taken over all adversaries
Acpa , Acca with time complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the encryption
oracle, totalling at most µe bits, and, in the case of Acca , making at most qd queries
to the decryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits.
We say that the scheme SE is ROR-CPA secure (resp. ROR-CCA secure) if
ror−cpa
ror−cca
(·) (resp. AdvSE,A
(·)) is small for all adversaries A using reasonable
AdvSE,A

resources.

We must again restrict what queries Acca is allowed to make to the decryption oracle:
the adversary is not permitted to query the decryption oracle with an output from
the encryption oracle, otherwise a trivial attack is possible.
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2.2.4.4

Find-then-Guess Security

In the Find-then-Guess model the security experiments have two stages. First the
attacker attempts to find two equal length messages m0 , m1 upon which it wishes
to be challenged. The challenger then sends c, the encryption of either m0 or m1 ,
to the attacker. In the second stage, the attacker must guess which of these two
messages m0 , m1 , is the decryption of c. At the end of the find stage the adversary
may output some state information s, which may assist it later in the guess stage.
Note that the two messages m0 , m1 must again be of equal length, otherwise a trivial
attack may be possible.

Definition 2.7 [FTG-CPA, FTG-CCA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D). Let b ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈ N.
Let Acpa be an attacker that has access to the oracle EK (·). Let Acca be an attacker
that has access to the oracles EK (·) and DK (·). It is mandated that the two messages
m0 , m1 output at the find stage have equal length. Moreover Acca is not permitted to
query DK (·) on the challenge ciphertext c. We define two experiments as follows:
ftg−cpa−b
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cpa
r

ftg−cca−b
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cca
r

K ← K(k)
EK (·),DK (·)
(m0 , m1 , s) ← Acca
(k, find)
c ← EK (mb )
EK (·),DK (·)
b′ ← Acca
(k, guess, c, s)
′
return b

K ← K(k)
EK (·)
(m0 , m1 , s) ← Acpa
(k, find)
c ← EK (mb )
EK (·)
b′ ← Acpa
(k, guess, c, s)
′
return b

The attackers win when b′ = b, and their advantages are defined to be:
ftg−cpa−0
ftg−cpa−1
ftg−cpa
(k) = 1],
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cpa
cpa
cpa
ftg−cca−0
ftg−cca−1
ftg−cca
(k) = 1].
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cca
cca
cca

The advantage functions of the scheme are defined to be:
ftg−cpa
ftg−cpa
(k)},
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe ) = max{AdvSE,A
cpa
Acpa

ftg−cca
ftg−cca
(k)}
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{AdvSE,A
AdvSE
cca
Acca

for any integers t, qe , µe , qd , µd . Here, the maxima are taken over all adversaries
Acpa , Acca with time complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the encryption
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oracle, totalling at most (µe − |m0 |) bits, and, in the case of Acca making at most qd
queries to the encryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits.
We say that the scheme SE is FTG-CPA secure (resp.
ftg−cpa
(·)
AdvSE,A

(resp.

ftg−cca
(·))
AdvSE,A

FTG-CCA secure) if

is small for all adversaries A using reasonable

resources.

2.2.4.5

Relations Between Models

First we point out that encryption schemes that are secure in an indistinguishabilitybased model (LOR, ROR or FTG) will also be secure in a one-way model (OW) but
the reverse statement will not necessarily be true.
Bellare et al. [18] proved further relations between the indistinguishability-based
models. They showed that the LOR and ROR notions are equivalent (up to a
small constant factor in the reduction) and that LOR security implies FTG security.
However, the reduction from FTG security to LOR security is not “tight” since the
advantage of an adversary against LOR security is bounded by the advantage of
an adversary against the FTG multiplied by the total number of encryption oracle
queries. Therefore as the number of encryption oracle queries increases the level of
LOR security that can be achieved is reduced and so the reduction is not security
preserving. From these relations we see that it is desirable to prove a scheme secure
in the LOR sense, since it will also be secure in the ROR and FTG senses.
Note that in many of the reductions given in this thesis further time complexity will
be added due to operations such as the generation of random strings and the use of
look-up tables. This added complexity will depend on the number of oracle queries
and the total number of bits queried to the oracles but is not shown in the statement
of the corresponding theorem or lemma.

Result 2.2 [18, Theorem 1] [ROR-ATK ⇒ LOR-ATK]
For any symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
ror−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe ),
(k, t, qe , µe ) ≤ 2.AdvSE
Advlor−cpa
SE
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ror−cca
Advlor−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ 2.AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
SE

Result 2.3 [18, Theorem 2] [LOR-ATK ⇒ ROR-ATK]
For any symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
(k, t, qe , µe ),
(k, t, qe , µe ) ≤ Advlor−cpa
Advror−cpa
SE
SE
ror−cca
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
SE

Result 2.4 [18, Theorem 3] [LOR-ATK ⇒ FTG-ATK]
For any symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
ftg−cpa
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe ) ≤ Advlor−cpa
(k, t, qe + 1, µe ),
SE
ftg−cca
(k, t, qe + 1, µe , qd , µd ).
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−cca
AdvSE
SE

Result 2.5 [18, Theorem 4] [FTG-ATK ⇒ LOR-ATK]
For any symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
ftg−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe ),
(k, t, qe , µe ) ≤ qe .AdvSE
Advlor−cpa
SE
ftg−cca
Advlor−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ qe .AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
SE

2.2.4.6

Integrity of Ciphertexts

So far we have only defined security models for message privacy. Now we introduce
a model which is concerned with the integrity of messages. In the following integrity
of ciphertexts model, the adversary is challenged to create a valid ciphertext forgery.
The adversary is given access to both an encryption oracle and a decryption oracle.
To win the game the adversary must submit a valid ciphertext to the decryption
oracle which has not previously been output by the encryption oracle.

Definition 2.8 [INT-CTXT]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D). Let k ∈ N. Let A be an
attacker that has access to the oracles EK (·) and DK (·). We define the experiment
as follows:
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int−ctxt
Experiment ExpSE,A
(k)
r
K ← K(k)
if AEK (.),DK (.) (k) makes a query c to the oracle DK (.) such that:
– DK (c) 6=⊥; and
– c was never a response from EK (.)
then return 1 else return 0

The attacker’s advantage is defined to be:
int−ctxt
int−ctxt
AdvSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = 1].

The advantage function of the scheme is defined to be
int−ctxt
int−ctxt
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{AdvSE,A
(k)}
A

for any integers t, qe , µe , qd , µd . Here, the maximum is taken over all A with time
complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the encryption oracle, totalling at
most µe bits, and qd queries to the decryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits.
int−ctxt
We say that the scheme SE is INT-CTXT secure if AdvSE,A
(·) is small for all

adversaries A using reasonable resources.

In [22], Bellare and Namprempre give a slightly different definition for INT-CTXT.
In their definition the adversary is provided with access to an encryption oracle EK (·)
∗ (·). The verification oracle takes as input a ciphertext
and a verification oracle DK
∗ (c) =⊥ and 1 otherwise. The adversary wins if it makes a
c and returns 0 if DK
∗ (.) such that D ∗ (c) returns 1 and c was never a response from E (.).
query c to DK
K
K

This is the same win condition as in our definition above but the adversary does not
see the decrypted message or error that is returned. Our definition of INT-CTXT
security is therefore slightly stronger. Later we shall consider some extensions of this
notion where it is necessary that an adversary sees what type of error is returned.
By seeing the type of error returned the adversary will have the ability to mount
certain special types of attack.
It can sometimes be hard to prove directly that a scheme is LOR-CCA secure. It
is therefore desirable to break down the security notion into other weaker security
notions. By doing this we are able to make proofs of security easier and more
modular. The following relation, which was proven by Bellare and Namprempre
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[22], does exactly this. If we can prove the security of a scheme in the LOR-CPA
sense and in the INT-CTXT sense then the relation tells us that the scheme must
also be LOR-CCA secure. Note that the proof of this relation still holds for our
slightly stronger version of INT-CTXT security.

Result 2.6 [22, Theorem 2] [LOR-CPA + INT-CTXT ⇒ LOR-CCA]
For any symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
Advlor−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd )
SE
lor−cpa
int−ctxt
≤ AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe ) + 2AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).

In [48] Krawczyk gives a related notion of security called “ciphertext unforgeability”,
denoted CUF-CPA. This notion is weaker than that of INT-CTXT as the adversary
will only output one attempted forgery and is not given access to a decryption or a
decryption verification oracle.

Definition 2.9 [CUF-CPA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D). Let k ∈ N. Let A be an
attacker that has access to the oracle EK (·). We define the experiment as follows:
cuf−cpa
Experiment ExpSE,A
(k)
r

K ← K(k)
c ← AEK (.) (k)
if DK (c) 6=⊥ and c was never a response from EK (.) then
return 1
else
return 0
end if
The attacker’s advantage is defined to be:
cuf−cpa
cuf−cpa
AdvSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = 1].

The advantage function of the scheme is defined to be
cuf−cpa
cuf−cpa
(k)}
(k, t, qe , µe ) = max{AdvSE,A
AdvSE
A

for any integers t, qe , µe . Here, the maximum is taken over all A with time complexity
t, each making at most qe queries to the encryption oracle, totalling at most µe bits.
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cuf−cpa
We say that the scheme SE is CUF-CPA secure if AdvSE,A
(·) is small for all

adversaries A using reasonable resources.

In order to use the results of Krawczyk [48] we prove the following relation between
INT-CTXT and CUF-CPA.

Theorem 2.1 [CUF-CPA ⇒ INT-CTXT]
For any symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
cuf−cpa
int−ctxt
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ qd .AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe ).

Proof Assume Aint is an adversary attacking SE in the INT-CTXT sense. We use
this adversary to construct a new adversary Acuf that attacks SE in the CUF-CPA
sense.
Acuf will be a construction consisting of qd different sub-adversaries B i , where i ∈
{1, ...qd }. Let Ecuf (·) be Acuf ’s (and B i ’s) encryption oracle. Each B i will run Aint
and return Aint ’s i-th decryption oracle query as its output, using its own oracles to
provide simulations of Aint ’s oracles.
When Aint makes an encryption oracle query then B i will respond with the output
from its encryption oracle. When Aint makes a decryption oracle query c then B i
will respond with the corresponding plaintext if c was previously output by Ecuf (·)
or with the error symbol ⊥. When Aint makes its i-th decryption query c then B i
will stop and return c.
By the construction given in Figure 2.7 the following must hold:
cuf−cpa
Pr[ExpSE,A
(k)
cuf

qd
1 X
cuf−cpa
(k) = 1].
Pr[ExpSE,B
= 1] =
i
qd
i=1

If Aint ’s j-th decryption query is its first successful ciphertext forgery then the
following must hold:
qd
X

cuf−cpa
cuf−cpa
int−ctxt
Pr[ExpSE,B
(k) = 1] ≥ Pr[ExpSE,B
(k) = 1] = Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = 1].
i
j
int

i=1
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E

(·)

cuf
Algorithm Acuf
(k)
r
i ← {1, ..., qd }
c ← Bi
return c

Algorithm B i
Run Aint
Respond to encryption oracle queries with Eint (·) = Ecuf (·).
if Aint makes a decryption query c then
if c is i-th decryption query then
return c
else if c was previously output by Eint (·) then
Respond with the corresponding plaintext query.
else
Respond with ⊥
end if
end if
Figure 2.7: Construction of Acuf and B i used in proof of Theorem 2.1.
Combining the above, Acuf ’s advantage will be:

=
=
≥
=

cuf−cpa
(k)
AdvSE,A
cuf
cuf−cpa
Pr[ExpSE,Acuf (k) = 1]
cuf−cpa
1 Pqd
i=1 Pr[ExpSE,Bi (k) = 1]
qd
int−ctxt
1
qd Pr[ExpSE,Aint (k) = 1]
int−ctxt
1
qd .AdvSE,Aint (k).

Since Aint is an arbitrary adversary, the claimed relation holds.

2.2.4.7



Unforgeability of MACs

We have up to this point only defined security models for encryption schemes, but
there are many other important cryptographic primitives on which to perform formal
security analysis. The security of a message authentication scheme is based on how
likely it is that an adversary (or forger) F with oracle access to TK (·) can forge a
valid message tag pair (m, τ ). A forgery is said to be weak if the forged m was never
a query to the tagging oracle (a forged tag on a new message). A forgery is said to
be strong if the tag τ is new but the message m may not be new, i.e. it was already
a query to the tagging oracle (a forged tag on an old message). We use the same
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definitions for weak unforgeability under chosen message attack (WUF-CMA) and
strong unforgeability under chosen message attack (SUF-CMA) as in [22].

Definition 2.10 [Message Authentication Unforgeability]
Consider a message authentication scheme MA = (Kt , T , V). Let k ∈ N and let Fw
and Fs be forgers that have access to a tagging oracle TK (·) and a verification oracle
VK (·). We define two experiments as follows:
wuf−cma
(k)
Experiment ExpMA,F
w

suf−cma
(k)
Experiment ExpMA,F
s
r

K ← Kt (k)
T (·),VK (·,·)
if Fs K
(k) makes a query
(m, τ ) to VK (·, ·) such that
VK (m, τ ) returns 1, and τ was
never returned by TK (·) in response
to a query m then
return 1
else
return 0
end if

r

K ← Kt (k)
T (·),VK (·,·)
if
FwK
(k)
makes
a
query (m, τ ) to VK (·, ·) such
that VK (m, τ ) returns 1, and m
was never a query to TK (·) then
return 1
else
return 0
end if
The forgers’ advantages are defined to be:

wuf−cma
Advwuf−cma
MA,Fw (k) = Pr[ExpMA,Fw (k) = 1],
suf−cma
suf−cma
(k) = 1].
(k) = Pr[ExpMA,F
AdvMA,F
s
s

The advantage functions are defined to be:
wuf−cma
wuf−cma
AdvMA
(k, t, qt , µt , qv , µv ) = max{AdvMA,F
(k)},
w
Fw

suf−cma
suf−cma
AdvMA
(k, t, qt , µt , qv , µv ) = max{AdvMA,F
(k)}.
s
Fs

for any integers t, qt , µt , qv , µv . Here, the maxima are taken over all Fw , Fs with
time complexity t, making at most qt oracle queries to TK (·) totalling at most µt
bits, and making at most qv queries to VK (·) totalling at most µv bits.
wuf−cma
We say the scheme MA is WUF-CMA (resp. SUF-CMA) secure if AdvMA,F
(·)
suf−cma
(resp. AdvMA,F
(·)) is small for all forgers F using reasonable resources.
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2.2.5

Results for Generic Compositions

As we mentioned in Section 2.1.5 an encryption scheme and a MAC can be combined
to provide both the privacy and integrity of messages. There are three natural and
commonly studied generic compositions for an authenticated encryption scheme from
encryption and MAC components:

• Encrypt-&-Authenticate (E&A)
• Authenticate-then-Encrypt (AtE)
• Encrypt-then-Authenticate (EtA)

These three compositions were formally analysed by Bellare and Namprempre [22].
We now give a short summary of their results. Each of the schemes we describe
below combines a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (Ke , E, D) and a message
authentication scheme MA = (Kt , T , V). The key generation algorithm for all the
constructions is defined as follows.
Algorithm K-Gen(k)
r
Ke ← Ke (k)
r
Kt ← Kt (k)
return Ke , Kt

2.2.5.1

Encrypt-&-Authenticate

First let us consider a general E&A construction. We define the encryption scheme
E&A(SE, MA) = (K-Gen, E-E&A, D-E&A) to consist of the key generation algorithm defined above and the encryption and decryption algorithms defined in Figure
2.8.

Result 2.7 [22, Proposition 3] [E&A is not LOR-CPA secure]
Given an LOR-CPA secure symmetric encryption scheme SE and a SUF-CMA secure message authentication scheme MA, we can construct a message authentication scheme MA′ such that MA′ is SUF-CMA secure, but the composite scheme
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Algorithm E-E&AKe ,Kt (m)
c′ ← EKe (m)
τ ← TKt (m)
c ← c′ kτ
return c

Algorithm D-E&AKe ,Kt (c)
Parse c as c′ kτ
m ← DKe (c′ )
if VKt (m, τ ) = 0 then
m ←⊥
end if
return m

Figure 2.8: E&A(SE, MA) = (K-Gen, E-E&A, D-E&A)
E&A(SE, MA′ ) formed by the encrypt-and-authenticate composition method based
on SE and MA′ is not LOR-CPA secure.

Result 2.8 [22, Proposition 4] [E&A is not INT-CTXT secure]
Given an LOR-CPA secure symmetric encryption scheme SE and a SUF-CMA secure message authentication scheme MA, we can construct a symmetric encryption scheme SE ′ such that SE ′ is LOR-CPA secure, but the composite scheme
E&A(SE ′ , MA) formed by the encrypt-and-authenticate composition method based
on SE ′ and MA is not INT-CTXT secure.

By combining either of these results with Result 2.6 we can see that an E&A scheme
cannot be LOR-CCA secure in general.

2.2.5.2

Authenticate-then-Encrypt

The encryption scheme AtE(SE, MA) = (K-Gen, E-AtE, D-AtE) uses the key generation algorithm as defined previously and the encryption and decryption algorithms
defined in Figure 2.9. We assume that SE’s message space M consists of messages
of the form mkτ for all valid MAC tags τ and some set of m.
Before giving Bellare and Namprempre’s results for AtE constructions we must first
introduce another security notion. The notion of non-malleability (NM) was introduced by Dolev, Dwork and Naor [36]. Non-malleability formalises an adversary’s
inability, given a challenge ciphertext c, to output a different ciphertext c′ such that
the underlying plaintext messages m, m′ are related in some way, e.g. m′ = m+1. In
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Algorithm E-AtEKe ,Kt (m)
τ ← TKt (m)
c ← EKe (mkτ )
return c

Algorithm D-AtEKe ,Kt (c)
m′ ← DKe (c)
Parse m′ as mkτ
if VKt (m, τ ) = 0 then
m ←⊥
end if
return m

Figure 2.9: AtE(SE, MA) = (K-Gen, E-AtE, D-AtE)
[19], Bellare et al. show that if an encryption scheme is LOR-CCA secure then it is
also non-malleable. We now state the following result by Bellare and Namprempre.

Result 2.9 [22, Proposition 5] [AtE is not NM-CPA secure]
Given an LOR-CPA secure symmetric encryption scheme SE and a SUF-CMA secure message authentication scheme MA, we can construct a symmetric encryption scheme SE ′ such that SE ′ is LOR-CPA secure, but the composite scheme
AtE(SE ′ , MA) formed by the authenticate-then-encrypt composition method based
on SE ′ and MA is not NM-CPA secure.

Since LOR-CCA security implies NM-CPA security, this means than an AtE construction cannot be LOR-CCA secure in general. Krawczyk [48] has studied the
security of an AtE construction for some specific encryption schemes. He shows
that an AtE scheme using CBC mode can achieve a certain level of security. We
will discuss Krawczyk’s analysis in Section 5.4.3.

2.2.5.3

Encrypt-then-Authenticate

The encryption scheme EtA(SE, MA) = (K-Gen, E-EtA, D-EtA) uses the key generation algorithm as defined previously and the encryption and decryption algorithms
defined in Figure 2.10.
The following result shows that in general, this construction provides the best level
of security.
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Algorithm E-EtAKe ,Kt (m)
c′ ← EKe (m)
τ ← TKt (c′ )
c ← c′ kτ
return c

Algorithm D-EtAKe ,Kt (c)
Parse c as c′ kτ
if VKt (c′ , τ ) = 0 then
m ←⊥
else
m ← DKe (c′ )
end if
return m

Figure 2.10: EtA(SE, MA) = (K-Gen, E-EtA, D-EtA)
Result 2.10 [22, Theorem 5] [EtA is LOR-CCA secure]
Let SE be a symmetric encryption scheme, and let MA be a message authentication scheme. Let EtA(SE, MA) be the authenticated encryption scheme obtained
from SE and MA via the encrypt-then-authenticate composition method. If MA is
SUF-CMA secure, then EtA(SE, MA) is INT-CTXT secure. If SE is LOR-CPA
secure, then so is EtA(SE, MA). If we have both of the previous conditions, then
EtA(SE, MA) is LOR-CCA secure. Concretely:
int−ctxt
suf−cma
AdvEtA
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ AdvMA
(k, t, qe , µe + qe l, qd , µd ),

(k, t, qe , µe ),
(k, t, qe , µe ) ≤ Advlor−cpa
Advlor−cpa
SE
EtA
and
Advlor−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd )
EtA
lor−cpa
suf−cma
(k, t, qe , µe ) + 2AdvMA
(k, t, qe , µe + qe l, qd , µd ).
≤ AdvSE
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This chapter introduces the background to some of the practical aspects of this thesis. We begin by describing some secure network protocols. We follow this with an
introduction to side-channel attacks, and conclude with a brief history of padding
oracle attacks, a particular type of side-channel attack.

3.1

Network Protocols

We use computer networks in almost every aspect of our lives, at work, at home
and on the move through our mobile phones. Over the past 20 years networks have
begun to play an ever increasing role in day-to-day life, thanks chiefly to the rise
of the Internet, a huge network of networks which allows communication between
computers spread across the whole world.
The rules governing communications between entities on a network are called protocols. The Internet Protocol Suite TCP/IP, is a collection protocols which defines the
way in which messages are transmitted on the Internet and other similar networks.
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It consists of a variety of protocols which provide a wide range of communication
services.
Some of the most important protocols included within the Internet Protocol Suite are
secure network protocols. Networks and the Internet carry a great deal of sensitive
data. Therefore providing some form of security is vital to ensure that this data
does not fall into the wrong hands. Arguably the three most important and widely
used secure network protocols are Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security
(SSL/TLS), Secure Shell (SSH) and Internet Protocol Security (IPsec). Each of
these is further divided up into different protocols for a variety of functions, two
examples being a protocol for the initial key-exchange and a protocol which provides
the confidentiality of messages. These protocols are defined by combining encoding
schemes and various cryptographic primitives such as block ciphers and MACs,
which were defined in the previous chapter (cf. Section 2.1). These building blocks
and the way in which they are combined differ between protocols and depend upon
a variety of factors, such as the security goals the protocol is designed to achieve.

3.1.1

SSL/TLS

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), and as it is now known Transport Layer Security (TLS),
is possibly the most widely used secure network protocol on the Internet today. It
is used primarily to secure sensitive data when browsing the web, perhaps most
famously to secure the credit card data used when making purchases on websites
such as amazon.com. SSL was originally developed by Netscape in the mid-1990s
and version 3 was released in 1996. In January 1999 an upgrade of SSL version 3
was published by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), called TLS version
1.0 [33]. This version was later replaced by TLS version 1.1 [34] and more recently
TLS version 1.2 [35].
SSL/TLS actually consists of four separate protocols: the Handshake Protocol, the
Alert Protocol, the ChangeCipherSpec protocol and the Record Layer Protocol. The
Record Layer Protocol plays the most important role in securing all the messages
using SSL/TLS. It is in fact used by the other three protocols, as well as the application running over the protocol, e.g. a web browser, to secure the messages being
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sent. The Record Layer Protocol aims to provide both confidentiality and integrity
of messages sent using the protocol. To achieve this, the protocol is built using the
generic composition paradigm and uses an “authenticate-then-encrypt” construction. In this case, a MAC is first calculated on the concatenation of the record
sequence number and a plaintext. This MAC is then appended to the plaintext
and encryption is then performed. Note that it is also optional that the plaintext
may first be compressed. The encryption scheme predominantly used is CBC mode
in combination with either 3DES or AES, although the RC4 stream cipher is also
given as an option in RFC 5246 [35]. Since the MAC is appended directly to the
plaintext, padding must be included (together with a 1-byte padding length field)
after the MAC if CBC mode encryption is used, to ensure the full plaintext packet is
of a suitable length for encryption to occur. It turns out that padding and the order
in which it is added or removed, in relation to the MAC, plays an important role
in the security of the protocol. We shall study in Chapter 5 why this is the case.
A slight variant of HMAC using either MD5, SHA or SHA-256 hash functions is
used for the MAC algorithm. RFC 5246 [35] does also mention that AEAD schemes
could be used although there is no specific recommendation for which algorithm to
implement. Once the encrypted packet is obtained it is appended with a record
header. This header consists of a 1-byte type field, a 2-byte version field, and a
2-byte length field. The type field states which type of message the packet is, e.g.
handshake. The version field identifies which version of SSL/TLS is being used.
Finally, the length field states the total length of the plaintext message, MAC and
padding bytes, which can be at most 214 + 2048 bytes.

3.1.2

SSH

Secure Shell (SSH) was originally designed as a replacement for insecure remote
login procedures which sent information in plaintext. It has since become a general
purpose tool for securing Internet traffic. SSH was first created in 1995 by Finnish
researcher Tatu Ylönen. The current version of SSH, SSHv2, was designed in 1996,
and it is this version to which we refer in this thesis. The SSHv2 protocols are
defined in a collection of RFCs [69, 67, 70, 68, 21]. Throughout this thesis, we use
SSH as shorthand for SSHv2 as defined in these RFCs.
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SSH consists of three different layers: transport, authentication and connection.
The authentication layer [67] is responsible for dealing with client authentication.
It offers a number of different mechanisms for this, e.g. passwords, where the client
will be prompted to enter a password in order to authenticate itself. The connection
layer [68] is responsible for maintaining channels, such as a terminal shell. Multiple
channels may be run on an SSH connection. Finally, the transport layer [70] is
concerned with performing the initial key exchange and providing confidentiality
and integrity for data sent using SSH.

3.1.2.1

Binary Packet Protocol

The component of the SSH transport layer that is responsible for providing confidentiality and integrity services to all messages exchanged over an SSH connection
is the SSH Binary Packet Protocol (BPP) as defined in RFC 4253 [70]. Informally,
it uses an “encrypt-and-authenticate” construction, wherein the plaintext is both
encrypted (to produce the ciphertext) and integrity protected (by using a MAC
algorithm). It is optional whether a plaintext is compressed or not.
In more detail, a payload message is first encoded by prepending a packet length
field and padding length field and appending some padding. The packet length field
is 4 bytes in length and contains the total length (in bytes) of the encoded packet
excluding the packet length field itself. The padding length field is 1 byte in length
and contains the total number of padding bytes. A minimum of 4 padding bytes
must be added, the padding should be random, and the padding must ensure that
the encoded data ends on a block boundary. The maximum length of padding is
255 bytes; variable length padding may help frustrate traffic analysis.
This encoded message is then encrypted. The final ciphertext is the concatenation of
the encoded-then-encrypted message and a MAC, with the MAC value being computed over the concatenation of a 32-bit packet sequence number and the encoded
(but not encrypted) message. The sequence number is set to zero at the start of an
SSH connection, and is incremented after each packet. It is not sent over the channel
but is maintained separately by both communicating parties. Figure 3.1 shows the
BPP packet format schematically. Notice that the length field is encrypted, with the
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Figure 3.1: SSH BPP packet format and cryptographic processing.
rationale that this makes it harder for an attacker to detect BPP packet boundaries
and so perform traffic analysis.
The SSH RFC [70] mandates support for CBC mode using 3DES, recommends
support for CBC mode using AES with 128-bit keys, and lists a further 12 block
cipher variants in CBC mode as being optional. Only one optional stream cipher is
listed, ARCFOUR (Alleged RC4). The RFC also mandates the use of initial packet
chaining with CBC mode, so that the last block of ciphertext from packet i − 1 on a
connection is used as the IV for CBC mode for packet i on the connection. In this
way, the packets on a connection form a single data stream. Notice that the length
field will be contained (in encrypted form) in the first block of each packet. A later
RFC [21] defines a stateful version of counter mode encryption for use with SSH. For
message authentication, it is required that HMAC using SHA1 be supported, with
HMAC using MD5 also being listed as an option. In Chapters 6 and 7 we perform
a thorough analysis of the SSH BPP.

3.1.2.2

OpenSSH

Although many different implementations of SSH are available, the OpenSSH implementation [1] dominates, with OpenSSH and its derivatives accounting for more
than 85% of SSH implementations on the Internet [5]. We take a more detailed look
at OpenSSH later in the thesis.
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3.1.3

IPsec

Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) is a suite of protocols designed for securing traffic sent by one of the most important protocols of the TCP/IP suite, namely, IP
(Internet Protocol). The IPsec specifications were first published in 1995; the most
recent version of the standards were released in 2005 as a collection of RFCs.
IPsec has two different modes in which it operates: transport mode and tunnel mode.
Transport mode is usually used to achieve host-to-host secure communication, by
only encrypting the payload of the IP packet and not its headers. Tunnel mode
is usually used to create gateway-to-gateway secure communications. In this case
the whole IP packet is encrypted including the headers and new headers are then
prepended to the encrypted data to facilitate delivery.
IPsec is composed of three different protocols: Internet Key Exchange (IKE), Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP). IKE version 2
[43] was published in 2005. This protocol is used to set up the Security Associations
(SAs) used by IPsec. Simply put, an SA is a collection of shared keys and associated
data which are used to set up the secure communication. ESP [45] is used to provide confidentiality of messages with or without integrity protection. When using
integrity protection an “encrypt-then-authenticate” configuration is employed, i.e.
the plaintext is encrypted and the MAC is calculated on the ciphertext. AH [44] is
used to provide integrity protection but does not provide confidentiality of messages.
The cryptographic algorithms which both AH and ESP must support are specified
in a separate RFC [51]. This RFC specifies that ESP must support CBC mode using
AES with 128 bit keys or 3DES and that it should support AES in counter mode.
It is also required that both ESP and AH must support HMAC-SHA1-96. As with
SSL/TLS the RFC states that AEAD schemes are supported; one such scheme AES
Galois Counter Mode (AES-GCM) is defined in RFC 5288 [61].
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3.2

Side-Channel Analysis

Traditionally, when attacking encryption schemes we either look for some theoretical
weakness in the underlying primitive (this is known as cryptanalysis) or alternatively,
we perform a brute force attack on the key. In reality, other types of attack may be
possible due to the way particular algorithms are implemented. Side-channel attacks
are a powerful class of techniques that can be used to break implementations of
cryptographic primitives which from a theoretical perspective appear to be secure.
These types of attack are based on the inadvertent information released or output
by an implementation. This leakage of information can assist attackers greatly in
attempts to determine plaintext, keys or other sensitive data. Zhou and Feng have
written an interesting survey paper on side-channel attacks [71].
The first known side-channel attack was reported by Wright from GCHQ in 1965
[65]. MI5 had been unsuccessful in attempts to break a rotor cipher being used in
the Egyptian embassy in London and so Wright suggested placing a microphone
near the machine to listen for the clicks of the rotors. By listening to the clicks, MI5
operatives were able to determine the positions of the machines rotors and hence
reduce the complexity of the computation required to break the cipher. In this case
the side-channel was a sound released by the hardware, but there are many other
ways that information can leak from cryptographic hardware. For example, when
calculations are performed, heat or electromagnetic radiation may be released, the
more complex the calculation the more heat or radiation emitted. Even the time
taken for a calculation to be completed can give some information to an attacker
about the complexity of the operation being performed. Perhaps one of the most
surprising attacks was found by Loughry and Umphress [50]. They showed that
by analysing the LED status indicators on hardware devices a correlation can be
found with the data being processed. This attack shows that even something which
we think is completely unrelated to the operation being performed can be used
maliciously by an attacker.
Side-channel attacks are mostly directed against embedded systems and smart card
deployments of cryptography. The current large scale deployment of smart cards,
in places such as credit cards, door access cards and travel cards, e.g. Transport for
London’s Oyster card, means that the study of side-channel attacks has become an
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important area of research.
So far we have only discussed hardware side-channels, but of course algorithms also
interact with their environments when implemented in software. Consider the situation when an algorithm encounters an error. It would be reasonable and possibly
necessary for the algorithm to at this point return some form of error message. In
reality this may be a mistake since an error message could be used by an attacker
to deduce some piece of information. These error messages are another form of
side-channel and it is this type that we are concerned with in this thesis. The error
messages that are output by an algorithm are in effect giving attackers access to
what can be referred to as an error oracle [52]. The idea of an error oracle grew
from one specific form of such an oracle, specifically the padding oracle of Vaudenay
[63]. In the following section we give an introduction and brief history of padding
oracle attacks.

3.3

A Short History of Padding Oracle Attacks

Padding oracle attacks were introduced by Vaudenay [63] and are specific to the
CBC mode of operation of a block cipher. The attacks exploit the fact that, in
implementations, data typically must be padded according to some rule before it
can be encrypted using CBC mode. In Vaudenay’s attack, the adversary is assumed
to be equipped with a padding oracle that, given a ciphertext, tells the adversary
whether or not the underlying plaintext is correctly padded according to some specific padding rule. We next define a padding oracle P(·) formally with respect to a
symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D) which has a distinguished error output
⊥P corresponding to a padding failure, and a fixed key K from K.

Definition 3.1 [Padding Oracle]
A padding oracle P takes as input any string c ∈ {0, 1}∗ and outputs one bit of
information. If the underlying plaintext is correctly padded the oracle outputs 1;
otherwise it outputs 0. Formally,
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Oracle P(c)
if DK (c) =⊥P then
return 0
else
return 1
end if

Vaudenay showed that, for certain widely used padding schemes, a padding oracle
can be exploited to build a decryption oracle, i.e. to recover plaintext. The attack
is possible due to the bit flipping property of CBC mode. If we flip some bits (swap
0s for 1s and vice versa) in a ciphertext block then the corresponding bits in the
next plaintext block will also bit flipped, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The original
description of the attack [63] was based on CBC mode and the padding scheme
CBC-PAD as defined in RFC 2040 [14] and used in secure network protocols such
as SSL/TLS. CBC-PAD works by calculating the number of bytes N required to
complete a full block. The block is then padded with the binary representation of
N , N times. For example, if one byte remains then the padding would be h1i1 , if
two bytes remain then the padding would be h2i1 kh2i1 , etc. A plaintext is therefore
correctly padded if it ends with N bytes of value N .
We use CBC mode with explicit IVs and the padding scheme CBC-PAD, as an
example to illustrate padding oracle attacks. Given a ciphertext c = c[1]c[2]...c[n]
−1
the attacker’s objective is to find the plaintext block p[i] = c[i − 1] ⊕ FK
(c[i]), for

some i ∈ {1, ..., n}. Firstly the attacker chooses a random block r and sends rkc[i]
to the padding oracle P. This new ciphertext rkc[i] corresponds to a new plaintext
−1
block q = r ⊕ FK
(c[i]). If P returns 0 signifying an invalid padding a new r is

chosen by altering its last byte and rkc[i] is sent to the padding oracle. Recall from
the bit-flipping property of CBC mode that if we choose a new r with a different
last byte (i.e. with some bits flipped), then the last byte of q will also be different,
see Figure 3.2. The attacker keeps sending new ciphertexts rkc[i] until eventually
P returns 1. When this happens the attacker knows with high probability that the
−1
(c[i]) ends with h1i1 . Note that in some cases it may be that the
block q = r ⊕ FK

padding is not h1i1 . This is easily detected at the next stage when determining the
−1
second last byte of p[i]. By combining the two equations; p[i] = c[i − 1] ⊕ FK
(c[i])
−1
and q = r ⊕ FK
(c[i]), we obtain the following equation

p[i] = c[i − 1] ⊕ r ⊕ q.
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Figure 3.2: Bit flipping in a padding oracle attack.
When P returns 1, the attacker can use this equation to determine the last byte of
p[i]. To recover further plaintext bytes the attacker modifies r so that 1 is added to
the last byte of q and then makes successive changes to r’s second last byte until the
padding oracle returns a valid response for the input rkc[i]. Once a valid response is
achieved the attacker knows with high probability that the new q block will end with
the padding h2i1 kh2i1 and hence the last two bytes of p[i] can now be determined.
This process can be repeated until the whole plaintext block is recovered. To recover
1 byte of plaintext requires on average 27 calls to P and to recover a whole block
would require on average L27 calls to P.
Vaudenay considered his attacks against a variety of padding schemes. The work was
further extended by Black and Urtubia [26] and Paterson and Yau [55] to consider
various other padding schemes. Black and Urtubia’s work showed informally that
the padding scheme known as arbitrary tail padding can be used to prevent padding
oracle attacks. For this padding scheme any string will be correctly padded and hence
a padding error can never occur. Further analysis was performed by Paterson et al.
[66] who studied the attacks when the IVs used are no longer explicit but are instead
secret. Their work showed that, despite attackers no longer having control over the
IV, CBC mode was still vulnerable to padding oracle attacks. The work of Paterson
et al. [55, 66] influenced the subsequent development of the ISO standard for block
cipher modes of operation, specifically CBC mode encryption [11]. This standard
recommends a padding scheme called OZ-PAD (one zero pad) because it appears
to resist padding oracle attacks. It should be noted that Vaudenay’s padding oracle
attacks are plaintext-recovery attacks and hence break a one-way notion of security.
The use of OZ-PAD with CBC mode will prevent Vaudenay’s padding oracle attacks
from being able to break such a notion but Black and Urtubia [26] have pointed out
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that CBC mode with OZ-PAD will not meet a stronger indistinguishability based
notion of security. We will revisit the OZ-PAD and arbitrary tail padding schemes
in Chapter 5 and study what they can offer in terms of provable security.
Canvel et al. [29] described a real-world example of a padding oracle attack against
the SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol as implemented in OpenSSL. The padding
oracle was present because the SSL/TLS specification uses a “authenticate-thenencrypt” construction. To decrypt, OpenSSL performs the following sequence of
steps: first, decrypt the message, second, remove padding and, third check the MAC.
After the second and third steps it may be possible that an error is output due to a
padding error or a MAC error, respectively. The operation to remove the padding is
very simple. Thus if an error occurs it will be observed after a short amount of time.
In contrast the MAC algorithm is a complex cryptographic operation. Therefore
if the MAC fails, an error may be observed after a longer period of time. Note
here that even although both error conditions send encrypted error messages, they
can still be distinguished due to the difference in time taken to receive each type of
error message. The attack of Canvel et al. exploited this timing difference to obtain
a padding oracle. Note though that this padding oracle will not be perfect since
the timings will also be affected by other factors such as network delay. Canvel et
al.’s attack was further complicated by the fact that whenever an error occurs in
SSL/TLS the session is aborted and a new session will be started with fresh keys.
In this attack we therefore refer to the padding oracle as a “bomb” oracle, since it
“blows-up” whenever an error occurs. To get round this problem, it is assumed that
there is some fixed piece of plaintext which occurs in the same place for each session,
e.g. a password. It will be this fixed plaintext which the attacker tries to retrieve by
iterating the attack across multiple sessions. As a result of this attack the RFC for
TLS [35] was changed to mandate that implementations of TLS ensure that errors
cannot be distinguished by timing. Interestingly, Krawczyk [48] has performed a
formal analysis of CBC mode and a MAC algorithm in an authenticate-then-encrypt
construction as in SSL/TLS, but his analysis does not directly consider any issues
arising from padding. Krawczyk proves that his construction would implement a
“secure channel” (note that this notion is weaker than that of CCA security). Thus
the subsequent attack by Canvel et al. demonstrates the limitations when applying
existing security analysis to practice. We will look at this particular example again
in Chapter 5.
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More recently, Degabriele and Paterson [31] used an extension of the basic padding
oracle techniques to find attacks against certain encryption-only configurations of
IPsec, both as specified in the relevant RFC [45] and as implemented in RFCcompliant software. Again, the particular use of CBC mode in IPsec is provably
secure against chosen-plaintext attackers in the usual model of security for symmetric
encryption [18]; however, the way in which [45] recommends dealing with padding
failures actually leads to an attack against RFC-compliant implementations. Thus,
simply rewriting code to eliminate padding oracles may not always be possible.
The practical attacks of [29] and [31] demonstrate the inadequacy of current security
models for CBC mode encryption. SSL/TLS is perhaps the finest example of this,
since we have a mathematically correct security proof by Krawczyk [48] but we also
have an attack by Canvel et al. [29] which is relevant in practice. Such contradictions
provide motivation for the work in this thesis, to expand existing security models to
more closely match with the way protocols are implemented.
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This chapter demonstrates how we can expand the standard security models for symmetric encryption as defined by Bellare et al. to consider padding and padding oracle
attacks. We provide definitions for these new extended security models and prove
that the relations which held in the standard case are still true.

4.1

Introduction

As we have already described, when constructing secure network protocols, cryptographic primitives such as block ciphers (often operating in CBC mode) and MACs
are often combined in order to ensure both the confidentiality and integrity of the
traffic. Typical examples of such protocols are the ESP protocol in IPsec and the
SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol outlined in Chapter 3. Theoretical analysis of such
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protocols until now has considered idealised cryptographic components that are always correctly implemented. Unfortunately, this is not always the case in practice,
and often the exact manner in which these components are implemented is highly significant for security. In the previous chapter we described how side-channel attacks,
a powerful class of techniques, can be used to break implementations of cryptographic primitives which from a theoretical perspective appear to be secure. We
also introduced the padding oracle attack, first described by Vaudenay [63], a sidechannel attack of this type. A padding oracle attack works against the CBC mode
of operation of a block cipher. It exploits the fact that, in implementations, data
typically must be padded according to some rule before it can be encrypted. In
contrast, all current theoretical security models for CBC mode assume that data is
already neatly aligned on a block boundary.
Bellare et al.’s analysis [18] provided the first systematic study of security notions
for symmetric encryption, as well as specific security results for various modes of
operation of a block cipher, including CBC mode. The work in this chapter and
the following one relies extensively on Bellare et al.’s foundational paper. In this
chapter, we extend the existing security models for symmetric encryption, as defined
by Bellare et al. and stated in Chapter 2, to include the real-world security concern
that is represented by padding oracle attacks. We give results relating these different
security models, in the spirit of [18]. This gives us a framework within which we
can analyse the security CBC mode operating in conjunction with a padding scheme
and in the case of CCA attackers, a message authentication code. This analysis of
CBC mode is the subject of the next chapter.

4.2

Padding Schemes

Let us begin by expanding upon the definitions from Section 2.1. Throughout we
will let m denote an unpadded plaintext and p denote a padded plaintext. We define
a padding scheme PS = (PAD, DPAD) as follows.
Let B denote the set {{0, 1}il : i ≥ 1} of bit strings whose length is a non-negative
multiple of l, and let PAD : {0, 1}∗ → V ⊂ B and DPAD : B → {0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥P } be
functions defining a specific padding method. These mappings should both be easy
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to compute and the mapping PAD may be randomised. We say that V is the set of
all valid padded messages. For each i ∈ N, let Vi be the set of messages of length
S
il bits (i blocks) in V , so that V = i Vi . Let I = B \ V and for each i ∈ N, let Ii
S
be the set of messages of length il bits in I, so that I = i Ii . We say that I is the

set of all invalid padded messages. For consistency, we require that for any p ∈ I,

DPAD(p) returns ⊥P , and that m = DPAD(PAD(m)) for any m ∈ {0, 1}∗ .
In Section 5.2.1 we will provide specific definitions for the padding schemes OZ-PAD
and Arbitrary Tail Padding.

4.3

Security Models

In this section we generalise the existing Left-or-Right Indistinguishability, Realor-Random Indistinguishability and Find-then-Guess Security definitions to provide
the adversary with additional padding check information. We consider chosen plaintext attackers with access to a padding oracle (PO-CPA). In contrast, for the CCA
case we do not give the adversary direct access to a padding oracle, since this will be
given implicitly by the decryption oracle. Instead we simply consider chosen ciphertext attackers against encryption schemes with padding (P-CCA). The encryption
schemes that we analyse in the CCA case perform two different checks upon decryption: a padding format check and a MAC verification. Decryption may then
fail due to either a padding error or a MAC verification error. We denote these two
different error outputs as ⊥P signifying a padding error and ⊥A signifying a MAC
verification error. An adversary may then be able to determine whether the padding
is valid by observing the output from the decryption oracle:

• If the decryption oracle outputs ⊥P , then the padding format is not valid.
• If the decryption oracle outputs ⊥A , then the MAC is invalid, but depending
on exactly how the decryption oracle is implemented the padding may or may
not be valid.
• If the decryption oracle outputs no error message, then the padding format is
definitely valid.
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Our indistinguishability based models provide much stronger notions of security
than are required to resist Vaudenay’s original attack: roughly speaking they provide semantic security against an attacker equipped with an encryption oracle and
padding oracle or decryption oracle, whereas Vaudenay’s attack only gives the attacker access to a padding oracle. This enhanced security is certainly desirable,
but many padding methods used in, or recommended for, practice (e.g. OZ-PAD
as recommended in ISO/IEC 10116 [11]) cannot achieve our new notions. So we
also introduce a weaker “one-way” notion of security to more exactly quantify the
resistance of these padding methods to Vaudenay’s original attack.
We will use our new models to study encryption schemes based on CBC mode but
they could also be used more generally with other modes of operation that require
padding.

4.3.1

One-way Security

As we shall see, many padding methods cannot achieve security in the indistinguishability based models, but do provide a weaker form of security, in that they
prevent an attacker using access to a padding oracle to perform decryption (i.e. they
prevent Vaudenay’s original attack). We first define a notion of security appropriate to this weaker requirement. This notion will be an extension of the one-way
security notion defined in Section 2.2.4. Again the attacker’s challenge is to find the
decryption of a challenge ciphertext c∗ . For simplicity of presentation, we focus on
the case where this ciphertext is chosen by encrypting a plaintext chosen at random
from the space of unpadded messages based on some padding-specific distribution
M. In what follows, we assume that M can be efficiently sampled with the correct
distribution. This is the case for the specific padding schemes we consider later.
Our definition is easily extended to the case of arbitrary distributions on this space.

Definition 4.1 [OW-PO-CPA, OW-P-CCA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D) making use of a specific
padding scheme PS = (PAD, DPAD). Let k ∈ N. Let Acpa be an attacker that has
access to the oracles EK (·) and P(·). Let Acca be an attacker that has access to the
oracles EK (·) and DK (·). Acca is not permitted to query DK (·) with the challenge
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ciphertext c∗ . We define two experiments as follows:
ow−po−cpa
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cpa
r

Experiment Expow−p−cca
SE,Acca (k)
r

K ← K(k)
r
m∗ ← M
c∗ ← EK (m∗ )
EK (·),DK (·)
m ← Acca
(k, c∗ )
return m

K ← K(k)
r
m∗ ← M
c∗ ← EK (m∗ )
EK (·),P(·)
m ← Acpa
(k, c∗ )
return m

The attackers win when m = m∗ and their advantages are defined to be:
ow−po−cpa
ow−po−cpa
(k) = m∗ ],
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cpa
cpa
ow−p−cca
∗
Advow−p−cca
SE,Acca (k) = Pr[ExpSE,Acca (k) = m ].

The advantage functions of the scheme are defined to be:
ow−po−cpa
ow−po−cpa
(k)},
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) = max{AdvSE,A
cpa
Acpa

(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{Advow−p−cca
Advow−p−cca
SE,Acca (k)}
SE
Acca

for any integers t, qe , µe , qp , µp , qd , µd . Here, the maxima are taken over all adversaries Acpa , Acca with time complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the
encryption oracle, totalling at most µe bits and, at most qp queries to the padding
oracle, totalling at most µp bits in the Acpa case or at most qd queries to the decryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits in the Acca case.
We say that the scheme SE is OW-PO-CPA secure (resp. OW-P-CCA secure) if
ow−po−cpa
(·)) is small for all adversaries A using rea(·) (resp. Advow−p−cca
AdvSE,A
SE,A

sonable resources.

Note that this model allows us to study an adversary which strictly adheres to
Vaudenay’s original attack model, i.e. where the adversary makes no queries to the
encryption oracle (qe = µe = 0) in the CPA case.

4.3.2

Left-or-Right Indistinguishability

Our new model incorporating padding, as in the normal LOR model (cf. Definition 2.5), provides the attacker with access to a left-or-right encryption oracle
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EK (LR(m0 , m1 , b)) but with one difference. Again the adversary submits queries
of the form (m0 , m1 ) to the left-or-right encryption oracle and its challenge is to
determine whether it receives the encryption of m0 or m1 in response. The difference in our new model is that the two messages m0 , m1 need not be of equal length
but must be of equal length once encrypted, with the encryption process implicitly
including padding. If they are not of equal length after encryption then there is a
trivial attack. The adversary will be supplied with a left-or-right encryption oracle
EK (LR(·, ·, b)) and, a padding oracle P in the CPA setting or a decryption oracle
DK in the CCA setting.

Definition 4.2 [LOR-PO-CPA, LOR-P-CCA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D) making use of a specific
padding scheme PS = (PAD, DPAD). Let b ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈ N. Let Acpa be
an attacker that has access to the oracles EK (LR(·, ·, b)) and P(·). Let Acca be an
attacker that has access to the oracles EK (LR(·, ·, b)) and DK (·). It is mandated
that any two messages queried to EK (LR(·, ·, b)) have equal length once encrypted
and Acca is not permitted to query DK (·) on any output from EK (LR(·, ·, b)). We
define two experiments as follows:
lor−po−cpa−b
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cpa
r

(k)
Experiment Explor−p−cca−b
SE,Acca
r

K ← K(k)
EK (LR(·,·,b)),DK (·)
b′ ← Acca
(k)
return b′

K ← K(k)
EK (LR(·,·,b),P(·))
b′ ← Acpa
(k)
return b′

The attackers win when b′ = b, and their advantages are defined to be:
lor−po−cpa−0
lor−po−cpa−1
lor−po−cpa
(k) = 1],
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cpa
cpa
cpa
lor−p−cca−1
(k) = 1].
(k) = 1] − Pr[Explor−p−cca−0
Advlor−p−cca
SE,Acca
SE,Acca (k) = Pr[ExpSE,Acca

The advantage functions of the scheme are defined to be:
lor−po−cpa
(k)},
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) = max{Advlor−po−cpa
AdvSE
SE,Acpa
Acpa

(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{Advlor−p−cca
Advlor−p−cca
SE,Acca (k)}
SE
Acca

for any integers t, qe , µe , qp , µp , qd , µd . Here, the maxima are taken over all adversaries Acpa , Acca with time complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the
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encryption oracle, totalling at most µe bits in each of the left and right inputs and,
at most qp queries to the padding oracle, totalling at most µp bits in the Acpa case
or at most qd queries to the decryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits in the Acca
case.
We say that the scheme SE is LOR-PO-CPA secure (resp. LOR-P-CCA secure) if
(·)) is small for all adversaries A using rea(·) (resp. Advlor−p−cca
Advlor−po−cpa
SE,A
SE,A
sonable resources.

Note that in this model, our definition of µe differs slightly from the normal LOR
model, which restricted the total number of bits queried to the left-or-right encryption oracle to be 2µe . Here we say that a total of µe bits are queried in each of the
left and right inputs, i.e. a total of at most µe bits are queried to the left input and
a total of at most µe bits are queried to the right input. This change is necessary
because our new definition of the left-or-right encryption oracle no longer makes the
restriction that any two messages m0 , m1 submitted must be of equal length. We
instead only require that their corresponding ciphertexts have equal length. The
number of bits queried to each of the left and right inputs is now not necessarily
equal, but both inputs can be bounded by the same value µe .

4.3.3

Real-or-Random Indistinguishability

To extend the ROR model (cf. Definition 2.6) to include padding we must again
slightly alter our definition of the encryption oracle. The attacker again submits
messages m to a real-or-random encryption oracle and its challenge is to determine
whether it receives the encryption of m or the encryption of some random r, in
response. In our new model the two messages m, r need not be of equal length but
must be of equal length once they are encrypted, with the encryption process implicitly including padding1 . If they are not of equal length after encryption then there
is a trivial attack. For b ∈ {0, 1}, we define the real-or-random oracle EK (RR(·, b))
by:
1

We must therefore assume that it is easy to generate r at random subject to this constraint;
this is the case for padding methods used in practice.
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Oracle EK (RR(m, b))
if b = 1 then
c ← EK (m)
else
r
r ← {m′ ∈ M : |EK (m)| = |EK (m′ )|}
c ← EK (r)
end if
return c
Note that if we were to actually implement the above oracle, the random plaintext r
would be selected from a distribution of plaintexts that is dependent on the padding
scheme used.
The attacker will also be supplied with a padding oracle P in the CPA setting and
a decryption oracle DK in the CCA setting.

Definition 4.3 [ROR-PO-CPA, ROR-P-CCA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D) making use of a specific
padding scheme PS = (PAD, DPAD). Let b ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈ N. Let Acpa be an
attacker that has access to the oracles EK (RR(·, b)) and P(·). Let Acca be an attacker
that has access to the oracles EK (RR(·, b)) and DK (·). Acca is not permitted to query
DK (·) on any output from EK (RR(·, b)). We define two experiments as follows:
ror−po−cpa−b
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cpa
r

(k)
Experiment Expror−p−cca−b
SE,Acca
r

K ← K(k)
EK (RR(·,b)),DK (·)
b′ ← Acca
(k)
′
return b

K ← K(k)
EK (RR(·,b)),P(·)
b′ ← Acpa
(k)
′
return b

The attackers win when b′ = b, and their advantages are defined to be:
ror−po−cpa−0
ror−po−cpa−1
ror−po−cpa
(k) = 1],
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cpa
cpa
cpa
ror−p−cca−0
ror−p−cca
(k) = 1].
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = Pr[Expror−p−cca−1
AdvSE,A
SE,Acca
cca
cca

The advantage functions of the scheme are defined to be:
ror−po−cpa
(k)},
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) = max{Advror−po−cpa
SE,Acpa
Acpa

ror−p−cca
ror−p−cca
(k)}
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{AdvSE,A
AdvSE
cca
Acca
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for any integers t, qe , µe , qp , µp , qd , µd . Here, the maxima are taken over all adversaries Acpa , Acca with time complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the
encryption oracle, totalling at most µe bits and, at most qp queries to the padding
oracle, totalling at most µp bits in the Acpa case or at most qd queries to the decryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits in the Acca case.
We say that the scheme SE is ROR-PO-CPA secure (resp. ROR-P-CCA secure) if
ror−po−cpa
ror−p−cca
AdvSE,A
(·) (resp. AdvSE,A
(·)) is small for all adversaries A using rea-

sonable resources.

4.3.4

Find-then-Guess Security

As with the normal FTG model (cf. Definition 2.7) the security game incorporating
padding is defined in two stages. First the attacker must find two messages m0 , m1
upon which it wishes to be challenged. The challenger then sends c, the encryption
of either m0 or m1 , to the attacker. In the second stage, the attacker must guess
which of these two messages m0 , m1 , is the decryption of c. Note that as with
our other extended models the two messages m0 , m1 need not be of equal length
but must be of equal length once they are encrypted, with the encryption process
implicitly including padding. If they are not of equal length after encryption then
there is a trivial attack.
The attacker is supplied with an encryption oracle EK and a padding oracle P in
the CPA setting, and an encryption oracle EK and a decryption oracle DK in the
CCA setting.

Definition 4.4 [FTG-PO-CPA, FTG-P-CCA]
Consider a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D) making use of a specific
padding scheme PS = (PAD, DPAD). Let b ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈ N. Let Acpa be an
attacker that has access to the oracles EK (·) and P(·). Let Acca be an attacker that
has access to the oracles EK (·) and DK (·). It is mandated that the two messages
m0 , m1 output at the find stage will have equal length once encrypted. Moreover
Acca is not permitted to query DK (·) on the challenge ciphertext c. We define two
experiments as follows:
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ftg−po−cpa−b
(k)
Experiment ExpSE,A
cpa
r

(k)
Experiment Expftg−p−cca−b
SE,Acca
r

K ← K(k)
EK (·),DK (·)
(m0 , m1 , s) ← Acca
(k, find)
c ← EK (mb )
EK (·),DK (·)
b′ ← Acca
(k, guess, c, s)
′
return b

K ← K(k)
EK (·),P(·)
(m0 , m1 , s) ← Acpa
(k, find)
c ← EK (mb )
EK (·),P(·)
b′ ← Acpa
(k, guess, c, s)
′
return b

The attackers win when b′ = b, and their advantages are defined to be:
ftg−po−cpa−0
ftg−po−cpa−1
ftg−po−cpa
(k) = 1],
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
AdvSE,A
cpa
cpa
cpa
ftg−p−cca−1
(k) = 1].
(k) = 1] − Pr[Expftg−p−cca−0
Advftg−p−cca
SE,Acca
SE,Acca (k) = Pr[ExpSE,Acca

The advantage functions of the scheme are defined to be:
ftg−po−cpa
ftg−po−cpa
(k)},
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) = max{AdvSE,A
AdvSE
cpa
Acpa

ftg−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{Advftg−p−cca
AdvSE
SE,Acca (k)}
Acca

for any integers t, qe , µe , qp , µp , qd , µd . Here, the maxima are taken over all adversaries Acpa , Acca with time complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the encryption oracle, totalling at most (µe − max{|m0 |, |m1 |}) bits and, at most qp queries
to the padding oracle, totalling at most µp bits in the Acpa case or at most qd queries
to the decryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits in the Acca case.
We say that the scheme SE is FTG-PO-CPA secure (resp. FTG-P-CCA secure) if
ftg−po−cpa
AdvSE,A
(·) (resp. Advftg−p−cca
(·)) is small for all adversaries A using reaSE,A

sonable resources.

Note that in the above definition we restrict the total number of bits queried to the
encryption to be at most (µe − max{|m0 |, |m1 |}) bits. This difference compared to
the previous definitions is to ensure that the value µe also bounds the number of
bits queried during the challenge query.
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4.4

Relations Between Models

The foundational paper of Bellare et al. [18] proved a collection of relations between
the standard indistinguishability based security models for symmetric encryption.
We will now prove that these same relations hold in our new extended models.
Thereafter, we only need prove results in our LOR-PO-CPA and LOR-P-CCA models. In all of our proofs, we let P-ATK denote an attack in either the PO-CPA sense
or the P-CCA sense.

Theorem 4.1 [ROR-P-ATK ⇒ LOR-P-ATK]
For any encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
ror−po−cpa
lor−po−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ),
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ 2.AdvSE
AdvSE
ror−p−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ 2.AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
Advlor−p−cca
SE

Proof Assume Alor is an adversary attacking SE in the LOR-P-ATK sense. We can
use this adversary to construct a new adversary Aror attacking SE in the ROR-PATK sense as shown in Figure 4.1.
Let Eror (·) be Aror ’s encryption oracle in both the CPA and CCA cases. Let O(·) be
its padding oracle in the CPA case and its decryption oracle in the CCA case. Aror
will run Alor using its own oracles to provide a simulation of Alor ’s oracles.
For b ∈ {0, 1} and any m0 , m1 , we define Elor (LR(m0 , m1 , b)) to be Eror (mb ). So
when Alor queries its encryption oracle with Elor (LR(m0 , m1 , b)) then Aror will
respond with the output given by its oracle for Eror (mb ). When Alor queries its
padding/decryption oracle with a ciphertext c then Aror will respond with the output given by its oracle for O(c).
Now we find Aror ’s advantage. We have:
ror−p−atk
(k) = 1].
(k) = 1] − Pr[Expror−p−atk−0
(k) = Pr[Expror−p−atk−1
AdvSE,A
SE,Aror
SE,Aror
ror

(k) = 1]. In this case the encryption oracle
Let us first consider Pr[Expror−p−atk−0
SE,Aror
Eror (·) = Eror (RR(mb , 0)) returns the encryption of a randomly chosen plaintext
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E

(·),O(·)

ror
Algorithm Aror
(k)
r
let b ← {0, 1}
if b = 0 then
E (LR(·,·,0)),O(·)
d ← Alorlor
(k)
else
E (LR(·,·,1)),O(·)
d ← Alorlor
(k)
end if
if b = d then
return 1
else
return 0
end if

Figure 4.1: Construction of Aror used in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
r. Therefore since we defined Elor (LR(m0 , m1 , b)) to be Eror (mb ), this means that
Elor (LR(m0 , m1 , 0)) and Elor (LR(m0 , m1 , 1)) return identically distributed answers
for any (m0 , m1 ). The encryption oracle for this case therefore only outputs ciphertexts of randomly chosen plaintexts, and the adversary’s view is independent of the
bit b. We can therefore say that any input to the padding/decryption oracle is independent of the bit b. Thus the padding/decryption oracle gives no assistance in
(k) = 1] = 21 .
determining mb . Therefore Pr[Expror−p−atk−0
SE,Aror
(k) = 1. When Aror ’s hidden bit equals 1, then Aror as
Now consider Expror−p−atk−1
SE,Aror
defined in Figure 4.1 provides a perfect simulation of a challenger for Alor . Moreover
Aror outputs 1 only when Alor wins. Therefore,
(k) = 1] = Pr[Explor−p−atk−b
(k) = b]
Pr[Expror−p−atk−1
SE,Alor
SE,Aror

Combining the above,

=
=
=
=
=
=

ror−p−atk
AdvSE,A
ror
ror−p−atk−1
(k) = 1] − 21
Pr[ExpSE,A
ror
Pr[Explor−p−atk−b
(k) = b] − 21
SE,Alor
lor−p−atk−1
1
(k) = 1] + 12 Pr[Explor−p−atk−0
(k) = 0] − 12
SE,Alor
2 Pr[ExpSE,Alor
lor−p−atk−1
1
(k) = 1] + 12 (1 − Pr[Explor−p−atk−0
(k) = 1]) −
SE,Alor
2 Pr[ExpSE,Alor
lor−p−atk−1
lor−p−atk−0
1
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,Alor
(k) = 1])
2 (Pr[ExpSE,Alor
lor−p−atk
1
2 AdvSE,Alor .
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Since Alor is an arbitrary adversary we have,
ror−po−cpa
lor−po−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ),
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ 2.AdvSE
AdvSE
ror−p−cca
Advlor−p−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ 2.AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
SE



Theorem 4.2 [LOR-P-ATK ⇒ ROR-P-ATK]
For any encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
ror−po−cpa
lor−po−cpa
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ),

(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−p−cca
Advror−p−cca
SE
SE

Proof Assume Aror is an adversary attacking SE in the ROR-P-ATK sense. We
can use this adversary to construct a new adversary Alor attacking SE in the LORP-ATK sense.
Let Elor (·, ·) be Alor ’s encryption oracle in both the CPA and CCA cases. Let O(·)
be its padding oracle in the CPA case and its decryption oracle in the CCA case.
Alor will run Aror using its own oracles to provide a simulation of Aror ’s oracles.
For any m ∈ {0, 1}∗ , define Eror (m) to be Elor (r, m), where r is chosen randomly for
each call to the oracle from the set {m′ ∈ M : |EK (m)| = |EK (m′ )|}. So when Aror
queries its encryption oracle with Eror (m) then Alor will respond with the output
given by its oracle for Elor (r, m). When Aror queries its padding/decryption oracle
with a ciphertext c then Alor will respond with the output given by its oracle for
O(c).
When Alor ’s challenger’s bit is 0, then the simulation provided by Alor to Aror
gives Aror encryptions of random messages r that are distributed as they are in
Aror ’s attack environment, while if this bit is 1, then Alor ’s simulation gives Aror
encryptions of Aror ’s choices of message m. So Alor ’s advantage will be:
lor−p−atk−1
Advlor−p−atk
(k) = 1] − Pr[Explor−p−atk−0
(k) = 1]
SE,Alor (k) = Pr[ExpSE,Alor
SE,Alor
ror−p−atk−0
ror−p−atk−1
(k) = 1]
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,Aror
= Pr[ExpSE,Aror
ror−p−atk
= AdvSE,Aror (k).
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Since Aror is an arbitrary adversary we have,
ror−po−cpa
lor−po−cpa
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ),

(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−p−cca
Advror−p−cca
SE
SE


Theorem 4.3 [LOR-P-ATK ⇒ FTG-P-ATK]
For any encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
ftg−po−cpa
lor−po−cpa
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ AdvSE
(k, t, qe + 1, µe , qp , µp ),

(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−p−cca
(k, t, qe + 1, µe , qd , µd ).
Advftg−p−cca
SE
SE

Proof Assume Aftg is an adversary attacking SE in the FTG-P-ATK sense. We
can use this adversary to construct a new adversary Alor attacking SE in the LORP-ATK sense.
Let Elor (·) be Alor ’s encryption oracle in both the CPA and CCA cases. Let O(·) be
its padding oracle in the CPA case and its decryption oracle in the CCA case. Alor
will run Aftg using its own oracles to provide a simulation of Aftg ’s oracles.
For any m ∈ {0, 1}∗ , define Eftg (m) to be Elor (m, m). So when Aftg queries its
encryption oracle with Eftg (m) then Alor will respond with the output given by
its oracle for Elor (m, m). When Aftg queries its padding/decryption oracle with a
ciphertext c then Alor will respond with the output given by its oracle for O(c).

E

Algorithm Alorlor

(·,·),O(·)

(k)

Eftg (·),O(·)
Let (m0 , m1 , s) ← Aftg
(k, find)
Eftg (·),O(·)
return Aftg
(k, guess, Elor (m0 , m1 ), s)

During the find and guess stages the simulation provided by Alor to Aftg gives Aftg
encryptions of Aftg ’s choices of message m. In the challenge stage Alor ’s simulation
challenges Aftg on the encryption of mb , dependent on its own challenge bit b. So
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Alor ’s advantage will be:
lor−p−atk−1
Advlor−p−atk
(k) = 1] − Pr[Explor−p−atk−0
(k) = 1]
SE,Alor (k) = Pr[ExpSE,Alor
SE,Alor
ftg−p−atk−1
ftg−p−atk−0
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,Aftg
(k) = 1]
= Pr[ExpSE,Aftg

= Advftg−p−atk
SE,Aftg (k).

Since Aftg is an arbitrary adversary we have:
ftg−po−cpa
lor−po−cpa
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ AdvSE
(k, t, qe + 1, µe , qp , µp ),

Advftg−p−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−p−cca
(k, t, qe + 1, µe , qd , µd ).
SE
SE

Note here that the number of queries made to the encryption oracle by the LOR
adversary is bounded by qe + 1. This is because it makes an extra query to its
encryption oracle to simulate the challenge phase for the FTG adversary.



This last result establishes that if a scheme has security in the Find-then-Guess sense
then it is secure in the Left-or-Right sense, but the security shown is qualitatively
lower.

Theorem 4.4 [FTG-P-ATK ⇒ LOR-P-ATK]
For any encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D),
lor−po−cpa
ftg−po−cpa
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ qe .AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ),

Advlor−p−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ qe .Advftg−p−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
SE
SE

Proof Assume Alor is an adversary attacking SE in the LOR-P-ATK sense. We
can use this adversary to construct a new adversary Aftg that attacks SE in the
FTG-P-ATK sense.
Let Eftg (·) be Aftg ’s encryption oracle in both the CPA and CCA cases. Let O(·) be
its padding oracle in the CPA case and its decryption oracle in the CCA case. Aftg
will run Alor using its own oracles to provide a simulation of Alor ’s oracles.
The construction of the find stage of Aftg is shown in Figure 4.2. Here Aftg runs
Alor until a randomly chosen number, i ∈ {1, ..., qe }, of encryption queries are made.
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E

ftg
Algorithm Aftg

(·),O(·)

(k, find)

r

Let i ← {1, . . . , qe }
Run Alor
Respond to encryption oracle queries with Elor (LR(·, ·, 0)).
Respond to any padding/decryption oracle queries with O(·).
Stop when the i-th encryption oracle query is made.
Let (mi0 , mi1 ) denote the i-th encryption oracle query.
Let s denote Alor ’s state at this point.
return (mi0 , mi1 , s)
Figure 4.2: Construction of the find stage of Aftg used in proof of Theorem 4.4.
E

(·),O(·)

ftg
Algorithm Aftg
(k, guess, c, s)
Resume execution of Alor in state s.
Answer the i-th encryption query (mi0 , mi1 ) with c.
Respond to further encryption oracle queries with Elor (LR(·, ·, 1)).
Respond to any padding/decryption oracle queries with O(·).
return the output of Alor .

Figure 4.3: Construction of the guess stage of Aftg used in proof of Theorem 4.4.
When Alor queries its encryption oracle with m0 , m1 then Aftg will respond with the
output given by its oracle for Eftg (m0 ). When Alor queries its padding/decryption
oracle with a ciphertext c then Aftg will respond with the output given by its oracle
for O(c). Once the i-th encryption oracle query mi0 , mi1 is made, Alor is halted and
mi0 , mi1 will be output together with some state information, s.
r

Now Aftg ’s challenger selects a bit b ← {0, 1} and gives Aftg the string c, where
c = Eftg (mib ). This challenge is then given to Aftg in the guess stage as shown
in the construction in Figure 4.3. Here Aftg resumes execution of Alor in state s
by answering the i-th encryption oracle query mi0 , mi1 with its challenge ciphertext
c = Eftg (mib ). The construction then continues by answering queries as follows.
When Alor queries its encryption oracle with m0 , m1 then Aftg will respond with the
output given by its oracle for Eftg (m1 ). When Alor queries its padding/decryption
oracle with a ciphertext c then Aftg will respond with the output given by its oracle
for O(c). Aftg will return the output of Alor .
We also define a sequence of qe + 1 experiments, for j = 0, . . . , qe . This sequence is
shown in Figure 4.4.
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hyb−atk−j
Experiment ExpSE,A
(k)
lor
r

K ← K(k)
Run Alor
Answer first j encryption oracle queries of Alor by Elor (LR(·, ·, 0)).
Answer the remaining encryption oracle queries by Elor (LR(·, ·, 1)).
Answer any padding/decryption oracle queries by O(·).
return output of Alor
Figure 4.4: Hybrid experiment used in proof of Theorem 4.4.
ftg−p−atk−b
We can now think of the experiment ExpSE,A
(k) in terms of this new experftg

iment Exphyb−atk−j
(k). If Aftg ’s challenge bit is 0 (i.e. b = 0) then c = Eftg (mi0 )
SE,Alor
and so the first i responses from Alor ’s encryption oracle are Elor (LR(·, ·, 0)), while
the remaining responses are Elor (LR(·, ·, 1)). Therefore Aftg ’s output, with Aftg as
hyb−atk−i
(k),
defined in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, will be the same as the output of ExpSE,A
lor

i.e. when j = i.
On the other hand if Aftg ’s challenge bit is 1 (i.e. b = 1) then c = Eftg (mi1 ), the first
i − 1 responses from Alor ’s encryption oracle are Elor (LR(·, ·, 0)), and the remaining responses are Elor (LR(·, ·, 1)). Therefore Aftg ’s output, with Aftg as defined in
hyb−atk−i−1
Figures 4.2 and 4.3, will be the same as the output of ExpSE,A
(k), i.e. when
lor

j = i − 1.
Note that there are two special cases of this new experiment Exphyb−atk−j
(k). If
SE,Alor
j = 0 then the experiment is the same as an LOR-P-ATK game when the random
bit b is 1. Similarly, if j = qe then the experiment is the same as an LOR-P-ATK
game when the random bit b is 0.
Since i is chosen at random from {1, . . . , qe }, Aftg ’s advantage is determined as the
average of all the advantages over the random choice of i. Hence:

=
=
=
=

Advftg−p−atk
SE,Aftg (k)
hyb−atk−i−1
hyb−atk−i
1 Pqe
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = 1])
i=1 (Pr[ExpSE,Alor
qe .
lor
hyb−atk−0
hyb−atk−qe
1
(k) = 1])
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,Alor
qe .(Pr[ExpSE,Alor
lor−p−atk−1
lor−p−atk−0
1
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,Alor
(k) = 1])
qe .(Pr[ExpSE,Alor
lor−p−atk
1
qe .AdvSE,Alor (k).

Since Alor is an arbitrary adversary, the claimed relations hold.
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4.5 Summary

4.5

Summary

In this chapter we have extended existing security models for symmetric encryption
to incorporate padding and attacks based on padding oracles. The relations that
we have proven between the different models means that if we prove security in
the LOR-PO-CPA or LOR-P-CCA models then security will still hold in the other
models. In the following chapter we prove results about the security of CBC mode
encryption for specific padding schemes in the OW-PO-CPA, LOR-PO-CPA and
LOR-P-CCA models.
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In this chapter we use the security models from the previous chapter to formally
study the security of CBC mode within the context of padding oracle attacks. We
first look at which padding schemes can be combined with CBC mode to achieve
security against chosen-plaintext attackers. We then study the question of how to
combine CBC mode encryption, padding and a MAC to achieve security against
chosen-ciphertext attackers.
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5.1

Introduction

There are many padding schemes which can be used in conjunction with CBC mode.
As we have seen when discussing the attacks of Vaudenay [63], the choice of padding
scheme has a large effect on the security of CBC mode. In this chapter we will study
what makes a “good” padding scheme by using the security models we defined in
the previous chapter. We shall focus on two particular paddings schemes: One-zero
padding (OZ-PAD), as recommended in the ISO/IEC 10116 standard [11], and Arbitrary Tail padding (Abit/Abyte padding). More specifically, we will show that the
OZ-PAD padding scheme in combination with CBC mode offers the weaker notion of
one-way security against chosen-plaintext attackers in the presence of padding oracle
attacks. This form of security is sufficient to resist Vaudenay’s original plaintextrecovery padding oracle attack. In contrast to this, we prove that certain padding
schemes, such as the Arbitrary Tail padding methods Abit and Abyte recommended
by Black and Urtubia in [26], are secure in our indistinguishability based models
and therefore offer much stronger security guarantees.
We also focus on the security of authenticated encryption schemes making use of
CBC mode encryption as a component. In [22], Bellare and Namprempre provided a
formal analysis of the security of various orderings of encryption and authentication.
Their work did not consider any issues arising from padding. We extend their
work by examining exactly how padding should be combined with encryption and
authentication. We put particular focus on the following orderings:

• Pad-then-Encrypt-then-Authenticate,
• Authenticate-then-Pad-then-Encrypt,
• Pad-then-Authenticate-then-Encrypt.

We will consider these constructions when both uniform and non-uniform error reporting are used. In the case of non-uniform error reporting we will have two distinct
error outputs arising from padding failures and authentication failures. A padding
error is denoted by ⊥P and an authentication error is denoted by ⊥A . In the case
of uniform error reporting, we assume that padding failures and authentication fail79
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ures cannot be distinguished by the adversary, and we have a single error output
⊥. We saw in Section 3.3 how Canvel et al.’s attack exploited an attacker’s ability
to distinguish these errors to mount a padding oracle attack against OpenSSL. As
a result TLS RFC [35] now requires that implementations perform uniform error
reporting. For these reasons it is important to study both uniform and non-uniform
error reporting to see what levels of security can be achieved in both cases. Although
uniform error reporting may provide greater security guarantees, in some cases we
may be forced to use non-uniform error reporting. It is therefore desirable to study
what level of security can be obtained when non-uniform error reporting is used.

5.2

Further Definitions

Recall the definition of a padding scheme given in Section 4.2. We begin this section
by providing specific definitions for OZ-PAD and Arbitrary Tail Padding. We will
then define how to combine a padding scheme with CBC mode encryption.

5.2.1

Some Padding Schemes

First we define OZ-PAD, which is recommended by the ISO standard ISO/IEC 10116
[11] for use with CBC mode.

Definition 5.1 [OZ-PAD]
The padding scheme PS OZ = (PADOZ , DPADOZ ) works by first appending the bit
1 and then appending zero or more 0’s until the block is full. The respective padding
and depadding functions PADOZ and DPADOZ are defined as follows:
function PADOZ (m)
r = |m| mod l
return p = mk1k0l−r−1

function DPADOZ (p)
Parse p as p[1]p[2] . . . p[n], where |p[i]| = l ∀i
if p[n] = 0l then
m =⊥P
else
Parse p[n] as m′ k1k0l−r−1
m = m[1]m[2] . . . m[n − 1]m′
end if
return m
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Note that this definition implies that a padded plaintext is invalid precisely when
its last block is the all-zero block. A string ending with this block will cause ⊥P
to be returned when input to the depadding function. Note that OZ-PAD could be
defined slightly differently so that arbitrary amounts of padding are allowed, giving
a variable-length padding scheme. In this case padding could span more than one
block and hence an invalid padding would only occur if all bits of the message are
0. In our analysis we do not consider arbitrary length padding for OZ-PAD but the
results we give are easily extended to this case.
Note that in all formal analyses that follow we assume that the padding function
PAD(·) only adds the minimum amount of padding. Arbitrary length padding is
only considered for the inverse function DPAD(·).
Black and Urtubia [26] suggest the use of the Arbitrary Tail padding method. Below,
we define both the bit and byte-oriented versions of this padding method; the latter
only applies for messages that are guaranteed to be a whole number of bytes.

Definition 5.2 [Abit Pad]
The padding scheme PS abit = (PADabit , DPADabit ) is defined as follows. Study the
last bit x of the message m. Pad the message with the opposite bit, y = x ⊕ 1. At
least one padding bit must be added. For the empty string m = ǫ, pad with either 0
or 1 with equal probability.
function PADabit (m)
r = |m| mod l
Parse m as m′ kx, where x is a bit
return p = mk(x ⊕ 1)l−r

function DPADabit (p)
Parse p as m′ kxky i , where x 6= y
return m = m′ kx

Note that we slightly alter Black and Urtubia’s original definition of Abit Pad to pad
the empty string with a randomly chosen bit 0 or 1. This eliminates the possibility
of 1l being an invalid padded message. We also allow arbitrary length padding, i.e.
we allow the padding added to span more than one block. With these modifications,
Abit Pad has no invalid padded messages.

Definition 5.3 [Abyte Pad]
The padding scheme PS abyte = (PADabyte , DPADabyte ) is defined as follows. For a
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message m with a whole number of bytes, study the last byte X of the message m.
Pick some distinct random byte Y and pad the message with this byte. At least one
padding byte must be added.
function DPADabyte (p)
Parse p as m′ kXkY i ,
where X 6= Y and |X| = |Y | = 8
return m = m′ kX

function PADabyte (m)
r = |m| mod l
Parse m as m′ kX, where |X| = 8
r
Y ← {0, 1}8 \ {X}
return p = mkY (l−r)/8

Again, Abyte Pad has no invalid padded messages (if we assume arbitrary length
padding). Note that if we do not assume Abit or Abyte padding to allow arbitrary
length padding then it could be argued that a message has an invalid padding if
it ends with a constant sequence of bits or bytes that is greater than one block in
length.

5.2.2

Arbitrary Length CBC Mode

We formally define an encryption scheme which combines CBC mode (cf. Section
2.1.2.1) and a padding scheme, to allow CBC mode to operate on arbitrary length
messages. Given the padding scheme PS = (PAD, DPAD) and a family of permutations F , the encryption scheme CBCPS [F ] = (K-CBC, E-CBCPS , D-CBCPS ) is
defined as follows. This scheme uses the same key generation algorithm K-CBC as
in the definition for CBC mode given in Section 2.1.2.1. The message space and
ciphertext space are M = {0, 1}∗ and C = {{0, 1}il : i ∈ N}. The encryption and
decryption algorithms are as follows:
Algorithm E-CBCPS,K (m)
p ← PAD(m)
c ← E-CBCK (p)
return c

Algorithm D-CBCPS,K (c)
p ← D-CBCK (c)
m ← DPAD(p)
return m
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5.3

Padding Methods for Chosen-Plaintext Security

We are now ready to consider the security of the scheme CBCPS [F ], for particular
schemes PS and permutation families F , in the presence of padding oracles. We
recall that CBCPS [F ] is already known to be insecure for many padding methods
[63, 26]. We divide our study of padding methods into two types:

• Padding methods with invalid paddings (|I| > 0);
• Padding methods with no invalid paddings (|I| = 0).

5.3.1

Padding Methods With Invalid Paddings

Let us begin by studying the OZ-PAD method (cf. Definition 5.1). Here, the only
invalid padded messages are those where the last block of plaintext is the all-zero
block, 0l . Since the likelihood of being able to generate a ciphertext where the last
block of “padded” plaintext is 0l is low, this suggests that OZ-PAD used with CBC
mode may provide some form of security. However, an adversary can exploit this
fact when performing a padding oracle attack against CBC mode using OZ-PAD in
our LOR-PO-CPA attack model, as follows:

1. Choose any two distinct messages m0 , m1 of length less than l.
2. Query the left-or-right encryption oracle on input (m0 , m1 ) to obtain output
of the form c[0]kc[1].
3. Submit (c[0] ⊕ PAD(m0 ))kc[1] to the padding oracle P. If the response is 0
(invalid), then return b′ = 0, otherwise return b′ = 1.

This very simple attack was first presented by Black and Urtubia [26]. It shows that
OZ-PAD, despite being recommended in ISO/IEC 10116 [11] is not secure in the
sense of indistinguishability of encryptions. This kind of attack can be applied to
many other padding methods which have invalid paddings:
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Lemma 5.1 Consider a padding scheme PS = (PAD, DPAD), where both functions
PAD, DPAD are deterministic. Let V1 , I1 be the sets of one-block valid and invalid
messages respectively. Then the encryption scheme CBCPS is not LOR-PO-CPA
secure if either of the following conditions is satisfied:

1. |V1 | > |I1 | > 0; or
2. |V1 | ≥ 3 and |V1 |, |I1 | are both odd.

Proof We wish to perform a similar attack as was successful against CBC mode
with OZ-PAD in the LOR-PO-CPA model. In order to do this, we must find two
messages m0 , m1 such that their padded versions p0 , p1 ∈ V1 satisfy p0 ⊕ M ∈ V1 and
p1 ⊕ M ∈ I1 for some mask M ∈ {0, 1}l : submitting (m0 , m1 ) to the left-or-right
encryption oracle gives an output of the form c[0]kc[1], and then the response of
the padding oracle to input (c[0] ⊕ M )kc[1] will tell us which one of m0 , m1 was
encrypted.
Proof of 1: Select p1 arbitrarily from V1 and any value i1 ∈ I1 ; let m1 = DPAD(p1 ),
and set M = p1 ⊕ i1 , so p1 ⊕ M = i1 ∈ I1 . The map φM defined by φM (x) = x ⊕ M
is an injective map from V1 to {0, 1}l . So |φM (V1 )| = |V1 | > |I1 |. This shows that,
no matter the value of M , there exists some p0 ∈ V1 with p0 ⊕ M ∈
/ I1 ; hence
p0 ⊕ M ∈ V1 . Now let m0 = DPAD(p0 ). Thus we have constructed two messages
m0 , m1 and a mask M with the required properties.
Proof of 2: Set p0 , v to be any two distinct values from V1 , and set M = p0 ⊕ v
and m0 = DPAD(p0 ). Clearly p0 ⊕ M = v ∈ V1 and M 6= 0l . We now wish to
construct p1 ∈ V1 satisfying p1 ⊕ M ∈ I1 , and take m1 = DPAD(p1 ). Suppose, for
a contradiction, that p1 ⊕ M ∈ V1 for every p1 ∈ V1 . Then, given that M 6= 0l , we
can divide V1 into a covering of disjoint sets of size 2 of the form {p1 , p2 } satisfying
the equation p1 ⊕ M = p2 . This contradicts the fact that V1 has odd cardinality. It
follows that p1 ⊕ M ∈ I1 for some choice of p1 and we are done.



Perhaps surprisingly, this result shows that any padding method having small (but
non-zero) numbers of invalidly padded messages cannot be secure in the sense of
indistinguishability. It includes the method OZ-PAD as an extremal case (|I1 | = 1).
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However, as we shall see, padding methods having no invalid padded messages at
all (implying |I1 | = 0) are actually immune to padding oracle attacks, being secure
in our LOR-PO-CPA sense.
Despite CBC mode with OZ-PAD not having LOR-PO-CPA security, we can prove
that it satisfies our weaker notion of OW-PO-CPA security, assuming that the permutation family F used in its construction is a one-way permutation family (as in
Definition 2.3 in Section 2.2.3). This implies that CBC mode with OZ-PAD provably resists Vaudenay’s original attack under a rather mild assumption about the
permutation family F .

Theorem 5.2 [Security of CBC mode with OZ-PAD]
Let F = {FK : K ∈ K(k)} be a permutation family on {0, 1}l with a k-bit key. Let
PS OZ = (PADOZ ,DPADOZ ) be the padding scheme for OZ-PAD, as in Definition
5.1. Then CBCPS OZ [F ] is OW-PO-CPA secure if F is a one-way permutation
family. Concretely, for any t, qe , µe , qp , µp , we have:
ow−po−cpa
owp
′
AdvCBC
[F ] (k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ AdvF (k, t , qF ) +
PS
OZ

1
.
2l

where t′ = O(t) and qF ≤ 1 + qp + qe + ⌊µe /l⌋.

Proof Assume we have an adversary A1 , attacking CBCPS OZ [F ] in the OW-POCPA sense. We assume that A1 should be given a challenge ciphertext c∗ that
is selected uniformly at random from the set of valid ciphertexts having at most
n + 1 blocks, for some value n. We use this adversary to construct a new adversary
A2 that breaks the one-wayness of the permutation family F . A2 ’s input is a value
y = FK (x) where K and x are selected uniformly at random, and its job is to output
the value x given oracle access to FK .
In the following construction for the adversary A2 we use its input y to construct a
ciphertext c∗ on which to challenge A1 . A2 selects c∗ uniformly at random from the
set {{0, 1}il : 1 ≤ i ≤ n+1}, subject to the constraint that the last block of c∗ equals
y. Thus we may write c∗ = c[0]c[1] . . . c[j] for some j ≥ 1 and some l-bit blocks c[i],
0 ≤ i ≤ j, with c[j] = y. A2 then tests if FK (c[j − 1]) = y by making a query to its
oracle for FK . If this equation holds, then A2 has successfully inverted FK at y, so
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outputs c[j − 1] and halts. Since y is uniformly distributed, this event occurs with
−1
probability at most 2−l . Otherwise, we see that c[j − 1] ⊕ FK
(y) 6= 0l , meaning

that c∗ is a valid ciphertext (because the last block of the underlying plaintext is
validly padded according to the OZ-PAD method). By construction, c∗ is uniformly
distributed over the set of valid ciphertexts having at most n + 1 blocks, and so can
be given to A1 as its challenge ciphertext.
Now A2 needs to provide simulations of A1 ’s oracles.
To handle A1 ’s queries to the padding oracle P on input a (q+1)-block ciphertext c =
c[0]c[1] . . . c[q], A2 acts as follows. A2 calls FK on c[q − 1] and compares FK (c[q − 1])
−1
to c[q]. If FK (c[q − 1]) = c[q] and so c[q − 1] ⊕ FK
(c[q]) = 0l , then A2 outputs 0 as

the response to A1 ’s query; otherwise A2 outputs 1. We see that A2 ’s simulation of
padding oracle queries is perfect and requires one query to FK for each query made
by A1 .
To handle A1 ’s queries to the encryption oracle on input an unpadded plaintext m,
A2 acts as follows. First it applies the OZ-PAD padding method to m to obtain a
padded plaintext p = p[1]p[2] . . . p[q] having q blocks for some q. Notice that q is at
r

most 1 + ⌊|m|/l⌋.Then A2 selects c[0] ← {0, 1}l and sets c[i] = FK (c[i − 1] ⊕ p[i])
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ q. Finally, A2 outputs c[0]c[1] . . . c[q]. This is obviously a correct
encryption of m for the scheme CBCPS OZ [F ] with permutation FK ∈ F . It is also
easy to see that if A1 makes at most qe encryption queries totalling at most µe bits,
then A2 makes at most qe + ⌊µe /l⌋ queries to its oracle for FK in handling these
encryption queries.
The final output of A1 is a guess at the plaintext corresponding to the decryption
of c∗ . Let B denote the last block of the OZ-PAD padded version of A1 ’s output. If
−1
A1 ’s output is correct, then we have the decryption equation B = c[j − 1] ⊕ FK
(y).
−1
From this equation we have FK
(y) = B ⊕ c[j − 1] and so A2 outputs B ⊕ c[j − 1]

as its guess for x. We see that A2 is correct if A1 is. Hence A2 ’s success probability
is the same as A1 ’s.
Counting the total number of oracle queries made by A2 and estimating its running
time as O(t) completes the proof.
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From the above theorem, we can say that CBC mode used with OZ-PAD does
offer security against Vaudenay’s original attack. Despite this, and as we previously
showed, OZ-PAD does not offer security in the stronger indistinguishability sense
that we desire. We therefore recommend using a padding method which does offer
this greater level of security. We now turn our attention to such methods.

5.3.2

Padding Methods With No Invalid Paddings

By simple observation if a padding scheme has no invalid paddings, it can be immediately seen that the only response that a padding oracle can return is valid. This
would then make it impossible to mount a padding oracle attack since an adversary
would be gaining no information. A padding scheme which has no invalid paddings
must of course have the property that |I| = 0. The obvious examples of padding
schemes with this property are the arbitrary tail padding methods which we defined
earlier in this chapter (cf. Definitions 5.2 and 5.3). Let us now begin by proving the
following simple result concerning the security of all padding methods which have
no invalid padded messages.

Theorem 5.3 [Security of CBCPS for a padding method containing no
invalid paddings]
Let F = {FK : K ∈ K(k)} be a permutation family on {0, 1}l with a k-bit key.
Let PS = (PAD, DPAD) be a padding scheme with no invalid paddings. If CBC[F ]
is LOR-CPA secure then CBCPS [F ] is LOR-PO-CPA secure. Concretely, for any
t, qe , qp , µe , µp
lor−po−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) ≤ Advlor−cpa
AdvCBC
CBC[F ] (k, t, qe , µe + qe l).
PS [F ]

Proof Assume we have an adversary A1 that attacks CBCPS in the LOR-PO-CPA
sense. We then use this adversary to construct a new adversary A2 to attack CBC
in the LOR-CPA sense.
A2 will use its encryption oracle to provide a simulation of A1 ’s encryption oracle
on input m. A2 first runs PAD on m, and sends the padded message to its encryption oracle, so E-CBCPS,K (m) = E-CBCK (PAD(m)). Since the padding method
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being used has no invalid padded messages this means that any chosen ciphertext
corresponds to a valid padded plaintext and so A2 models A1 ’s padding oracle by
returning 1 to any query. Finally, A2 outputs whatever A1 outputs. It is evident
that A2 ’s success probability is equal to that of A1 and the result follows.



Note that this theorem can be strengthened to show that
lor−po−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe , qp , µp ) = Advlor−cpa
AdvCBC
CBC[F ] (k, t, qe , µe + qe l)
PS [F ]

under the assumption that the padding method satisfies PAD(DPAD(m)) = m for
all c. Any deterministic padding scheme meets this requirement.

Result 5.1 [18, Theorem 17] [Security of CBC mode using a pseudorandom permutation]
Let F = {FK : K ∈ K(k)} be a permutation family on {0, 1}l with a k-bit key. Then,
for any t, qe and µe = qe l,
Advlor−cpa
CBC[F ] (k, t, qe , µe )

≤

Advprp
F (k, t, qe )

+

qe2 2−l−1

+



µ2e
µe
−
2
l
l



2−l .

From Result 5.1 above we know that CBC mode without padding is secure in the
LOR-CPA sense if F is a pseudorandom permutation family. Combining this with
Theorem 5.3, we see that CBCPS [F ] is secure in the LOR-PO-CPA sense under the
same condition on F , for any padding method having |I| = 0. Given their strong
security guarantees, we therefore recommend the use of methods such as the Abit
padding method with CBC mode.

5.4

Constructions Achieving Chosen-Ciphertext Security

So far we have only discussed padding oracles in the context of chosen-plaintext
attacks against CBC mode. We now want to study encryption schemes which also
provide security against chosen-ciphertext attacks. As we mentioned in Section 3.1,
network protocols such as the SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol and IPsec, commonly
use CBC mode in combination with some message authentication scheme. We therefore consider encryption schemes that combine CBC mode, a padding scheme and a
message authentication scheme.
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Recall the summary in Section 2.2.5 of the security results of [22] for generic constructions of authenticated encryption schemes from encryption and MAC components.
The analysis of [22] showed that EtA is the only method which is generically secure
in the LOR-CCA setting. Krawczyk [48] later showed that an EtA construction using CBC mode as the encryption component will implement a slightly weaker notion
of security than LOR-CCA security. This notion of security is known as a “secure
channel” and was first introduced by Cannetti and Krawczyk [28].
We will formally examine how padding can be incorporated into each of the compositions previously studied by Bellare and Namprempre. Our aim is to study how
the order in which the padding check and MAC verification are performed further
affects the security of each construction. Recall that in our new CCA security models (cf. Section 4.3) we no longer provide the adversary with access to a padding
oracle but instead padding information is returned by the decryption oracle. To
include a separate padding oracle in the model would be detrimental to studying
how the ordering of the padding check and MAC verification affect security. We
reiterate that the decryption oracle can output a plaintext m ∈ {0, 1}∗ , the symbol
⊥P corresponding to a padding error or the symbol ⊥A corresponding to an error
in the MAC verification.
When performing our analysis we must also be aware that an implementation of any
of the schemes we consider may have accidentally inverted the order of the padding
check and the MAC verification. Implementors rarely read theoretical cryptography
papers and subsequently may not realise the difference that could be made to a
scheme’s security by subtle changes in the order of the padding and MAC checks.
They may therefore code these checks in a way that makes programming easier,
unaware of the difference that may have been made to security. Consider for example
a scheme which according to its specification should check the MAC first and then
the padding. Let c be a ciphertext with an invalid MAC and an invalid padding.
For a correct implementation of the scheme the output of the decryption algorithm
for the ciphertext c would be ⊥A . If the implementor codes the checks in the
opposite order then the output of the decryption algorithm would be ⊥P . In the
implementor’s version of the scheme much more information is leaked about the
padding of messages, and this may leak plaintext information in a Vaudenay-style
attack.
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As we mentioned earlier we will study schemes where either uniform or non-uniform
error reporting is used. A scheme with non-uniform error reporting will have two
distinct error outputs available on decryption, namely ⊥P and ⊥A . In contrast a
scheme with uniform error reporting has only a single type of error on decryption,
denoted ⊥. We state the following relation between the security of a scheme with
non-uniform error reporting and the equivalent one with uniform error reporting.

Theorem 5.4 [Security with non-uniform error reporting ⇒ Security with
uniform error reporting]
Let SE nu be an authenticated encryption scheme with non-uniform error reporting
and let SE u be the equivalent authenticated encryption scheme with uniform error
reporting. If SE nu is LOR-P-CCA secure, then SE u is also LOR-P-CCA secure.
Concretely, for any k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ,
Advlor−p−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−p−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ).
SE u
SE nu

It is clear why the above result holds. An adversary against SE nu gains more
information from the error types that are output than an adversary against SE u .
Thus if SE nu is secure with this “extra” information then SE u must also be secure
in the LOR-P-CCA sense. This can be formalised via a security reduction in which
distinct error messages ⊥A , ⊥P are converted into a single error message ⊥.
Our constructions will combine a symmetric encryption scheme SE = (Ke , E, D)
which always returns message on decryption (this will be the case for the schemes
we consider e.g. CBC mode), a padding scheme PS = (PAD, DPAD) and a message
authentication scheme MA = (Kt , T , V). Each of our constructions will be a natural
extension of one of those given in Section 2.2.5, namely E&A, EtA and AtE. The key
generation algorithm for all the constructions is the same as for the constructions
in Section 2.2.5:
Algorithm K-Gen(k)
r
Ke ← Ke (k)
r
Kt ← Kt (k)
return Ke , Kt
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5.4.1

Encrypt-&-Authenticate

In Results 2.7 and 2.8 of Section 2.2.5 we saw that an Encrypt-&-Authenticate
scheme is LOR-CPA insecure for any deterministic MAC. These results are easily
extended to our LOR-PO-CPA model and we therefore do not consider Encrypt-&Authenticate any further in this chapter.
In [20] Bellare et al. proved that one particular Encode-then-Encrypt&MAC configuration is secure when each component achieves appropriate security guarantees.
The encoding functions consider in [20] do involve adding padding, but crucial to
the security of the combined scheme, they add an extra sequence number to the
plaintext when calculating the MAC. This sequence number is not involved in encryption and is maintained separately by sender and receiver. We will study this
particular type of construction in much more detail in Chapter 7.

5.4.2

Encrypt-then-Authenticate

Recall the encryption scheme EtA(SE, MA) = (K-Gen, E-EtA, D-EtA) from Section
2.2.5. The Encrypt-then-Authenticate construction is widely used in many protocols,
for example IPsec (in particular configurations). We now wish to consider what effect
the inclusion of padding has on the security of this composition.
Non-Uniform Error Reporting:
Let PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) = (K-Gen, E-PEA, D-PEAnu ) be an encryption scheme
for the composition Pad-Encrypt-Authenticate with non-uniform error reporting.
The encryption and decryption algorithms for PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) are given in
Figure 5.1. This encryption scheme works on arbitrary length inputs (i.e. M =
{0, 1}∗ ) and will output ⊥P , ⊥A or a message m on decryption. We prove that this
construction is secure in the LOR-P-CCA sense, when SE is LOR-CPA secure and
MA is SUF-CMA secure.

Theorem 5.5 [Security of PEAnu (SE, MA, PS)]
Consider the encryption scheme PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) and the related encryption
scheme EtA. If EtA(SE, MA) is LOR-CCA secure then PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) is
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Algorithm D-PEAnu
Ke ,Kt (c)
′
Parse c as c kτ
if VKt (c′ , τ ) = 0 then
m ←⊥A
else
p ← DKe (c′ )
m ← DPAD(p)
end if
return m

Algorithm E-PEAKe ,Kt (m)
p ← PAD(m)
c′ ← EKe (p)
τ ← TKt (c′ )
c ← c′ kτ
return c

Figure 5.1: PEAnu = (K-Gen, E-PEA, D-PEAnu )
secure in the LOR-P-CCA sense. Concretely, for any t, qe , qd , µe , µd , pt ,
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−cca
(k, t, qe , µe + pt l, qd , µd )
Advlor−p−cca
EtA
PEAnu
where pt is the total number of blocks needed when padding all messages.

Proof Assume we have an adversary A1 that attacks PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) in the
LOR-P-CCA sense. We will use A1 to construct a new adversary A2 to attack
EtA(SE, MA) in the LOR-CCA sense. A2 will use its oracles to provide simulations
of A1 ’s oracles.
To model A1 ’s encryption oracle A2 pads the queried messages (since this requires no
extra secret information) and sends these padded messages to its encryption oracle.
More formally,
E-PEAKe ,Kt (LR(m0 , m1 )) = E-EtAKe ,Kt (LR(PAD(m0 ), PAD(m1 ))).
Here we use the fact that A1 is limited to making queries that are of equal length
once encrypted.
To model A1 ’s decryption oracle A2 submits the queries to its decryption oracle. If
⊥ is returned by A2 ’s decryption oracle then ⊥A is returned to A1 . If a plaintext is
returned by A2 ’s decryption oracle then A2 depads the plaintext and returns either
a padding error ⊥P or a depadded plaintext to A1 . More formally, we define A1 ’s
decryption oracle by the following algorithm:
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Algorithm D-PEAnu
Ke ,Kt (c)
p ← D-EtAKe ,Kt (c)
if p =⊥ then
m ←⊥A
else
m ← DPAD(p)
end if
return m
Finally, A2 outputs whatever A1 outputs. It is evident that A2 ’s success probability
is equal to that of A1 and the result follows.



Theorem 5.5 tells us that a Pad-Encrypt-Authenticate scheme with non-uniform error reporting is LOR-P-CCA secure if the corresponding Encrypt-then-Authenticate
scheme is secure in the LOR-CCA sense. From Result 2.10 in Section 2.2.5 we know
that an Encrypt-then-Authenticate scheme EtA(SE, MA) is secure in the LORCCA sense if the symmetric encryption scheme SE is LOR-CPA secure and message
authentication scheme MA is strongly unforgeable. Combining this with the above
theorem, we see PEAnu is LOR-P-CCA secure for any padding scheme under the
same conditions on the components SE and MA. Bellare et al. proved that CBC[F ]
is LOR-CPA secure when the block cipher F is a pseudorandom permutation, see
Result 5.1. Therefore a Pad-Encrypt-Authenticate construction with non-uniform
error reporting and CBC[F ] as the encryption component is LOR-P-CCA secure
when F is a pseudorandom permutation, for any padding scheme and strongly unforgeable message authentication scheme.
Incorrectly Ordered Non-Uniform Error Reporting:
The PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) construction above assumes that an implementor performs the MAC verification first and then the padding check. If an implementor
codes these checks in the “wrong” order the scheme may no longer be secure in
the LOR-PO-CPA or the LOR-P-CCA sense. This will occur when the padding
scheme used contains invalid paddings. An attack of the form described in Section
5.3.1 could then be possible. In order to prevent this we recommend using padding
schemes with no invalid paddings, such as Abit pad. In this case there will never
be a ⊥P response from the decryption oracle since all ciphertexts will correspond
to valid padded plaintexts. This means that there are now only two possible responses from the decryption oracle, an authentication error ⊥A or an unpadded
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Algorithm D-PEAuKe ,Kt (c)
Parse c as c′ kτ
v ← VKt (c′ , τ )
p ← DKe (c′ )
m ← DPAD(p)
if v = 0 or m =⊥P then
m ←⊥
end if
return m

Algorithm E-PEAKe ,Kt (m)
p ← PAD(m)
c′ ← EKe (p)
τ ← TKt (c′ )
c ← c′ kτ
return c

Figure 5.2: PEAu = (K-Gen, E-PEA, D-PEAu )
message. The above proof is easily adapted to show that PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) that
has been implemented with the padding check and MAC verification in the “wrong”
order is secure in the LOR-P-CCA sense if it uses a padding scheme with no invalid
paddings. Therefore we recommend that a padding scheme such as Arbitrary Tail
padding which contains no invalid paddings is used. This will provide protection
against poor implementations.
Uniform Error Reporting:
Let us now consider the case of uniform error reporting. First we define the encryption scheme PEAu (SE, MA, PS) = (K-Gen, E-PEA, D-PEAu ) for the composition
Pad-Encrypt-Authenticate with uniform error reporting. The encryption and decryption functions for this scheme are given in Figure 5.2.
We have already proven the construction PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) to be LOR-P-CCA
secure. By Theorem 5.4 we know that this implies that the equivalent Pad-EncryptAuthenticate construction with uniform error reporting, PEAu (SE, MA, PS), is
also secure in the LOR-P-CCA sense. An implementation using uniform error reporting would also avoid the problems posed by an implementation that performs
the authentication and padding checks in the “wrong” order. This seems obvious
since there now exists only a single type of error output and an adversary would be
unable to distinguish between a padding error and a MAC error.
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5.4.3

Authenticate-then-Encrypt

The Authenticate-then-Encrypt construction is very important as it is used in the
SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol. Krawczyk performed a formal analysis of this
composition [48], showing that it will implement a “secure channel” when CBC mode
or a stream cipher is used as the encryption component. Unfortunately Krawczyk’s
construction does not take padding into account, while padding is required in general
for CBC mode. For an AtE composition to incorporate padding, we essentially have
two options:

• Pad-then-Authenticate-then-Encrypt
• Authenticate-then-Pad-then-Encrypt

The first of these two options can be regarded as a generalisation of the construction that is actually used by Krawczyk and the latter is the construction used
by the SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol. The swapping of the padding and authentication operations has a major effect on the formal security analysis and as
a result Krawczyk’s results cannot be applied directly to SSL/TLS. Further to
this, the attacks of Canvel et al. [29] have shown how padding is critical to security in the Authenticate-then-Encrypt construction and highlights the limitations
of Krawczyk’s analysis. We will discuss later why this is the case.

5.4.3.1

Pad-Authenticate-Encrypt (PAE)

We can relate this construction to Krawczyk’s work under an assumption concerning
the size of the MAC field. In Krawczyk’s proof [48] of security for CBC mode in an
AtE configuration without padding he assumes that the MAC is one block in length
and that the last ciphertext block corresponds directly to the MAC tag. In order
to relate our work to Krawczyk’s we also must make the same assumptions that the
MAC tag has length l and that it fills the last ciphertext block.
Since Krawczyk’s analysis is concerned with how to implement a “secure channel” we
cannot directly use his results to prove the LOR-P-CCA security of a PAE scheme.
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Algorithm D-PAEnu
Ke ,Kt (c)
′
p ← DKe (c)
Parse p′ as pkτ , where |τ | = l
if VKt (p, τ ) = 0 then
m ←⊥A
else
m ← DPAD(p)
end if
return m

Algorithm E-PAEKe ,Kt (m)
p ← PAD(m)
τ ← TKt (p)
c ← EKe (pkτ )
return c

Figure 5.3: PAE nu (SE, MA, PS) = (K-Gen, E-PAE, D-PAEnu )
In his analysis, Krawczyk uses the notion of ciphertext unforgeability (CUF-CMA)
given in Section 2.2.4.6. We can therefore use Theorem 2.1 together with Krawczyk’s
results to help prove the LOR-P-CCA security of a PAE construction using CBC
mode as the encryption component.
Non-Uniform Error Reporting:
Let PAE nu (SE, MA, PS) = (K-Gen, E-PAE, D-PAEnu ) be an encryption scheme
for the composition Pad-Authenticate-Encrypt with non-uniform error reporting.
This encryption scheme works on arbitrary length inputs (M = {0, 1}∗ ) and will
output ⊥P , ⊥A or a message m on decryption. The encryption and decryption
functions where are given in Figure 5.3

Theorem 5.6 [Security of PAE nu (SE, MA, PS)]
Consider the composite encryption scheme PAE nu (SE, MA, PS) and the related
composite encryption scheme AtE(SE, MA). If AtE(SE, MA) is LOR-CCA secure
then PAE nu (SE, MA, PS) is secure in the LOR-P-CCA sense. Concretely, for any
t, qe , qd , µe , µd , pt ,
Advlor−p−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ Advlor−cca
(k, t, qe , µe + pt l, qd , µd )
AtE
PAE nu
where pt is the total number of blocks needed when padding all messages.

Proof Assume we have an adversary A1 that attacks PAE nu (SE, MA, PS) in the
LOR-P-CCA sense. We will use A1 to construct a new adversary A2 to attack
AtE(SE, MA) in the LOR-CCA sense. A2 will use its oracles to provide simulations
of A1 ’s oracles.
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To simulate A1 ’s encryption oracle A2 simply pads the messages queried (since
this requires no extra secret information) and sends these padded messages to its
encryption oracle. Formally,
E-PAEKe ,Kt (LR(m0 , m1 )) = E-AtEKe ,Kt (LR(PAD(m0 ), PAD(m1 ))).
Here we use the fact that A1 is limited to making queries that are of equal length
once encrypted.
To simulate A1 ’s decryption oracle A2 simply submits the queries to its decryption
oracle. If ⊥ is returned from A2 ’s decryption oracle then ⊥A is returned to A1 . If
a plaintext is returned by A2 ’s decryption oracle then A2 depads the plaintext and
returns either a padding error ⊥P or a depadded plaintext to A1 . This simulation
is shown formally in the following algorithm:
Algorithm D-PAEnu
Ke ,Kt (c)
p ← D-AtEKe ,Kt (c)
if p =⊥ then
m ←⊥A
else
m ← DPAD(p)
end if
return m
Finally, A2 outputs whatever A1 outputs. It is evident that A2 ’s success probability
is equal to that of A1 and the result follows.



By the work of Krawczyk [48], we know that an Authenticate-then-Encrypt scheme
AtE(SE, MA) using CBC mode as the encryption component and a strongly unforgeable message authentication scheme (with MAC length equal to the block
length), is CUF-CPA secure. Due to the work of Bellare et al. [18] we also know
that CBC mode is LOR-CPA secure. Bellare et al.’s result can easily be extended to
show that AtE(SE, MA) is also LOR-CPA secure when the encryption component
is CBC mode. Combining the above using Result 2.6 and Theorem 2.1 we know that
AtE(SE, MA) will be LOR-CCA secure under the same restrictions. Theorem 5.6
therefore implies that a Pad-Authenticate-Encrypt scheme with non-uniform error
reporting PAE nu (SE, MA, PS), using any padding scheme, CBC[F ] as the encryption component where F is a pseudorandom permutation, and a strongly unforgeable
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message authentication scheme (with MAC tag length equal to the block length), is
secure in the LOR-P-CCA sense. More concretely,
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd )
Advlor−p−cca
PAE nu
lor−cca
≤ AdvAtE (k, t, qe , µe + pt l, qd , µd )
cuf−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe + pt l).
(k, t, qe , µe + pt l) + 2qd AdvAtE
≤ Advlor−cpa
AtE
We can improve this reduction by considering schemes where only one ciphertext
forgery attempt is permitted. Consider a scheme which is constructed so that access
to the decryption algorithm is lost after an error of any type occurs. If we consider
how schemes are implemented in practice it is reasonable to make this restriction.
It is common in secure network protocols that whenever an error encountered the
session will be torn-down. SSL/TLS and SSH are perfect example of protocols
where session tear-downs are enforced whenever an error occurs. If the adversary
is to successfully attack such a scheme then it must create a valid forgery on its
first attempt. For schemes with this restriction on the decryption algorithm, the
CUF-CPA and INT-CTXT notions are equivalent. Recall that Krawczyk’s CUFCPA notion the adversary is not permitted access to a decryption oracle during
its forgery attempt. If the ciphertext forger is to “win” either the INT-CTXT or
CUF-CPA experiment then it must output a valid forgery on its first attempt. Such
schemes therefore imply the following:
cuf−cpa
int−ctxt
(k, t, qe , µe ).
AdvAtE
(k, t, qe , µe , 1, µd ) = AdvAtE

This is a tighter security result than Theorem 2.1 since the factor of qd on the
CUF-CPA term has been removed. If PAE nu were to be constructed with session
tear-downs then we would have the following improved bound:
(k, t, qe , µe , 1, µd )
Advlor−p−cca
PAE nu
lor−cpa
cuf−cpa
≤ AdvAtE (k, t, qe , µe + pt l) + 2AdvAtE
(k, t, qe , µe + pt l).
Incorrectly Ordered Non-Uniform Error Reporting:
The above analysis of PAE nu (SE, MA, PS) assumes that an implementor performs
the MAC verification first and then the padding check. As with the previous construction, if an implementor codes these checks in the “wrong” order the scheme
may no longer be secure in the LOR-PO-CPA or LOR-P-CCA sense, due to Canvel
et al. style attacks. In order to prevent this we can again use padding schemes
with no invalid paddings. In this case there will never be a ⊥P response from the
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Algorithm D-PAEuKe ,Kt (c)
p′ ← DKe (c)
Parse p′ as pkτ , where |τ | = l
v ← VKt (p, τ )
m ← DPAD(p)
if v = 0 or m =⊥P then
m ←⊥
end if
return m

Algorithm E-PAEKe ,Kt (m)
p ← PAD(m)
τ ← TKt (p)
c ← EKe (pkτ )
return c

Figure 5.4: PAE u (SE, MA, PS) = (K-Gen, E-PAE, D-PAEu )
decryption oracle, since all ciphertexts will correspond to valid padded plaintexts.
This means that there are now only two possible responses from the decryption oracle: ⊥A or an unpadded message. The above proof is easily adapted to show that
PAE nu (SE, MA, PS) with the padding check and MAC verification in the “wrong”
order is secure in the LOR-P-CCA sense, if it uses a padding scheme with no invalid
paddings and the related authenticate encryption scheme AtE(SE, MA) is LORCCA secure. We therefore recommend that padding schemes such as Arbitrary Tail
padding which contain no invalid paddings are used, giving LOR-P-CCA security
no matter which order the checks are carried out in.
Uniform Error Reporting:
Finally let us consider the case of uniform error reporting for this construction.
Figure 5.4 defines the scheme PAE u (SE, MA, PS) = (K-Gen, E-PAE, D-PAEu ) for
the composition Pad-Authenticate-Encrypt with uniform error reporting.
We have already proven the construction PEAnu (SE, MA, PS) to be LOR-P-CCA
secure when the related scheme AtE(SE, MA) is LOR-CCA secure. By Theorem
5.4 we know that this implies that the equivalent Pad-Encrypt-Authenticate with
uniform error reporting PEAu , is also secure in the LOR-P-CCA sense. An implementation using uniform error reporting would also prevent the problems posed
by an implementation that performs the authentication and padding checks in the
“wrong” order. This is obvious because there now exists only a single type of error
output and hence an adversary is unable to distinguish between a padding error and
a MAC error.
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5.4.3.2

Authenticate-Pad-Encrypt (APE)

The final composition that we consider is Authenticate-Pad-Encrypt (APE), as used
in the SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol. SSL/TLS is arguably the most widely used
of all secure network protocols. As a result, proving security for this construction
would be very useful. We have already seen that SSL/TLS can be susceptible to
padding oracle attacks when non-uniform error reporting is used [29]. This attack
implies that an APE construction cannot be secure in general.
Whenever an error occurs in SSL/TLS the session is torn-down. This may seem a
suitable way to prevent padding oracle attacks but, unfortunately, Canvel et al.’s
attack [29] demonstrates that this is not the case. Their attack still works when session tear-downs occur under the assumption that there exists some fixed plaintext
in a fixed position of a packet which is sent repeatedly, for example, a password.
The attacker’s target is this fixed plaintext which will be the same across multiple sessions. It is also possible to use the idea’s behind this attack to perform a
distinguishing attack against this scheme, breaking LOR-P-CCA security. It seems
obvious then that the only way to prevent attacks based on padding is to eliminate
the possibility of detectable padding errors occurring on decryption. This can be
done in two ways: by selecting suitable padding schemes or by using uniform error
reporting.
First, we recommend using a padding scheme with no invalid paddings, such as
Arbitrary Tail padding, to achieve security against padding oracle attacks. Unfortunately choosing such a padding scheme may not be compatible with the SSL/TLS
specifications in [35] because this specification requires that a padding length field is
included as part of the packet. If this padding length field is checked and can cause
error outputs then this will always allow some form of padding oracle attack to be
mounted regardless of the padding scheme used.
The best solution remaining for SSL/TLS is then uniform error reporting. The RFC
for TLS version 1.2 [35] already recommends that uniform error reporting should be
used as a result of Canvel et al.’s timing attack [29]. The RFC states the following:

“In order to defend against this attack, implementations MUST ensure
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that record processing time is essentially the same whether or not the
padding is correct. In general, the best way to do this is to compute the
MAC even if the padding is incorrect, and only then reject the packet.
For instance, if the pad appears to be incorrect, the implementation might
assume a zero-length pad and then compute the MAC.”

It is fairly intuitive that such measures would prevent padding oracle attacks but we
still require a proof of security showing resistance to these attacks and other types
of attack.
As we described earlier, Krawczyk performed a formal analysis of AtE constructions
using CBC mode as the encryption component [48]. The subtitle of his paper was
“How Secure is SSL?” but unfortunately the encryption scheme he analyses fails to
match the RFCs for SSL/TLS. In the RFC for TLS version 1.2 [35] a message should
first be authenticated, then padded and finally encrypted. In contrast Krawczyk’s
AtE construction does not use any padding and the last block of a message will only
contain the MAC tag. We have already seen that when padding is added to this
construction, as it would be in SSL/TLS, attacks are possible [29]. This means that
despite, Krawczyk’s proof being mathematically correct, the result cannot be applied
to SSL/TLS. Moreover, the technique which Krawczyk used to prove security for
his construction cannot be used to prove security for the Authenticate-Pad-Encrypt
construction of SSL/TLS, when a padding scheme such as Abit Pad is used. This
is because with high probability the MAC tag will no longer be contained within
a single block but instead will straddle multiple blocks. Krawczyk’s original proof
relied upon the fact that the last block of the message was filled by the MAC tag. It
remains an open problem whether an Authenticate-Pad-Encrypt construction using
CBC mode as its encryption component can be proved to be LOR-P-CCA secure
with either uniform error reporting or a suitable padding scheme.

5.5

Conclusion

Using our extended security models from Chapter 4 we have studied the security of
encryption schemes in the face of padding oracle attacks. Our analysis started
by searching for a secure padding method.
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ber of padding methods, where invalid padded messages do exist, a trivial attack
can be performed against CBC mode using such a method. Despite this we were
able to show that the OZ-PAD method, recommended for use with CBC mode in
ISO/IEC 10116, provably resists Vaudenay’s original padding oracle attack despite
not attaining our strongest indistinguishability notion. We also proved that any
padding method that has no invalid padded messages automatically achieves immunity against padding oracle attacks, as it meets our LOR-PO-CPA notion when
combined with CBC mode encryption built using a pseudorandom permutation family. The Abit pad method is a very simple padding method with this property. Given
these results, we suggest that any future version of the ISO/IEC 10116 standard be
revised to recommend the use of a padding method such as Abit pad in place of
OZ-PAD.
We have also examined the question of how encryption and padding should be
combined with integrity protection in order to provably defeat padding oracle attacks, even in the face of imperfect implementations of the type studied in [29].
Building on the work of Bellare and Namprempre [22] we extended the three basic ways of combining an encryption scheme and a message authentication scheme,
to include padding. The Encrypt-and-Authenticate construction is not generically
secure when an encryption scheme with padding is considered. The Encrypt-thenAuthenticate construction is known to be secure in general for all encryption schemes
when padding is not considered. We have extended this result to show that a
scheme in which messages are padded, encrypted and then authenticated, is also secure according to our extended security definition of LOR-P-CCA security. Finally
we considered Authenticate-then-Encrypt constructions. This gave two options for
padding: Pad-Authenticate-Encrypt or Authenticate-Pad-Encrypt. We showed that
a construction of the form Pad-Authenticate-Encrypt achieves LOR-P-CCA security when the underlying Authenticate-then-Encrypt construction achieves LORCCA security. Krawczyk has already performed a formal security analysis of an
Authenticate-then-Encrypt construction when CBC mode is used as the encryption
component [48]. Krawczyk claimed his proof implies that SSL/TLS is secure but as
we have discovered his construction of CBC mode and some MAC does not comply
with the RFCs for SSL/TLS. The construction used in SSL/TLS is AuthenticatePad-Encrypt. It remains a very important open problem to prove that such a construction is secure for a specific padding scheme like Abit pad or when using uniform
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error reporting.
Based on this work, we would recommend using a Pad-Encrypt-Authenticate construction. To enhance the security of the scheme and prevent issues arising from a
poor implementation, we would also suggest using a padding method with no invalid
paddings such as Abit pad. In general for any scheme, we highly recommend using
either uniform error reporting or Abit pad (or a similar padding scheme with no
invalid paddings) to eradicate the possibility of padding oracle attacks.
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This chapter presents plaintext-recovery attacks against the SSH Binary Packet Protocol (BPP). We provide details of the implementation of the attacks against the
OpenSSH implementation of SSH and what countermeasures can be taken to prevent
the attacks.

6.1

Introduction

Alongside SSL/TLS and IPsec, SSH is one of the most widely used secure protocol suites. Moreover, the developers of OpenSSH1 , the dominant implementation
1

We use OpenSSH throughout as shorthand for any version of OpenSSH up to and including
version 5.1, unless otherwise stated.
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of SSH on the Internet, claim that OpenSSH has been developed using a rigorous
security process [2]. Indeed there are few vulnerabilities that have been discovered
in the OpenSSH code over the years [2] and no fundamental design flaws in SSHv2
or OpenSSH have been revealed to date. Only some rather theoretical and easilycircumvented cryptographic attacks have been discovered [30, 20] – see Section 6.1.2
for further discussion of these. The lack of serious attacks can be taken as evidence
for the soundness of the SSH design. Moreover, the SSH Binary Packet Protocol
(BPP), the component of SSH that is responsible for providing confidentiality and
integrity services to all messages exchanged over an SSH connection, has been subjected to a formal cryptographic analysis using the methods of provable security
[20]. The analysis of [20] shows that the SSH BPP as strictly implemented in the
way described in the RFCs is theoretically insecure (in the sense that an adversary
with sufficient control over the network can distinguish the encryptions of chosen
plaintexts). However it also shows that making any one of a number of small modifications to the SSH BPP all result in a protocol that is provably secure against chosen
ciphertext attacks. Thus the basic design principles behind SSH are supported by
the analysis of [20].
In this chapter we show that, contrary to this consensus, the SSH BPP specification
in [70, Section 6] has serious design flaws that lead directly to plaintext-recovering
attacks against SSH. We have implemented a proof of concept of the attacks and
variants against OpenSSH.

6.1.1

Overview of our Attack

The basic idea behind our attacks is quite simple and can be explained as follows.
The SSH BPP (cf. Section 3.1.2.1) most commonly makes use of a block cipher in
CBC mode to provide confidentiality and a MAC algorithm on the plaintext data to
provide integrity. Recall that the protocol format includes a 32-bit packet length field
which appears in encrypted form in the first block of ciphertext in an SSH packet.
This field is used to determine how much data is expected for a given packet, so this
field must be extracted before the rest of the packet is received and the MAC can
be validated. By sending a target ciphertext block as the first block of a new SSH
packet, an attacker can induce an SSH server to treat the resulting plaintext as the
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first block of a new packet. By then feeding random blocks of ciphertext into the
SSH connection in a controlled manner, the attacker can measure how much data
is required before the server considers the whole packet to have arrived, checks the
MAC, and produces a MAC failure (with overwhelming probability). This failure
is reported as an error message on the SSH connection, and the connection is torn
down. The amount of data required to trigger the error message reveals the content
of the 32-bit packet length field. Because of the properties of CBC mode, this
32-bit value then reveals 32 bits of the target plaintext block (corresponding to the
target ciphertext block). An unfortunate feature of this attack (from the adversary’s
perspective) is the need to feed, on average, about 231 bytes of data into the SSH
connection before the MAC check is triggered. But the attack would succeed with
probability 1. Notice too that it only requires the attacker to be able to capture a
target ciphertext block from the network and then to be able to inject it as the first
block of a new SSH packet – no known or chosen plaintexts are needed.
In fact, the actual attacks against the OpenSSH implementation of the SSH RFCs
that we develop in Section 6.3 are slightly more complicated than this, and prototyping them involved some difficulties. The main difficulty arises from the fact
that the relevant RFC [70] advises that the length field should be sanity checked as
soon as the block containing the length field is decrypted, to prevent certain types
of Denial of Service (DoS) attack against SSH. Again, the length checks must be
applied before the MAC is checked. OpenSSH follows the advice of the RFCs, first
checking that the packet length field is at most 218 and then checking that it has a
certain divisibility property. The connection is torn down if either check fails. The
effect of OpenSSH’s length checking is to reduce the success probability of our attack
to about 2−18 , but also to reduce the maximum number of blocks that the attacker
has to inject to only 214 . As we shall see in Section 6.3, OpenSSH’s length checks
also allow another attack which can verifiably extract 14 bits of plaintext from a
target ciphertext block with probability 2−14 . This attack is based on the ability
of the attacker to differentiate failures of the two distinct length checks carried out
by OpenSSH from one another. Another simple variant of our attacks verifiably
recovers 18 bits of plaintext from a target ciphertext block with probability 2−18
without requiring the ability to controllably inject random ciphertext blocks.
We report on the experimental validation of our attacks against OpenSSH in Section
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6.4.
As we noted above, our attacks lead to the tear down of the SSH connection, meaning
that they cannot directly be iterated to boost the success probability. However, the
SSH architectural RFC [69] states that the connection should be re-established in the
event of errors. So, if SSH were used to protect a fixed plaintext (e.g. a password)
across multiple connections, then the success probability could be increased. A
similar scenario was considered for OpenSSL in [29]. Even if our attacks do not
lead to reliable recovery of complete plaintext blocks, have low probabilities, and
consume large numbers of SSH connections in their iterated forms, they do stand in
stark contrast to the intended outcome of using strong cryptography in OpenSSH
and to the provable security guarantees promised for variants of SSH in [20].
Fundamentally, our attacks are possible because of a combination of design flaws
in the SSH BPP. Firstly, SSH has an encrypted length field in the first block of
ciphertext in a packet that is used to determine how much data is expected for a
given packet and that must be computed before the MAC can be validated. Secondly,
the reliance on CBC mode (even with chained IVs) allows an attacker to inject a
target ciphertext block of his choice into a fresh BPP packet as the first block of that
packet, and for the decryption of this block in its original position to be related in a
known way to its decryption in the fresh packet. These two factors, in combination
with the attacker’s ability to feed data into an SSH connection blockwise and to
detect when a MAC error has arisen, allow an attacker to learn some bits of plaintext
corresponding to a ciphertext block of his choice by observing how many blocks are
needed to cause a MAC failure. OpenSSH’s length checks are merely a complicating
factor for the implementation of the attacks that reduce their success probabilities.
Some readers might wonder at this point how we would be able to attack a variant
of SSH that was already proven secure in [20]. The basic reason is that, while the
authors of [20] recognise that the decryption operation in SSH is not “atomic” and
might fail in various ways, their security model does not distinguish between the
various modes of failure when reporting errors to the adversary. Moreover, their
model does not explicitly take into account the fact that the amount of data needed
to complete the decryption operation is itself determined by data that has to be
decrypted (the length field). Unfortunately, it seems that real-world cryptographic
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implementations are more complex than is reflected in the current security models
for SSH. We comment on this in greater detail in Chapter 7.

6.1.2

Previous Attacks on SSH

Dai [30] and Bellare et al. [20] give attacks against the SSH BPP as defined in
[70]. These are effectively distinguishing attacks, that is, attacks that reveal, given
a ciphertext, which one of two chosen messages was encrypted by SSH. So these
attacks do break SSH by the standards of theoretical cryptography. They require
the adversary to know the IV that will be used for encryption in the next SSH
packet. In SSH, which uses packet chaining in CBC mode (wherein the last block of
ciphertext from the previous packet is used as the IV for the next packet), this may
be realistic. RFC 4251 [69, Section 9.3.1] suggests the countermeasure of preceding
data-bearing packets with dummy packets – by this method, the attacker will not
see the required IV until too late (and may not even be able to tell which block is the
IV). OpenSSH supports this countermeasure. In contrast with [30, 20], our attacks
only require the ability to capture ciphertexts and inject modified ciphertexts into
the network (rather than being chosen plaintext), and recover plaintext (rather than
being distinguishing attacks). In this sense, our attacks are less demanding for the
attacker and have more serious consequences than previous attacks on SSH. The
dummy packet countermeasure does not prevent our attacks.
Bellare et al. [20] also introduced nomenclature for describing variants of the SSH
BPP that is useful for us. SSH-IPC (SSH with interpacket chaining) refers to the
SSH BPP using CBC mode as defined in [70]. SSH-NPC refers to the SSH BPP
using CBC mode without packet chaining, using a fresh, random IV for each packet,
but with a fixed padding format. Bellare et al. [20] present a reaction attack against
this variant of SSH, but the relevant RFC recommends using random padding, so
the attack should not work against implementations. For example, OpenSSH uses
random padding. SSH-$NPC refers to the SSH BPP using CBC mode with random
per packet IVs and random padding. SSH-CTRIV-CBC refers to using CBC mode
with IVs generated by encrypting a counter. In this proposal, the IVs are not
transmitted, and the encryption and decryption are stateful. SSH-CTR refers to
the use of counter mode of a block cipher, with the counter being maintained by
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sender and receiver rather than being transmitted at the start of the packet. SSHEIV-CBC refers to using CBC mode with IVs generated by enciphering the last
block of the previous ciphertext. Our main attack techniques also apply to both
SSH-NPC and SSH-$NPC, even though the latter was proven secure in [20].
A timing side-channel analysis of SSH [62] showed that SSH can still leak significant
information about users’ passwords when it is used to protect an interactive session.
Our attacks apply irrespective of what type of session is being protected.

6.2

The SSH Binary Packet Protocol

Recall the description of the SSH BPP from Section 3.1.2.1. The BPP uses an
encode-then-encrypt-&-authenticate construction, wherein the plaintext is both encrypted (to produce the ciphertext) and integrity protected (by using a MAC algorithm). As we described in Section 3.1.2.1, part of the encoding is to prepend a
32-bit packet length field to the start of the packet. As a result this length field
is encrypted, with the rationale that this makes it harder for an attacker to detect
BPP packet boundaries and so perform traffic analysis. We shall see that the use of
an encrypted length field is one of the main factors allowing our attack.
Let us consider how decryption takes place in the SSH BPP. Since there is no length
indicator for a BPP packet other than the content of the packet length field, any
SSH implementation must decrypt the first ciphertext block to obtain that field and
use it to determine how much data to accept before deciding that a complete BPP
packet has arrived and the MAC check can be performed. Thus we may expect that
an SSH implementation will await further data, unless sufficient data has already
arrived to complete the packet. In general then, an attacker may be able to delay the
MAC check for a particular BPP packet by delaying the data on the SSH connection.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the SSH RFCs recommend sanity checking
of the length field. The following quotes are from the beginning of Section 6 and
Section 6.1 of [70]:

“Note that the ‘packet length’ field is also encrypted, and processing it
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requires special care when sending or receiving packets.”

“The minimum size of a packet is 16 (or the cipher block size, whichever
is larger) bytes (plus ‘mac’). Implementations SHOULD decrypt the
length after receiving the first 8 (or cipher block size, whichever is larger)
bytes of a packet.”

“. . . implementations SHOULD check that the packet length is reasonable
in order for the implementation to avoid denial of service and/or buffer
overflow attacks.”

Exactly when this last check is to be performed is not made explicit in [70], but the
natural interpretation is to perform this check as soon as the first block of plaintext
has been decrypted. Otherwise, denial of service attacks based on manipulating the
packet length field would not be prevented. Since the MAC calculation is performed
on the entire plaintext message (prepended with the 32-bit sequence number), it is
clear that, if this interpretation of the RFC is made, then any length checks will
be done before the MAC check. Nor is the term “reasonable” defined in the RFCs.
However, [70] recommends that

“all implementations MUST be able to process packets with an uncompressed payload length of 32768 bytes or less and a total packet size of
35000 bytes or less.... Implementations SHOULD support longer packets,
where they might be needed.”

A reasonable interpretation of the RFC might be to check that the packet length is
at most somewhere in the region of 35000 bytes.
Error handling for the BPP is specified in [70, Section 11]. An SSH connection should
terminate whenever a transmission error occurs or MAC verification fails, but the
terminating entity may send an informative message to its peer. Section 9.3.5 of the
SSH architectural RFC [69] states that the connection should be re-established in
the event of “transmission errors or message manipulation”. Presumably, the latter
is to be detected via the MAC check.
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6.2.1

The OpenSSH Implementation of the BPP

OpenSSH follows [70] fairly closely in its implementation of the BPP. It uses CBC
mode with interpacket chaining and random padding by default. It maintains sequence numbers, and MAC-protects the correct fields. OpenSSH decrypts the first
block of a BPP packet as soon as it is received. OpenSSH then performs the following
checks, in the order described.

6.2.1.1

Length Check

The following excerpt of code from the file packet.c shows OpenSSH’s implementation of the length check:

if (packet_length < 1 + 4 || packet_length > 256 * 1024) {
buffer_dump(&incoming_packet);
packet_disconnect("Bad packet length %u.",packet_length); }

The packet_disconnect function causes the SSH session to terminate and sends
an SSH2_MSG_DISCONNECT SSH error message over the connection. This message
contains the passed string. Thus we see that the OpenSSH implementation does
not accept any packets whose packet length field is less than 5 or greater than
256 × 1024 = 218 . The value 218 is presumably chosen to limit the effectiveness of
DoS attacks; the value of 5 is the minimum possible value of this field, given the
mandatory presence of a padding length byte and 4 bytes of padding.
This check is consistent with the recommendations of [70] that a total packet size of
35000 must be supported, and that longer packets should be supported.

6.2.1.2

Block Length Check

OpenSSH then verifies that the total number of bytes expected in the packet is a
multiple of the block size:
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if (need % block_size != 0)
fatal("padding error: need %d block %d mod %d",
need, block_size, need % block_size);

Here,
need = 4 + packet_length - block_size
denotes the number of bytes still awaited in this packet and can be calculated from
the packet length field. The fatal function terminates the session but no error
messages are sent on the connection (in contrast to the previous check). Instead, the
passed string is only logged locally. However, this error will result in the termination
of the TCP connection over which SSH is running.

6.2.1.3

MAC Check

OpenSSH then continues to accept data on the connection until sufficient data has
arrived. MAC verification then takes place. The following OpenSSH code controls
how much data needs to be received before the MAC check will be done:

if (buffer_len(&input) < need + maclen)
return SSH_MSG_NONE;

Here buffer_len(&input) measures in bytes the amount of data received for the
current packet and maclen denotes the length in bytes of the SSH MAC field. If
the subsequent MAC check fails, then the packet_disconnect function is called
with the particular error message “Corrupted MAC on input.” being sent on the
connection. If this check passes, then OpenSSH performs a series of further checks.
These are not relevant to our attacks.
Summarising the above, we can see that OpenSSH’s decryption operation involves
a number of distinct steps, each step potentially resulting in a different type of error
and subsequent behaviour.
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6.3

Attacking OpenSSH

Before describing our attacks against OpenSSH let us give a brief reminder of CBC
mode from Section 2.1.2.1. We will use K to denote the key of our block cipher,
−1
which we can assume to be fixed for the duration of a connection, and let FK , FK

denote the encryption and decryption operations of the block cipher in use. We let
L denote the block size of this block cipher in bytes (so L = 8 for 3des and L = 16
for aes128). CBC mode in the SSH BPP operates as follows: given a sequence
p[1], p[2], . . . p[n] of encoded plaintext blocks making up a packet, we have:
c[i] = FK (c[i − 1] ⊕ p[i]),

i = 1, 2, . . . , n

where c[0], the IV, is taken as the last block of the previous BPP ciphertext. Hence
−1
p[i] = c[i − 1] ⊕ FK
(c[i]),

6.3.1

i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Recovering 14 Plaintext Bits

Assume now that an attacker collects a target ciphertext block c∗ [i] from an established SSH connection, from some BPP packet. Let c∗ [i − 1] denote the ciphertext
block preceding the target block, and let p∗ [i] denote the corresponding target plaintext. We have:
−1 ∗
p∗ [i] = c∗ [i − 1] ⊕ FK
(c [i]).

Consider now an attacker who simply injects the single block c∗ [i] as the first block
of a new packet on the SSH connection2 . Let c[n] denote the last ciphertext block
of the preceding packet on the connection. This block will be used as the IV for the
new packet, and hence OpenSSH will compute as the first block of plaintext for this
new packet:
−1 ∗
p′ [1] = c[n] ⊕ FK
(c [i]).

Combining the two preceding equations, we have:
p∗ [i] = c∗ [i − 1] ⊕ p′ [1] ⊕ c[n]
2

(6.1)

Note that since the attacker cannot necessarily detect where one BPP packet ends and the next
begins, there is a chance that this injected block is not processed as the first block of a new packet.
This is not usually an issue in practice because the attacker can wait until the SSH connection is
quiet before beginning his attack.
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If, after injecting c∗ [i], we see either a termination of the TCP connection over
which the SSH connection is running without an SSH error message (indicating a
failure of the block length check) or the SSH connection enters a state in which it is
waiting for more data, then we know that p′ [1] must have passed the length check3 .
But the latter only occurs if the packet length field in p′ [1] lies between 5 and 218
inclusive, which in turn occurs only if the first 14 bits of p′ [1] are all zero. From this
information and equation (6.1), we can calculate the first 14 bits of p∗ [i].
To assess the success probability of this attack, we need only calculate the probability that the length check passes. We may assume that c[n], obtained as the last
ciphertext block of the preceding packet, acts as a random IV with respect to the
block c∗ [i]. Hence the content of the packet length field in p′ [1] can be regarded as
being a random 32-bit value. Therefore the length check will pass with probability
(218 − 5 + 1)/232 ≈ 2−14 .
Note that the attacker can verify when he has been successful in his attack, so this
attack has the same success probability but is more powerful than the attack that
simply guesses 14 bits of plaintext without being able to verify whether the guess is
correct4 .

6.3.2

Recovering 32 Plaintext Bits

With exactly the same attack as above, if the SSH connection enters a wait state,
then we can deduce that both the length check and the block length check have
passed. When L = 16 (e.g. with aes), this implies that the first 14 bits of the length
field in p′ [1] will all be zero, and that the last 4 bits of this field encode the value 12.
In turn, this yields 18 bits of p∗ [i] using equation (6.1). Reasoning as before, this
event will arise with probability roughly 2−18 . (When L = 8, the last 3 bits of the
length field should encode the value 4, the event has probability roughly 2−17 , and
reveals 17 bits of p∗ [i].) We next explain how the attacker can continue the attack
3
The SSH connection cannot terminate with a MAC failure at this point: each BPP packet
contains at least one ciphertext block plus a MAC field, so the connection will not yet have received
sufficient data to reach the stage of performing a MAC check.
4
Note that when the length field takes the value 218 then only the 13 most significant bits of p′
will be 0 and we will only successfully recover 13 bits of plaintext. For a valid length field this will
occur with probability 1/(218 − 5 + 1).
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to extract more plaintext.
Recall that, if the length check and block length check pass, then the SSH connection
will continue to wait for more data until the following condition is no longer satisfied:

if (buffer_len(&input) < need + maclen)
return SSH_MSG_NONE;

Once this test fails, the MAC check will be triggered. So the attacker continues his
attack by injecting maclen random bytes followed by a sequence of random L-byte
blocks into the SSH connection, waiting after the injection of each block to see if
the SSH connection is terminated because of a MAC error. This termination occurs
after at most 218 /L blocks are injected, and when it occurs, the amount of data fed
into the connection up to this point reveals the value of need, and hence the exact
value of the 32-bit packet length field in p′ [1] using the formula:
need = 4 + packet_length - block_size.
Knowing this 32-bit value, the first 32 bits of p∗ [i] can be recovered using equation
(6.1). The overall success probability for the attack is 2−18 when L = 16 (and 2−17
when L = 8).
In essence, this attack exploits the encrypted length field and the wait state that
arises in OpenSSH provided the length checks pass. We rely on the MAC error to
reveal the amount of data expected in the packet, and, through this, the content
of the length field. Because of the use of CBC mode, this leaks information about
the target ciphertext block. This kind of attack seems endemic in any protocol that
combines the following features: the use of an encrypted length field; CBC mode; a
reliable transport allowing the attacker to deliver small amounts of data at a time;
and signalling of errors. We comment on this in more detail in Section 6.5.

6.3.3

Iterating the Attack

Both of the attacks above result in the SSH connection being terminated with high
probability at each attempt. Suppose, however, that OpenSSH is used to protect
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plaintexts that contain some fixed bits in fixed, known positions across multiple
connections. We note that these conditions are unlikely to hold if compression is
being used. Suppose further that some of these positions coincide with the first 32
bits in a block. For example, this may be the case if OpenSSH is used to protect
a user password for a remote login. Then the attacks above can simply be iterated
in order to increase the success probability of extracting the fixed plaintext bits
in selected positions. A similar attack to this was considered for OpenSSL in [29].
This variant would be particularly serious for SSH clients that automatically perform
connection re-establishment in the event of errors, as recommended in [69].
As described, this iterated version would consume on average 218 SSH connections in
order to recover 32 plaintext bits. By more carefully selecting the point at which each
target ciphertext block is injected, an attacker can reduce the number of connections
used to at most 214 + 24 (in the case of a 128-bit block cipher). The attack is now
split into three phases. In the first phase, the attacker recovers the first 14 bits of
the 32 target bits as follows. He observes each new SSH connection and waits until
an IV appears on the channel which guarantees that a different value of the first
14 bits of the length field will be set (in comparison to previous connections) if the
current value of the target ciphertext block c∗ [i] were to be injected as the first block
of the next SSH packet. This requires the attacker to maintain a size 214 table of
bit values, each entry indicating whether a particular value consisting of the first 14
bits of c∗ [i − 1] ⊕ IV has been used on a previous connection or not. After at most
214 connections, the length check will pass, and the attacker can recover the first 14
bits of plaintext (as in Section 6.3.1). In the second phase, the attacker can exploit
his knowledge of these 14 bits: he now observes each new SSH connection and waits
until an IV appears on the channel which guarantees that the length check will be
passed if the current target ciphertext block c∗ [i] is injected. This just involves
comparing the first 14 bits of c∗ [i − 1] ⊕ IV with the 14 plaintext bits recovered so
far. By also working with bits 28-31 of c∗ [i−1]⊕IV , the attacker can make sure that
a different value of the least significant 4 bits of the length field will be set when c∗ [i]
is injected for each connection in the second phase. On average, the attacker will
have to observe about 218 SSH packets until a suitable IV appears for each second
phase connection. Then after at most 24 second phase connections, both the length
check and the block length check will pass, at which point the current connection
will enter its wait state. The third phase is the same as the last part of our attack
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that recovers 32 plaintext bits.
Notice that if the attacker has partial knowledge about plaintext – for example that
it must consist of printable ASCII characters – then the success probabilities for all
of our attacks can be increased using similar tricks. We are grateful to an anonymous
referee of the paper [13] in which this work is published, for pointing this out.
Notice too that the attacker does not need to be able to control the IV used for
the attack packet in all but the iterated version of our attacks described above.
Instead, he merely needs to be able to learn the value of that IV. Thus the measure
recommended in [70] for preventing Dai’s attack, in which the transmission of the
relevant IV is simply delayed, does not prevent our attacks.

6.4

Experimental Validation

We implemented a proof-of-concept of our attacks against OpenSSH using Scapy
[4] and tested it in a virtual TCP/IP network. Using a local virtual network has
the advantage that we can ignore any latency issues, since the transport is almost
instantaneous. There is no reason to think that our results would not be applicable
to real networks.
For our experiments we used OpenSSH server version 4.7 as shipped with Debian
GNU/Linux Lenny (the attack will also apply to all versions of OpenSSH up to
and including version 5.1). However, we made one patch to the server in order to
increase the success probability of the experiments: we modified the packet length
field so that its 12 most significant bits were set to zero before the length check was
performed. The only impact of this change is that the probability of passing this
check is increased from 2−14 to roughly 2−2 . Making this patch allowed us to more
easily test that the subsequent parts of our attacks were working as anticipated,
and did not influence the behaviour of the server in our attack in any other way.
Without this modification, testing and development would have been far more timeconsuming. Of course, a real attacker does not get to increase his success probability
in this way. We later removed this modification.
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We first open up a legitimate connection with the server, negotiating aes-cbc and
hmac-md5 (having a 16-byte MAC value). Then, once the SSH connection is established, and in a separate thread, we inject the target ciphertext block into the SSH
connection (and then subsequent bytes and blocks should the length check and block
length check pass). This thread also monitors the server for responses.
The various decryption checks and states of OpenSSH showed up on the network as
follows:
Length Check (cf. Section 6.2.1.1): since the server sends a SSH2_MSG_DISCONNECT
message including a particular error message, the failure of this check is indicated
by the size of the reply packets on the SSH connection.
Block Length Check (cf. Section 6.2.1.2): since the SSH server terminates the connection without any error message in this case, the failure of this check is indicated
by the presence on the network of a TCP FIN packet without any payload.
MAC Check (cf. Section 6.2.1.3): since the server sends a SSH2_MSG_DISCONNECT
message including a particular error message, the failure of this check is indicated by
the size of the reply packets on the SSH connection. We may distinguish this failure
from the length check failure above because the SSH connection will have passed
through an intermediate wait state in our attacks if we get as far as the MAC check.
For our attacks to work, we rely on the behaviour of two different services: the
TCP/IP stack of the operating system and the SSH server. The TCP/IP stack may
or may not acknowledge any packet injected into the TCP connection with a TCP
ACK before the SSH server has the opportunity to react to it. Consequently, observing a TCP ACK on the wire is not a sufficient indication that both the length
check and block length check have passed and that the desired wait state has been
reached. Instead, we must detect this state by the absence of either a TCP FIN
packet without payload or an SSH disconnect message. This test is therefore somewhat sensitive to the latency of the network, since we need to wait for a timeout.
This only affects the time taken to carry out the attacks.
For our first attack, if a TCP FIN packet without payload is observed then we
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know that the length check has passed but the block length check has failed. If
no TCP FIN packet without payload or SSH disconnect message is observed within
a reasonable time-out period, then we know that both the length check and the
block length check have passed. In either case, at least 14 bits of plaintext can be
recovered.
Of course, if no TCP FIN (with or without an SSH disconnect message as payload)
is observed, we may assume that the wait state has been reached, at which point 18
bits of plaintext (for L = 16) can be recovered and our second attack can begin. We
then feed single blocks of ciphertext to the SSH server until a SSH2_MSG_DISCONNECT
message is observed. This indicates a MAC failure after enough data was received.
At this point, 32 bits of plaintext can be recovered.
Because the final MAC check could be on a potentially large message (218 bytes), we
must take care not to feed blocks to the SSH server too quickly during the second
attack. Otherwise, the SSH server may have stopped accepting data and be engaged
in MAC processing when we think it is still waiting for further data. This would lead
us to over-estimate the amount of data that needs to be sent to the server before
the MAC check is triggered, distorting the low order bits of our calculation of the
content of the packet length field. Thus we throttled the speed of our data injection.
This only affects the amount of time needed to carry out the attack.
Using this proof-of-concept code (including the server patch to increase the success
probability), we were able to reliably recover the value of the packet length field
after decryption, and hence recover the first 32 bits of the original plaintext block
corresponding to the target ciphertext block. When we removed the server patch,
we still observed several successful 14-bit recovering attacks, but did not observe
any successful probability 2−18 attacks in the experimental time available.
One of the main challenges for building an exploit based on our proof-of-concept code
would be to find a service which tolerates SSH connection failures and reconnects
on these failures. One such client is for instance the Fuse SSHFS [6] implementation
which accepts a reconnect flag and does not seem to care about the nature of the
connection termination. Even then, the attacks require large numbers of reconnects
and may consume a lot of bandwidth.
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6.5

Countermeasures

There are various actions which could be taken to make the SSH BPP resistant to
our attacks, even with the continued presence of an encrypted length field, length
checking and non-uniform error reporting.
Bellare et al. [20] proposed and proved the security of several variants of the SSHBPP. Our attacks still apply to one of these provably secure variants, SSH-$NPC.
We take an in-depth look at why our attacks apply in Section 7.2. Despite this, three
of the remaining schemes that were proposed in [20], SSH-CTR, SSH-CTRIV-CBC
and SSH-EIV-CBC, are resistant to our plaintext-recovery attacks. Switching to one
of these constructions is one possible option to prevent our attacks. An RFC already
exists to standardise counter mode for use in SSH [21] and AES in counter mode
is supported by OpenSSH. A switch to AES in counter mode could most easily be
enforced by limiting which encryption algorithms are offered during the ciphersuite
negotiation that takes place as part of the SSH key exchange (see [70, Section 7.1]).
We are not aware of any support for SSH-CTRIV-CBC or SSH-EIV-CBC in SSH
implementations. We have also been informed that not every SSH implementation
supports counter mode, so that a switch to counter mode may cause backwards
compatibility problems. We provide a new formal security analysis of SSH-CTR in
Chapter 7.
In response to the vulnerability announcement concerning our attacks [12], OpenSSH
was first updated to make failures due to the two block length checks more difficult
to distinguish. The block length check (cf. Section 6.2.1.2) in version 1.158 of the
file packet.c, now no longer calls the function fatal but instead logs the error and
then calls the function packet_disconnect. This means that the error message
caused by both the length check (cf. Section 6.2.1.1) and the block length check
will be the same and hence an attacker can no longer distinguish between these
two events. This prevents our 14-bit plaintext recovery attack, but does not affect
our attack recovering 32 bits. At the same time OpenSSH also issued a public
response [3] to our attacks as they were reported in [12]. A further change made
in version 5.2 and higher of OpenSSH is to now negotiate the selection of counter
mode in preference to CBC mode. This follows the recommendation of the CPNI
vulnerability announcement [12]. OpenSSH versions 5.2 and higher also include a
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specific countermeasures for CBC mode to frustrate our CBC-specific attacks. The
basic idea behind this countermeasure is to make length errors indistinguishable
from MAC errors. Whenever a length error occurs the length field is set to the
maximum value of 218 and SSH proceeds until a MAC error occurs after the receipt
of the required number of bytes.
A different countermeasure was suggested to us by Denis Bider of Bitvise [24]: simply
randomise the length field if the length check fails. The system then proceeds with
this new random length until an error is eventually sent when the MAC check fails.
With this modification a length error and a MAC error are now indistinguishable
and the attacks presented so far in this chapter are no longer possible.
Unfortunately the Bitvise countermeasure, and that for CBC mode in OpenSSH
version 5.2, are still vulnerable to a known-plaintext attack, which proceeds as follows. We assume that the attacker knows the first 14 bits and bits 29 to 32 of the
target plaintext block p∗ . The attacker submits the corresponding ciphertext block
c∗ into the channel such that this block is interpreted as the start of a new packet
p′ and will be decrypted with an IV which ensures that p′ will have a valid length
field. The SSH session will then enter its wait state and the attacker can then recover the remaining 14 bits (bits 15-28) of the length field of p′ , and hence 14 bits
of p∗ , using the same techniques as in our previous attacks. In the next chapter we
will describe a distinguishing attack derived from this attack which demonstrates in
particular that the Bitvise and OpenSSH version 5.2 countermeasures for SSH using
CBC mode are not sufficient to ensure that SSH meets the new and appropriate
notions of security we define in that chapter.
Note that moving the length checks so that they are executed after the MAC check,
or removing the length checks altogether, only increases the success probability of
our attacks to 1.
A partial list of affected vendors and the countermeasures that they have adopted
can be found at [7].
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6.5.1

BPP Redesign

The kind of attacks that we have developed would seem to be a threat to almost
any protocol that uses an encrypted length field, that runs over a transport protocol
allowing the attacker to deliver small amounts of data at a time, and that reports
errors. Given the problems that seem to be inherent in using an encrypted length
field, we consider here how the BPP might be redesigned to avoid our attacks.
It is worth reiterating that the elimination of length checks on an encrypted length
field only increases the success probability of our attacks. Moreover, replacing the
current “encrypt and authenticate” construction used in the BPP with an arbitrary
authenticated encryption scheme may not eliminate our attacks. For example, consider the use of an encrypt-then-authenticate scheme. We know from Result 2.10
that this composition is generically secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks so would
seem to be a good choice. But it is not difficult to see that this construction would
still be vulnerable to our attacks if the encryption scheme used is CBC mode.
A more useful change to the BPP would be to no longer encrypt the 32-bit packet
length field, but instead include it in the clear before the encrypted payload and
protect it with the MAC. This would nullify our attacks, since now any length
tests could not be made plaintext-revealing. However, making this change would
reveal the length of BPP packets to an eavesdropper. It would also render SSH
more vulnerable to DoS attacks, since the packet length field would still need to
be checked before the MAC, but now the attacker would be able to manipulate the
contents of this field at will (rather than in a probabilistic fashion). On the other
hand, it could be argued that preventing DoS attacks should not be an overriding
concern of a secure communications protocol such as SSH.
Another approach would be to include an extra MAC, calculated on the length field,
just after that field in the BPP protocol format.
The problem with these countermeasures is that they require major changes to the
BPP. Such changes are invasive and would mean that implementations would need
wholesale changes in order to be RFC-compliant. It is desirable that a countermeasure is easy to implement and does not result in a large number of complicated
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changes to the RFC.

6.6

Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented plaintext-recovery attacks against SSH as implemented by OpenSSH. These attacks arise from a fundamental design flaw in the
RFC specifying the SSH BPP [70], but are still possible against a variant of the SSH
BPP that was proven to be secure by Bellare et al. [20]. In order to prevent our
attacks we have also discussed several countermeasures but some of these turn out
to be vulnerable to modified versions of our attacks.
Our attacks highlight the difficulties inherent in developing complex cryptographic
constructions such as that employed in SSH, especially in view of the interactions
that are possible between cryptographic processing and error reporting. At this
point a quote from [20] seems appropriate:

“in the modern era of strong cryptography it would seem counterintuitive
to voluntarily use a protocol with low security when it is possible to fix
the security of SSH at low cost.”

While we see great value in the use of strong cryptography supported by arguments
from the tradition of provable security, this quotation raises the question: how do we
know that making a change does fix the security of SSH? For example, the provensecure SSH-$NPC would be at least as vulnerable to our attacks as the current
version of SSH. Thus our attacks show the limitations of current approaches to the
formal modelling and security analysis of complex security protocols and motivates
the line of research pursued in the next chapter.
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In this chapter we examine why the existing formal security analysis of the SSH BPP
by Bellare et al. fails to capture attacks of the type described in the previous chapter.
We then extend the existing security models and provide a new proof of security for
SSH-CTR against a wider array of attacks, including our plaintext-recovery attacks
from the previous chapter.
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7.1

Introduction

The SSH BPP was first subjected to a formal cryptographic security analysis using
the methods of provable security by Bellare et al. [20]. In that paper the authors
introduced a stateful security model and notion for SSH-style protocols. They also
proved that several minor variants of the SSH BPP meet their security notion, given
reasonable assumptions about the cryptographic primitives used in its construction.
In particular, they showed that, while the SSH BPP using CBC mode encryption
with IV chaining (SSH-IPC) is insecure, the SSH BPP using either CBC mode
encryption with explicit random IVs and random padding (SSH-$NPC), or counter
mode encryption (SSH-CTR), is secure in their model.
We shall begin this chapter, by examining Bellare et al.’s original security analysis
of SSH. In particular we show that the attacks we presented in the previous chapter
apply to SSH-$NPC, despite it having a proof of security in [20]. We show that
our attacks exploit several features that are intrinsic to the SSH specification and
to implementations, but that are not captured in the security model of [20]: firstly,
the decryption process depends on the packet length field, which itself forms part
of the plaintext data; secondly, data can be delivered to the decrypting party in a
byte-by-byte manner by an attacker, allowing the attacker to observe the behaviour
of the decrypting party after each byte is received; and, thirdly, the attacker can
distinguish various kinds of decryption failure (most importantly, the attacker can
tell exactly when a MAC fails to verify).
No attacks are known against the SSH BPP using counter mode, and the security
model and proof for the relevant scheme SSH-CTR provided in [20] does rule out
many classes of attack. Yet it is evident, in view of our attacks, that the current
formal security analysis of SSH-CTR in [20] is inadequate. By performing a new
security analysis which considers how SSH should be and is implemented, we are
able to bridge the gap between the current security analysis of the SSH-CTR in
[20] on the one hand, and the reality of the SSH specifications in the RFCs and the
OpenSSH implementation of the SSH BPP using counter mode on the other.
We develop a security model for the SSH BPP that extends the stateful model introduced in [20] and that is driven by our desire to more closely align the security
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model with the SSH specifications and the OpenSSH implementation. We focus
on the OpenSSH implementation in preference to any of the many other SSH implementations available because of its widespread use [5]. A novel aspect of our
security model is its ability to allow the attacker to interact with the decryption
oracle in a byte-by-byte fashion, with ciphertext bytes being buffered until they can
be processed. Novel aspects of our description of the SSH BPP using counter mode
include its provision for plaintext-dependent decryption, and accurate modeling of
all the error events that arise during decryption in the OpenSSH implementation of
the SSH BPP in counter mode. We prove that the SSH BPP using counter mode
is secure in our model, under standard assumptions concerning the cryptographic
components used in the construction. This requires significant reworking of the security analysis for counter mode in [20] to take account of the new features of our
model and our description of the SSH BPP. Our analysis is sufficient to show that
the SSH BPP using counter mode is immune to the type of attacks presented in the
previous chapter.

7.2

Existing Formal Security Analysis of SSH

Bellare et al. [20] performed a formal security analysis of the SSH BPP. Their work
was inspired by the distinguishing attack of Dai [30] against SSH-IPC (SSH with
interpacket chaining) and their main focus was to find a secure alternative to SSHIPC that necessitated minimal changes to the BPP.
The security analysis of [20] considers a scheme which follows a general Encode-thenEncrypt-&-Authenticate construction. The decryption algorithm of this scheme
takes a complete ciphertext as input and proceeds by first decrypting, then decoding and finally checking the MAC. We shall see later that in implementations
such as OpenSSH, the MAC verification is done before decoding. Whilst recognising that different failure conditions might occur during decryption, the formal
decryption algorithm for the scheme in [20] only produces one possible error message (“⊥”). Therefore the model in [20] seems intended to prevent the adversary
from distinguishing between the different types of error. The model does not allow
for the possibility that the amount of data needed to complete the decryption process might be governed by data that is produced during the decryption process itself
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(namely the packet length field). Indeed, the packet length field does not appear at
all in the model used in [20]. The analysis in [20] models a connection tear-down in
the event of an error, by having decryption always output “⊥” in response to any
decryption query made after the first error has arisen.
However, as we have seen, in any conceivable implementation of SSH, the decryption
process must depend on the initially encrypted packet length field. Moreover, in
OpenSSH, the adversary is able to distinguish between the different error types.
Finally, in practice, an attacker is able to feed ciphertext blocks one by one to the
decryption process, a feature exploited in our 32-bit-recovering attack (cf. Section
6.3.2). These differences between the theoretical model and the implementation
reality explain why some of the schemes proven secure in [20] would be insecure in
practice if implemented in the natural way.
Even if the model of [20] only allows one type of error message, it unintentionally
introduces a timing channel which can be used to distinguish the different types of
error arising during decryption. This channel arises because each of the stages of
decrypting, then decoding, and finally checking the MAC is allowed to individually
output the single error message in the model of decryption used in [20]. But these
stages necessarily follow one after another in series and would take different amounts
of time to complete in any implementation. So even having a single error message
may not be enough in practice to disguise the reasons for failure, and would still
leave open the possibility of attack.
In the remainder of this section, we estimate the extent to which the various SSH
BPP enhancements discussed in [20] would be vulnerable to our attacks if they were
implemented in the most obvious and natural way.

7.2.1

SSH-NPC and SSH-$NPC

SSH-NPC and SSH-$NPC both use CBC mode with random per packet IVs (No
Packet Chaining). This incurs a penalty in that the IV now needs to be sent as an
additional ciphertext block for each packet. SSH-NPC uses fixed padding. Bellare
et al. showed that the use of fixed padding allows a “reaction” attack against the
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scheme that leaks a small amount of information about the relationship between two
plaintexts to the attacker. To prevent this attack Bellare et al. introduced SSH$NPC, proving it secure. This BPP variant uses random padding, as recommended
by the relevant RFC [70], in combination with random IVs.
Suppose that SSH-NPC and SSH-$NPC were implemented in such a way that the
attacker can distinguish between a failure of an OpenSSH-style packet length (cf.
Section 6.2.1.1) check and a MAC failure. This would be the case if OpenSSH was
extended in the obvious and natural way to support IVs transmitted on the wire.
Then our first two attacks from Section 6.3 would be applicable directly to both
SSH-NPC and SSH-$NPC, with the attacker simply making a random choice of IV
and injecting this along with the target ciphertext block, instead of relying on the
IV being determined by the last block of the previous packet. The attacks’ success
probabilities would be as in Section 6.3. In our third attack (where the attacker
attempts to learn plaintext bits that are fixed across multiple SSH connections), the
attacker’s ability to control the IV would allow him to systematically explore the
space of IVs to obtain a deterministic attack requiring at most 214 + 24 connections
and one injected ciphertext block per connection (for all but the final connection)
to recover 32 bits of plaintext. Here we require at most 214 connections to find an
IV which enables the injected packet to pass the first OpenSSH length check (cf.
Section 6.2.1.1), i.e. when the first 14 bits of the packet’s decryption are all zero. A
further 24 connections are required to ensure that the block length check (cf. Section
6.2.1.2) is passed (for a 128-bit block cipher).
An attacker can also exploit his control over the IV in SSH-NPC and SSH-$NPC
to obtain a simple distinguishing attack that has a success probability of 1. We
sketch this attack here. The attacker chooses two BPP plaintexts M0 = p[1]p[2] and
M1 = p[1]p′ [2] such that the first 32 bits of p[2] are all zero while the first 32 bits of
p′ [2] are the binary representation of the value 32. Here, we assume that block p[1]
contains an appropriate length field and padding length field, and blocks p[2], p′ [2]
contain appropriate SSH padding. We assume now that the attacker observes the
BPP packet c[0]c[1]c[2]τ corresponding to either M0 or M1 on the SSH connection.
The attacker then simply injects blocks c[1]c[2] as the first two blocks of a new BPP
packet into the SSH connection, followed by a random MAC value. Here c[1] is
interpreted as the IV and the decryption of c[2] as the first block of the plaintext
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packet. From our choice of p[2], p′ [2] it is clear that if M0 was encrypted, then the
injected blocks will cause a failure of the packet length check and termination of the
SSH connection, while if M1 was encrypted, then the SSH connection enters into
its wait state. Thus the adversary can distinguish which message was encrypted.
This attack still works even if the length check and the block length check used by
OpenSSH are combined into a single uniform check. Random IVs are therefore not
the solution to securing the SSH BPP.

7.2.2

Further Provably Secure Variants

Bellare et al. also proposed and proved secure three further variants of the SSH BPP:
SSH-CTR, SSH-CTRIV-CBC and SSH-EIV-CBC. SSH-CTR uses counter mode but
padding is still used in order to minimise changes to the BPP. SSH-CTRIV-CBC
and SSH-EIV-CBC use CBC mode with an IV that is either the encryption of a
counter or the encipherment of the last ciphertext block, respectively.
These three schemes are all resistant to our plaintext-recovery attacks. SSH-CTR is
resistant due to the stateful nature of its decryption algorithm. In the two schemes
SSH-CTRIV-CBC and SSH-EIV-CBC an attacker no longer sees the IV and therefore cannot deduce what changes have been induced in the target p∗ [i] when injecting
c∗ [i] (cf. Section 6.3.1 Equation (6.1)). It is therefore obvious that attacks like those
in Chapter 6 cannot be used to recover any plaintext when these schemes are used.
However, this does not amount to a formal security proof for these schemes in the
face of error-based side-channels of the type we have exploited in the previous chapter.

7.3

Improving the Analysis

From the above it is evident that the current formal security analysis fails to capture
all possible attack vectors. To provide a new proof of security for SSH-CTR which is
relevant in practice, we must address certain issues when performing our analysis. In
particular, the current analysis does not take into account the plaintext-dependent
nature of the decryption process, nor the ability of the attacker to interact in a
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byte-by-byte manner with the decryption process. Indeed, the length field which
turns out to be so critical to breaking SSH in our attacks is ignored in the security
analysis of [20], while it is assumed in [20] that ciphertexts are processed in an
atomic fashion. Moreover, while the model of [20] does include errors arising from
cryptographic processing, it does not do so in a way that accurately reflects the
reality of SSH implementations such as OpenSSH – in the model of [20], any error
condition leads to an identical error message, while in reality, the error type and
the timing of the error can both leak to the adversary. This additional information
was also exploited in our attacks. We must address all of these issues in our new
analysis.

7.3.1

Online Encryption

Before we look at how to improve the existing analysis, we mention a connected
area of cryptography. The way in which decryption operates in SSH is related to
a branch of cryptography called online encryption, as studied in [27, 16, 15, 38,
39, 40, 42]. These papers all investigate blockwise adaptive attackers against the
encryption process rather than against the decryption process, so that the attacker
chooses plaintext blocks in an adaptive manner, seeing the corresponding ciphertext
blocks one-by-one as the chosen-plaintext blocks are encrypted. This approach is
motivated by cryptographic applications for small devices such as smart cards which
cannot store a whole ciphertext in internal buffers and which must therefore output
ciphertext blocks as the buffer fills. As we will see, while the encryption process
used in the SSH BPP could in principle be online, in practice (e.g. in the OpenSSH
implementation) it is not. On the other hand in SSH, the adversary can interact
with the decryption process in a block-by-block (or even byte-by-byte) manner, and,
as the attacks in Chapter 6 show, can gain significant advantage by doing so. So
while the online encryption literature appears to be related to our work, the link is
superficial and the work is not directly applicable to the case of SSH.
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7.4

Modelling the SSH BPP and its Security

We now give a high-level description of the main features of our model for the SSH
BPP and its security, explaining how these arise from features of the SSH BPP
specification and specific implementations.
As with the model of [20], our model for the SSH BPP is a stateful one, reflecting the
protocol’s use of per-packet sequence numbers. We also wish to give the adversary
access to encryption and decryption oracles in a left-or-right indistinguishability
game. We next discuss how these oracles should be defined, detailing this further in
the follow sections.
It can be seen from the description of the BPP (cf. Section 3.1.2.1) that the encryption process used by SSH could be performed in an online manner (in the
sense of that in Section 7.3.1). However, this would require the packet length to
be fixed in advance of the first block being encrypted. In practice, the encryption is not done in an online manner. For example, in OpenSSH, the MAC on the
whole plaintext is calculated prior to any encryption being performed, with the entire plaintext being buffered before this operation is carried out (see the function
packet_send2_wrapped in the file packet.c of the OpenSSH source code).
At this point, our model begins to significantly diverge from the model of [20].
When decrypting a ciphertext, the receiver should first decrypt the first block received and retrieve the packet length field in order to determine how much more
data must be received before the MAC tag is obtained. According to RFC 4253
[70]:

“Implementations SHOULD decrypt the length after receiving the first 8
(or cipher block size, whichever is larger) bytes of a packet.”

Thus we may expect that an SSH implementation will enter into a wait state, awaiting further data, unless sufficient data has already arrived to complete the packet.
Informally speaking, this renders the entire decryption process plaintext-dependent,
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in the sense that the number of ciphertext bytes required, before the decryption
process can complete (possibly with an error message because of a MAC verification failure), is determined by the initial bytes of the plaintext. Moreover, because
SSH is implemented over TCP, the attacker can deliver as few or as many bytes of
ciphertext at a time as he wishes to the decrypting party. These facts are exploited
in our attacks against the SSH BPP in CBC mode. Thus our security analysis for
the SSH BPP needs to consider the length field and how its processing affects security, as well as allowing the adversary to deliver data to the decryption oracle in a
byte-by-byte manner in the security model. However, it should be noted that the
plaintext message is not made available to the adversary in a byte-by-byte manner as
it is decrypted. Instead, in implementations, the plaintext is buffered until sufficient
data has arrived that the MAC can be checked. Our model, therefore, needs to allow
byte-by-byte delivery of ciphertext data, but also to include a buffered decryption
process.
In fact, the situation is more complicated than this because implementations of SSH
also follow the advice in RFC 4253 [70] to perform sanity checking of the length field
as soon as it is obtained from the first block of ciphertext:

“. . . implementations SHOULD check that the packet length is reasonable
in order for the implementation to avoid denial of service and/or buffer
overflow attacks.”

What is “reasonable” is not defined in the RFCs, and specific implementations
adopt various practices. We described in Section 6.2.1 the particular set of checks
performed by OpenSSH up to and including Version 5.1, which tore down the SSH
connection with an error message in the event that the checks fail. OpenSSH Version
5.2 performs the same checks when using counter mode but tears down the connection with a slightly different error message1 . These error conditions are generally
easily distinguishable from a MAC failure in an attack because an SSH implementation can be made to pass through a wait state before the MAC failure. The
distinguishability of these different error conditions is used in our attacks against
1

Recall from Section 6.5 that OpenSSH version 5.2 in CBC mode uses additional countermeasures
in order to make length errors and MAC verification errors indistinguishable, thus preventing the
attacks. This means that the length checking carried out by OpenSSH version 5.2 is different for
CBC mode and counter mode. In our analysis we consider only counter mode.
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OpenSSH in CBC mode in the previous chapter. So our security model for the
SSH BPP should include errors arising from length checking as well as from MAC
failures, and should report these errors in such a way that they can be distinguished
by the adversary. Additional errors may arise after MAC checking, because of a
failure of the decoding algorithm applied to the recovered, encoded message. Again,
our model should reflect this possibility. To comply with the SSH specifications, all
of these errors should be “fatal”, leading to the destruction of the SSH connection.
Note however that an adversary may be able to prevent such error messages from
reaching the peer of party initiating the tear-down. We handle this aspect by having
separate states for the encryption and decryption oracles in our model, and with an
error arising during decryption leading to the loss of the decryption oracle, but not
the encryption oracle, and vice-versa.
It is notable that SSH attempts to hide the packet length field by encrypting it.
However, a simple extension of our attacks shows that this is futile: an attacker
who can detect the start of a new packet simply needs to flip a bit somewhere in
the ciphertext after the length field and wait for a MAC failure. Simple arithmetic
involving the number of ciphertext bytes delivered before the MAC failure is seen,
then tells the attacker the content of the packet length field. Of course, the cost of
this attack is to lose the SSH connection. However, it shows that the length field
cannot be hidden from an active attacker. For this reason, we will insist that, in
our left-or-right indistinguishability game, all pairs of messages submitted to the
encryption oracle should have the same length when encoded, so that they cannot
be trivially distinguished using the above attack.

7.5

Further Definitions

Note that since the SSH-BPP is defined in terms of bytes we also define our constructions in a byte-wise fashion. We use the notation 8x8 to denote the size of the
bit string x in bytes.
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7.5.1

Building Blocks

Based on the discussion in the previous section, we now define the primitives which
form the building blocks in our description of the SSH BBP’s Encode-then-Encrypt&-Authenticate construction. These building blocks are an encoding scheme EC,
an encryption scheme (we consider only counter mode encryption) and a message
authentication scheme MA. Recall the definition of Counter Mode from Section
2.1.2.2 and the definition of a message authentication scheme from Section 2.1.3.

7.5.1.1

Encoding Scheme:

The encoding scheme EC = (enc, dec) used in SSH consists of an encoding algorithm
enc and a decoding algorithm dec. The encoding algorithm enc is stateful and
randomised, takes as input a message m and outputs two messages (me , mt ). Here as
in [20], me denotes the encoded message which will be used by any future encryption
process and mt denotes the encoded message which will be used by a MAC tagging
algorithm. As required by the SSH BPP, the encoding algorithm prepends some
length information about the message and appends some padding.
The decoding algorithm dec is stateful and deterministic. It takes as input the full
encoded message me = me [1. . .n], strips off all length fields and outputs the decoded
message m. However, if it is unable to parse the message correctly an error message
⊥P is output. Note that our definition of dec is slightly different to that in [20]
which had two outputs m and mt . Note also that dec will only be called during
the decryption process for SSH if both length checking and MAC checking have not
returned errors. For correctness of the encoding scheme, we require that for any m
with enc(m) = (me , mt ) 6= (⊥, ⊥), we have dec(me ) 6=⊥P .
The specific encoding scheme used by the SSH BPP specification is shown in Figure
7.1. Here, L denotes the block-size in bytes of the block cipher in use (or the default
value of 8 if a stream cipher such as ARCFOUR is being used), LF denotes the
length field, P L denotes the padding length and P D denotes the padding bytes.
The padding bytes are assumed to be random in our security analysis, though our
security results also hold for any distribution on the padding bytes (including fixed
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Algorithm enc(m)
if ste =⊥ then
return (⊥, ⊥)
end if
if SNe ≥ 232 or 8m8 ≥ 232 − 5
then
ste ←⊥
return (⊥, ⊥)
else
P L ← L − ((8m8 + 5) mod L)
if P L < 4 then
PL ← PL + L
end if
r
P D ← {0, 1}8·P L
LF ← (1 + 8m8 + P L)
me ← hLF i4 khP Li1 kmkP D
mt ← SNe kme
SNe ← SNe + 1
return (me , mt )
end if

Algorithm dec(me )
if std =⊥ then
return ⊥
end if
if SNd ≥ 232 then
std ←⊥
return ⊥
else
Attempt to parse me as:
hLF i4 khP Li1 kmkP D where
P L ≥ 4, 8P D8 = P L and 8m8 ≥ 0.
if parsing fails then
std ←⊥
return ⊥P
else
SNd ← SNd + 1
return m
end if
end if

Figure 7.1: Encoding Scheme for SSH.
bytes). We test that the message m submitted for encoding contains at most 232 − 6
bytes so that the length of the encoded message can be recorded in the 4-byte length
field. Each of the two algorithms enc, dec maintains a separate state of the form
(st, SN ), initially set to (ε, 0). In each case, the first component st maintains the
status of the algorithm, i.e. if the algorithm is in an error state or not. This is used to
model the effect of an SSH connection tear-down when an error occurs. The second
component SN denotes a 32-bit sequence number. Note that RFC 4344 [21] states
that when the sequence number SN wraps around, new keys must be negotiated.
For simplicity in our analysis, we model this by forcing ste (or std ) to ⊥ when SNe (or
SNd ) reaches 232 . In our full model of the SSH BPP, this has the effect of removing
the adversary’s access to the encryption or decryption oracle. This ensures that
each value of SNe or SNd is used only once, and is equivalent to enforcing rekeying
when the relevant sequence number wraps around. Note that in [20], the equivalent
state consists of a single value which is “over-loaded” to carry both the algorithm
status and sequence number. For concreteness, Figure 7.1 shows the specific parsing
steps carried out by OpenSSH during decoding. Here, it is verified that the padding
length field has a value greater than 4 and that the decoded message m has length
zero or greater; other implementations may perform different checks here.
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7.5.1.2

Encryption Scheme:

The construction of SSH which we consider uses counter mode encryption of a block
cipher, and is called SSH-CTR in [20]. When formally analysing the security of
SSH-CTR, we will regard the block cipher as being a pseudorandom function family
(cf. Section 2.2.3) taking l-bit inputs and having L-byte (8L-bit, l′ = 8L) outputs.
Note that we use a function with L-byte outputs because the SSH-BPP is defined in
terms of bytes. This allows us to directly use some of the results from [18].
In Section 2.1.2.2 we defined the encryption scheme for Counter Mode encryption,
CTR[F ] = (K-CTR, E-CTR, D-CTR). The key generation algorithm K-CTR outputs a random k-bit key Ke for the underlying pseudorandom function family F ,
therefore specifying a function FKe having l-bit inputs and L-byte outputs. Note
that in practice we have l = 8L since all block ciphers have equal input and output
size. The key generation algorithm also outputs a random l-bit initial counter ctr,
which is used to initialise counters in both the encryption (ctre ) and decryption
(ctrd ) algorithms. Because of the encoding algorithm used in encryption and the
length checking used during decryption (cf. Section 7.5.2), we can assume that the
encryption and decryption algorithms E-CTR, D-CTR both take as input a sequence
of plaintext or ciphertext bytes which can be split into a sequence of L-byte blocks.

7.5.1.3

Counter Mode Encryption and Encoding Scheme Combined:

We also define the scheme CTREC [F ] to be a combination of counter mode encryption
and the encoding/decoding scheme from Figure 7.1. This construction is not used
in SSH, but is needed as a step in our security analysis in Section 7.7. The scheme
CTREC [F ] features a buffered decryption algorithm: it takes as input a string c of
any length which is added to a buffer cbuff and then used as required. This reflects
the way in which buffered decryption occurs in our overall model for SSH-CTR.
We give the algorithms for the scheme CTREC [F ] in Figure 7.2. This is essentially
the same as the full scheme SSH-CTR[F ] with the omission of MAC tags. The key
generation algorithm K-CTREC (k) generates the encryption Ke and initial counter
value ctr for counter mode encryption.
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Algorithm K-CTREC (k)
r
Ke ← Ke (k)
r
ctr ← {0, 1}l
return Ke , ctr

Algorithm E-CTREC
Ke (m)
if ste =⊥ then
return ⊥
end if
(me , mt ) ← enc(m)
if me =⊥ then
ste ←⊥
return ⊥
else
c ← E-CTRKe (me )
return c
end if

Algorithm len(m) (8m8 = L)
Parse m as hLF i4 kR
if LF ≤ 5 or LF ≥ 218 then
return ⊥L
else if LF + 4 mod L 6= 0 then
return ⊥L
else
return LF
end if

Algorithm D-CTREC
Ke (c)
if std =⊥ then
return ⊥
end if
{Stage 1 }
cbuff ← cbuffkc
{Stage 2 }
if me = ε and 8cbuff8 ≥ L then
Parse cbuff as c̃kA, (8c̃8 = L)
me [1] ← D-CTRKe (c̃)
LF ← len(me [1])
if LF =⊥L then
std ←⊥
return ⊥L
end if
end if
need = 4 + LF
{Stage 3 }
if 8cbuff8 ≥ L then
if 8cbuff8 ≥ need then
Parse cbuff as c̄[1. . .n]kB,
where 8c̄[1. . .n]8 = need
me [2. . .n] ← D-CTRKe (c̄[2. . .n])
me ← me [1]kme [2. . .n]
m ← dec(me )
me ← ε, cbuff ← B
return m
end if
end if

Figure 7.2: CT REC [F ]: Counter mode and encoding scheme combined.

7.5.2

Encode-then-Encrypt-&-MAC

With the above components defined, we are now ready to define SSH-CTR. Note
that our version is significantly different from that considered in [20] because of the
new features which we discussed in Section 7.4.
SSH-CTR[F ] = (K-SSH-CTR, E-SSH-CTR, D-SSH-CTR) uses an Encode-thenEncrypt-&-Authenticate construction with plaintext-dependent decryption. The
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algorithms of SSH-CTR are defined in Figure 7.3. The scheme makes use of the
encoding scheme EC described in Section 7.5.1.1 and Figure 7.1, the encryption
scheme CTR[F ] and a message authentication scheme MA, where the length of the
MAC tag is maclen. It also makes use of a length checking algorithm len that we
discuss below. Note that this construction is stateful. The encryption state arises
from the counter mode state ctre combined with the state (ste , SNe ) of the algorithm enc. The decryption state arises from the counter mode state ctrd , the state
(std , SNd ) of the algorithm dec, and the ciphertext buffer cbuff. We will refer to
the scheme SSH-CTR[F ] whenever we wish to highlight the scheme’s reliance on a
particular function family F in the encryption component.
The key generation algorithm K-SSH-CTR selects keys for counter mode encryption
and the MAC algorithm uniformly at random from the relevant key-spaces. This
represents a significant abstraction from reality in our description of SSH-CTR, since
in practice these keys and the initial counter value ctr are derived in a pseudorandom
manner from the keying material established during SSH’s key exchange protocol.
The decryption algorithm D-SSH-CTR is considerably more complex than one might
expect. This complexity is required to accurately model all the features of the SSH
specification and the OpenSSH implementation. Indeed, D-SSH-CTR operates in 3
distinct stages, which we describe next (see also Figure 7.3).
In Stage 1, a sequence of ciphertext bytes c, of arbitrary length, is received and
appended to the ciphertext buffer cbuff.
In Stage 2 of D-SSH-CTR, once sufficient bytes have arrived to process the first block
of ciphertext, the packet length field is extracted, and length checking is performed
by making a call to the function len. This accords with our discussion in Section
7.4. The function len is shown as part of Figure 7.3. It takes as input a single
block of plaintext, and returns either the content of the length field (as an integer)
or a failure symbol ⊥L . The exact details of length checking, and how to behave
if length checking fails, is implementation-specific and not specified in the RFCs.
Figure 7.3 shows the exact checks carried out by OpenSSH version 5.2 (and more
recent versions) in counter mode. As can be seen from the figure, OpenSSH version
5.2 in counter mode performs two length checks: a packet length check which verifies
that the length field is at least 5 and less than 218 and a block length check which
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Algorithm K-SSH-CTR(k)
r
Ke ← Ke (k)
r
Kt ← Kt (k)
r
ctr ← {0, 1}l
return Ke , Kt , ctr

Algorithm E-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (m)
if ste =⊥ then
return ⊥
end if
(me , mt ) ← enc(m)
if me =⊥ then
ste ←⊥
return ⊥
else
c ← E-CTRKe (me )
τ ← TKt (mt )
return ckτ
end if

Algorithm len(m) (8m8 = L)
Parse m as hLF i4 kR
if LF ≤ 5 or LF ≥ 218 then
return ⊥L
else if LF + 4 mod L 6= 0 then
return ⊥L
else
return LF
end if

Algorithm D-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (c)
if std =⊥ then
return ⊥
end if
{Stage 1 }
cbuff ← cbuffkc
{Stage 2 }
if me = ε and 8cbuff8 ≥ L then
Parse cbuff as c̃kA (where 8c̃8 = L)
me [1] ← D-CTRKe (c̃)
LF ← len(me [1])
if LF =⊥L then
std ←⊥
return ⊥L
else
need = 4 + LF + maclen
end if
end if
{Stage 3 }
if 8cbuff8 ≥ L then
if 8cbuff8 ≥ need then
Parse cbuff as c̄[1. . .n]kτ kB,
where 8c̄[1. . .n]kτ 8 = need,
and 8τ 8 = maclen
me [2. . .n] ← D-CTRKe (c̄[2. . .n])
me ← me [1]kme [2. . .n]
mt ← SNd kme
v ← VKt (mt , τ )
if v = 0 then
std ←⊥
return ⊥A
else
m ← dec(me )
me ← ε, cbuff ← B
return m
end if
end if
end if

Figure 7.3: SSH-CTR: SSH using counter mode encryption.
verifies that the amount of data that is expected to be received is a multiple of
the block size. If either of these checks fails the session is terminated in exactly
the same way, to ensure uniform reporting of errors arising from length checks.
This uniformity in checking was adopted in OpenSSH as an initial response to our
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plaintext-recovery attacks; the previous versions of OpenSSH allowed the different
error conditions to be distinguished. We give this definition of algorithm len in
Figure 7.3 as an example of the checks that may be performed; our subsequent
analysis still holds so long as the algorithm at a minimum checks that the total
number of encrypted bytes (i.e. excluding the MAC tag) indicated by the length
field is a multiple of the block-size L, and fails if this is not the case. Note that
when length checking fails in OpenSSH version 5.2 in counter mode, an error message
is sent and the SSH connection is torn down. We model this by outputting a length
error ⊥L and setting the state std to ⊥. Because the first action of D-SSH-CTR is
to simply return ⊥ if std is already equal to ⊥, our description of SSH-CTR models
the subsequent connection tear-down seen in OpenSSH. If the length checks pass,
then D-SSH-CTR proceeds to use the returned value of LF to determine the value
of need, which is the number of additional ciphertext bytes that are needed before
the entire ciphertext (including MAC tag) is adjudged to have arrived. This makes
the decryption algorithm plaintext-dependent. However, it is not fully online, since
no further output is produced by D-SSH-CTR until the complete ciphertext has
arrived and its MAC has been checked.
In Stage 3 of D-SSH-CTR, ciphertext bytes which have been buffered in cbuff
during Stage 1 are processed. Note that our model allows the recipient to receive
more data than he expects; this data is denoted by B in Stage 3. This data is
assumed to be the start of the next ciphertext message and so we reinitialise cbuff
with this data at the end of Stage 3. Once the buffer contains sufficient data (as
determined by the variable need), the decryption algorithm uses counter mode to
obtain the encoded plaintext me and the message mt to be verified by the MAC
algorithm (this consists of me with the sequence number prepended). The MAC tag
is then checked, and, if it verifies successfully, the encoded plaintext me is passed to
the dec algorithm (as defined in Figure 7.1). Notice that three types of error can
arise during this stage: a failure of the MAC verification, resulting in output ⊥A ; a
failure of parsing during decoding, resulting in output ⊥P ; or a wrap-around of the
sequence number SNd during decoding, resulting in output ⊥. When any of these
errors arises, the state std of the decryption algorithm is set as ⊥. This state is
checked at the start of every oracle query and if it equals ⊥, then an error message
⊥ is returned. In this way, our description of SSH-CTR models the subsequent
connection tear-down seen in OpenSSH.
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This description of SSH-CTR faithfully models the behaviour of OpenSSH in counter
mode, in the sense of having buffered, plaintext-dependent decryption, and with
errors arising at exactly the same points during decryption and based on the same
failure conditions which are tested in OpenSSH. There are other ways in which to
implement SSH and still be RFC-compliant. For example, the full decoding of the
message, and hence parsing checks, could be performed before the MAC verification,
as is the case in the construction of SSH-CTR given in [20].

7.6
7.6.1

Security Models
Chosen-Plaintext Security

We begin by extending the usual left-or-right (LOR) indistinguishability game for a
CPA adversary from [18] to handle stateful encryption and leakage of length information. This extension is only needed at intermediate steps in our security analysis,
since we are primarily interested in the security of the SSH BPP under chosenciphertext attacks. For this reason, we content ourselves with chosen-plaintext security definitions that are tied to the particular schemes SSH-CTR[F ] and CTREC [F ]
which we need to analyse.
In the usual LOR-CPA model the adversary is given access to a left-or-right encryption oracle EK (LR(·, ·, b)), where b ∈ {0, 1}. This oracle takes as input two
messages m0 and m1 . If b = 0 it outputs the encryption of m0 and if b = 1 it
outputs the encryption of m1 . It is the adversary’s challenge to determine the bit
b. The advantage of such an adversary is defined in the usual way. Our extension
of the LOR-CPA model makes it stateful and incorporates leakage of a length field.
To achieve the former, we incorporate explicit sequence numbers in the model. To
achieve the latter, we provide the adversary with access to a length revealing oracle L(·) whose operation is specific to the particular scheme under study. For the
schemes SSH-CTR[F ] and CTREC [F ], the oracle takes as input a block c which is
treated as the first block of a new message; the oracle decrypts this block to retrieve
the length field and performs the required length checking functions, and then outputs either the length field LF or the symbol ⊥L signifying an invalid length field.
We require that L(·) maintains its own view of any internal state of the underlying
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Algorithm L(c) (8c8 = L)
if stl =⊥ then
return ⊥
end if
m ← FKe (ctrl ) ⊕ c
LF ← len(m)
if LF =⊥L then
stl ←⊥
return ⊥L
else
ctrl ← ctrl + ((LF + 4)/L)
SNl ← SNl + 1
return LF
end if
Figure 7.4: Length oracle for counter mode encryption.
encryption scheme, according to the queries it receives. For the schemes we consider,
this is done by increasing a counter value ctrl by a number that is determined by
the length field, and increasing a sequence number SNl by 1, each time the oracle is
called; at the start of the security game, ctrl and SNl are set to the corresponding
values held at the encryption oracle. We name our new model LOR-LLSF-CPA,
where “LLSF” stands for “length leaking stateful”.
In Figure 7.4 we define the length oracle associated to the schemes SSH-CTR[F ] and
CTREC [F ]. This oracle maintains its own state, defined by a triple (stl , SNl , ctrl ),
initialised to (ε, 0, ctre ) where ctre denotes the counter value held by the encryption
oracle at the start of the LOR-LLSF-CPA security game. In order to update the
counter value, the algorithm uses the length field to determine how many more
blocks should be in the ciphertext, adding (LF + 4)/L to the counter. Notice how
we rely on the minimal length checking carried out by algorithm len here.
In [20], decryption queries are defined to be either “in-sync” or “out-of-sync” with
respect to the sequence number at the encryption oracle. We introduce a similar
concept for length oracle queries in our next definition:

Definition 7.1 [LOR-LLSF-CPA]
Consider the stateful encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D) with an associated length
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oracle L(·). Let b ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈ N. Let A be an attacker that has access to the
oracles EK (LR(·, ·, b)) and L(·). We define two experiments as follows:

Experiment Explor−llsf−cpa−b
(k)
E,A
r

K ← K(k)
b′ ← AEK (LR(·,·,b)),L(·)
return b′

For all queries (m0 , m1 ) to EK (LR(·, ·, b)), we require that |enc(m0 )| = |enc(m1 )|. In
this model the adversary has the possibility of making three different types of query
to L. Let SNe denote the sequence numbers at the encryption oracle and let SNl
denote the sequence numbers at the length oracle.

• A query c to L when the length oracle has sequence number SNl is said to be
in-sync if c is equal to the first block of ciphertext output by the encryption
oracle when it had sequence number SNe = SNl .
• A query c to L when the length oracle has sequence number SNl is said to be an
out-of-sync current state query if c is not equal to the first block of ciphertext
output by the encryption oracle when it had sequence number SNe = SNl .
• A query to L when the length oracle has sequence number SNl is said to be
an out-of-sync future state query if SNl > SNe , where SNe is the sequence
number used by the encryption oracle when responding to its most recent query.

We require that the response to any further length oracle queries following the first
out-of-sync query is ⊥.

The attacker wins when b′ = b, and its advantage is defined to be:
lor−llsf−cpa−0
lor−llsf−cpa−1
(k) = 1].
(k) = 1] − Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
Advlor−llsf−cpa
SE,A

The advantage function of the scheme is defined to be
Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe , ql ) = max{Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k)}
SE
SE,A
A
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for any integers t, qe , µe , ql . Here, the maximum is taken over all adversaries A with
time complexity t, making at most qe queries to the encryption oracle, totalling at
most µe bits in each of the left and right inputs, and ql queries to the length revealing
oracle.
We say that the scheme SE is LOR-LLSF-CPA secure if Advlor−llsf−cpa
(·) is small
SE,A
for all adversaries A using reasonable resources.

7.6.2

Chosen-Ciphertext Security

Now we consider chosen-ciphertext attackers2 . We introduce a new security notion
for left-or-right indistinguishability against chosen-ciphertext attackers for buffered,
stateful decryption (LOR-BSF-CCA). In this model, which extends the IND-SFCCA
model of [20], the adversary is given access to an encryption oracle and to a buffered
decryption oracle. The model applies for any encryption scheme in which the decryption oracle maintains a buffer of as-yet-unprocessed ciphertext bytes cbuff and
in which encryption and decryption states include sequence numbers which are incremented after each successful operation. For reasons explained in Section 7.4, we
need to limit the attacker’s queries to the encryption oracle to pairs of messages
(m0 , m1 ) having the same length when encoded.

Definition 7.2 [LOR-BSF-CCA]
Consider the symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D) with buffered, stateful
decryption. Let b ∈ {0, 1} and k ∈ N. Let A be an attacker that has access to the
oracles EK (LR(·, ·, b)) and DK (·). We define two experiments as follows:
Experiment Explor−bsf−cca−b
(k)
SE,A
r

K ← K(k)
b′ ← AEK (LR(·,·,b)),DK (·) (k)
return b′
We require that for all queries (m0 , m1 ) to EK (LR(·, ·, b)), |enc(m0 )| = |enc(m1 )|.
2

Note that an online encryption scheme cannot be CCA secure [27]. Despite the underlying
encryption scheme we consider being online, the combined encryption scheme we consider is not
online. We therefore do not need to be concerned about the trivial attack raised in [27].
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In this model the adversary has the possibility of making three different types of
decryption query. Let SNe denote the sequence numbers at the encryption oracle
and let SNd denote the sequence numbers at the decryption oracle. Recall that,
since the adversary can deliver ciphertexts in a byte-wise fashion to the decryption
oracle, the same value of SNd may be involved in processing a sequence of ciphertext
queries.

• The sequence of decryption queries corresponding to the sequence number SNd
is said to be in-sync if, after input of the final query in the sequence, the
ciphertext buffer cbuff has as a prefix the output from the encryption oracle
for sequence number SNe = SNd . The response from an in-sync query is not
returned to the adversary.
• The sequence of decryption queries corresponding to the sequence number SNd
is said to be an out-of-sync current state query if, after input of the final query
in the sequence, the ciphertext buffer cbuff does not have the output from the
encryption oracle for sequence number SNe = SNd as a prefix.
• The sequence of decryption queries corresponding to the sequence number SNd
is said to be an out-of-sync future state query if SNd > SNe , where SNe is the
sequence number used by the encryption oracle when responding to its most
recent query.

The response to any further decryption queries following an out-of-sync query is the
⊥ symbol.

The attacker wins when b′ = b, and its advantage is defined to be:
lor−bsf−cca−1
Advlor−bsf−cca
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = 1] − Pr[Explor−bsf−cca−0
(k) = 1].
SE,A
SE,A

The advantage function of the scheme is defined to be
Advlor−bsf−cca
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{Advlor−bsf−cca
(k)}
SE
SE,A
A

for any integers t, qe , µe , qd , µd . Here, the maximum is taken over all adversaries A
with time complexity t, making at most qe queries to the encryption oracle, totalling
at most µe bits in each of the left and right inputs, and at most qd series of queries
to the decryption oracle, totalling at most µd bits.
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We say that the scheme SE is LOR-BSF-CCA secure if Advlor−bsf−cca
(·) is small
SE,A
for all adversaries A using reasonable resources.

In the model above, the response from an in-sync decryption query is not returned
to the adversary. This is required in order to prevent the obvious and trivial attack
in which the adversary simply queries the decryption oracle with the output from
the encryption oracle. We include in-sync decryption queries in order to permit
the adversary to observe the system’s behaviour in encrypting messages of its choice
and to let the adversary advance the sequence numbers maintained at the encryption
and decryption oracles to values of its choice. We make the restriction that only
one out-of-sync query is allowed for the same reason as this restriction is made
in [20]: if the first out-of-sync query does not decrypt successfully, the decryption
oracle enters a halting state anyway, while if it does, then our security analysis will
show that the adversary has broken the strong unforgeability of the MAC scheme.
Our security model and analysis can be extended to handle multiple out-of-sync
decryption queries.
The specific decryption oracle that we consider when analysing the security of SSHCTR operates exactly as the decryption algorithm D-SSH-CTR in Figure 7.3: the
oracle takes as input an arbitrary number of bytes which is then added to cbuff;
the decryption process uses the first plaintext block to determine how many bytes of
ciphertext are needed to complete the packet; and the decryption process involves
length checking, MAC checking, and decoding, with each of these steps potentially
outputting a distinct error message. Also note that for SSH-CTR, the decryption
oracle acts as a “bomb” oracle: when an error of any type occurs this oracle simply
outputs ⊥ in response to any further query. This models an attempt by the decrypting party to initiate an SSH connection tear-down. However, note that our model
for SSH-CTR has separate states for encryption and decryption, so that even if the
decryption oracle is “lost” the encryption oracle is not. This allows us to model
an adversary that chooses to prevent delivery of the relevant error messages. This
description of SSH-CTR in the context of the LOR-BSF-CCA model is sufficiently
rich to give the attacker all the capabilities exploited in our attacks in Chapter 6.
Thus, if we can prove SSH-CTR to be secure in the LOR-BSF-CCA sense, then
attacks of the kind presented in Chapter 6 will be prevented.
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7.6.2.1

A Note on the Bitvise and OpenSSH Countermeasures

As we briefly mentioned in Section 6.5, the countermeasure for CBC mode used by
Bitwise and OpenSSH version 5.2 would not meet this indistinguishability-based notion of security due to a simple attack. We sketch here a distinguishing attack against
the Bitvise countermeasure here (a similar attack holds against the OpenSSH version
5.2 countermeasure). The attacker chooses two BPP plaintexts M0 = p0 [1]p0 [2] and
M1 = p1 [1]p1 [2] such that the first 32 bits of p0 [2] are not equal to the first 32 bits
of p1 [2]. Here, we assume that blocks p0 [1], p1 [1] contain an appropriate length field
and padding length field, and blocks p0 [2], p1 [2] contain appropriate SSH padding.
The attacker submits M0 , M1 to the encryption oracle EK (LR(·, ·, b)) which returns
c[1]c[2]τ corresponding to either M0 or M1 . The attacker will then submit c[2] to
the decryption oracle DK (·). Here c[2] is assumed by the decryption oracle to be
the first block p′ of a new plaintext packet. The attacker then knows that p′ must
equal p0 [2] ⊕ c[1] ⊕ IV or p1 [2] ⊕ c[1] ⊕ IV , where IV is the last block of the previously decrypted ciphertext. The adversary can calculate these two values and test
each for validity using the len function. We denote the outputs (which will either
be a valid length value or the ⊥L symbol) as LF0 = len(p0 [2] ⊕ c[1] ⊕ IV ) and
LF1 = len(p1 [2] ⊕ c[1] ⊕ IV ). Now the adversary continues by submitting random
blocks R to DK (·) taking note of how many blocks are sent until an error message
is received. Based on this number the adversary then calculates what value for the
˜ . We now have three
length field was used during decryption. We denote this by LF
situations to consider:

˜ = LF0 , implying that with high probability b = 0,
• LF
˜ = LF1 , implying that with high probability b = 1,
• LF
˜ =
• LF0 6= LF
6 LF1 , implying that LFb has been chosen at random because a
length error has occurred. This gives us three further sub-cases to consider:
– LF0 =⊥L and LF1 6=⊥L , implying that b = 0,
– LF0 6=⊥L and LF1 =⊥L , implying that b = 1,
– LF0 =⊥L and LF1 =⊥L , and the attack fails.
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Note that we can prevent the final case (when LF0 =⊥L and LF1 =⊥L ) from occurring, by carefully choosing when to submit the ciphertext c[1]c[2]τ , i.e. choosing
which IV it will be associated with. This careful selection of an IV could be prevented by the same countermeasures that were used to stop Dai’s attack [30].

7.6.3

Integrity of Ciphertexts

We now return to the development of our security models for SSH-CTR. We next extend the INT-SFCTXT model from [20] to include buffered decryption. We call our
new model “integrity of ciphertexts for buffered, stateful decryption” or INT-BSFCTXT. The model again applies for any encryption scheme in which the decryption
oracle maintains a buffer of as-yet-unprocessed ciphertext bytes cbuff and in which
encryption and decryption states include sequence numbers which are incremented
after each successful operation.

Definition 7.3 [INT-BSF-CTXT]
Consider the symmetric encryption scheme SE = (K, E, D) with buffered, stateful
decryption, and let k ∈ N. Let A be an attacker that has access to the oracles EK (·)
and DK (·). We define the following experiment:
int−bsf−ctxt
Experiment ExpSE,A
(k)
r

K ← K(k)
if AEK (·),DK (·) (k) makes an out-of-sync sequence of queries
to the decryption oracle DK (·) such that:
– there is an output from the decryption oracle; and
– the output is not a member of the set {⊥L , ⊥A , ⊥P , ⊥}.
then return 1
else return 0

In this model the adversary has the possibility of making three different types of
decryption query. Let SNe denote the sequence numbers at the encryption oracle
and let SNd denote the sequence numbers at the decryption oracle. Recall that,
since the adversary can deliver ciphertexts in a byte-wise fashion to the decryption
oracle, the same value of SNd may be involved in processing a sequence of ciphertext
queries.
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• The sequence of decryption queries corresponding to the sequence number SNd
is said to be in-sync if, after input of the final query in the sequence, the
ciphertext buffer cbuff has as a prefix the output from the encryption oracle
for sequence number SNe = SNd . The response from an in-sync query is not
returned to the adversary.
• The sequence of decryption queries corresponding to the sequence number SNd
is said to be an out-of-sync current state query if, after input of the final query
in the sequence, the ciphertext buffer cbuff does not have the output from the
encryption oracle for sequence number SNe = SNd as a prefix.
• The sequence of decryption queries corresponding to the sequence number SNd
is said to be an out-of-sync future state query if SNd > SNe , where SNe is the
sequence number used by the encryption oracle when responding to its most
recent query.

The response to any further decryption queries following an out-of-sync query is the
⊥ symbol.
The attacker’s advantage is defined to be:
int−bsf−ctxt
int−bsf−ctxt
AdvSE,A
(k) = Pr[ExpSE,A
(k) = 1].

The advantage function of the scheme is defined to be
int−bsf−ctxt
int−bsf−ctxt
AdvSE
(k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) = max{AdvSE,A
(k)}
A

for any integers t, qe , µe , qd , µd . Here, the maximum is taken over all A with time
complexity t, each making at most qe queries to the encryption oracle, totalling at
most µe bits, and at most qd series of queries to the decryption oracle, totalling at
most µd bits.
int−bsf−ctxt
We say that the scheme SE is INT-BSF-CTXT secure if AdvSE,A
(·) is small

for any adversary A using reasonable resources.

Again, the specific decryption oracle that we consider when analysing the security
of SSH-CTR operates exactly as the decryption algorithm D-SSH-CTR in Figure
7.3.
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7.6.4

Security of Message Authentication Schemes

Finally, we need two security notions for MACs. We will use the LOR-DCPA notion
from [20], for distinct plaintext privacy of message authentication schemes. We will
also use the standard SUF-CMA model for strong unforgeability of MACs as defined
in Section 2.2.4.7.

Definition 7.4 [LOR-DCPA]
Consider the message authentication scheme MA = (Kt , T , V). Let b ∈ {0, 1} and
k ∈ N. Let A be an attacker that has access to the oracle TKt (LR(·, ·, b)). We define
the following experiment:

(k)
Experiment Explor−dcpa−b
MA,A
r

Kt ← Kt (k)
b′ ← ATKt (LR(·,·,b))
return b′
Here, it is required that all “left” messages in A’s queries be distinct and that all
“right” messages in A’s queries be distinct. The attacker wins when b′ = b, and its
advantage is defined to be:
lor−dcpa−1
Advlor−dcpa
(k) = 1] − Pr[Explor−dcpa−0
(k) = 1].
MA,A (k) = Pr[ExpMA,A
MA,A

The advantage function of the scheme is defined to be
(k, t, qt , µt ) = max{Advlor−dcpa
Advlor−dcpa
MA,A (k)}
MA
A

for any integers t, qt , µt . Here, the maximum is taken over all adversaries A with
time complexity t, making at most qt queries to the tag oracle, totalling at most µt
bits.
We say that the scheme MA is LOR-DCPA secure if Advlor−dcpa
MA,A (·) is small for
any adversary A using reasonable resources.
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7.7

Security Analysis

We will now present our main result of this chapter, Theorem 7.1. This theorem
provides a concrete security guarantee for the scheme SSH-CTR[F ] in terms of security properties of the pseudorandom function family F and MAC scheme MA used
in its construction. The structure of our proof follows that in [20], but with significant modifications being needed to handle the new features of our security model
and adversary. Our proof is valid no matter what length checks are performed by
the encoding scheme, so long as the minimal length check described previously is
included. Our proof is also valid (and in fact can be tightened slightly) if the random
padding bytes in the encoding scheme are replaced by fixed bytes. It is also valid
no matter what specific parsing checks are carried out, provided that the encoding
scheme is correct.

Theorem 7.1 Let SSH-CTR[F ] be the combined encryption scheme for the encoding scheme EC, counter mode encryption CTR[F ] and a message authentication
scheme MA. Then SSH-CTR[F ] is LOR-BSF-CCA secure if F is a pseudorandom function family, if T (the tagging algorithm from MA) is a pseudorandom
function family, and if MA is SUF-CMA secure. Concretely, for qe , qd ≤ 232 ,
µe ≤ 8L2l − 8qe (8 + L) and any t, k, µd , we have:
Advlor−bsf−cca
SSH-CTR[F ] (k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd )

prf
suf−cma
′
′′
≤ 2AdvMA
(k, t, qt , µt , qv , µv ) + 2Advprf
F (k, t , qF ) + 4AdvT (k, t , qt )

where qt = qe , µt ≤ µe + 8(L + 12)qe , qv = qd , µv ≤ µd + 32qd , qF ≤ ql + µe /8L +
qe (1 + 8/L), t′ = O(t) and t′′ = O(t).

Proof This follows by Theorem 7.2 and Lemmas 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7.



The following is an extension of a result of Bellare and Namprempre [22]; here
we consider buffered, stateful decryption and include in our model potential errors
arising from length checking, MAC failures and parsing failures.

Theorem 7.2 Let SSH-CTR[F ] be the combined encryption scheme for the encoding scheme EC, counter mode encryption CTR[F ] and a message authentication
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scheme MA. Then SSH-CTR[F ] is LOR-BSF-CCA secure if it is both INT-BSFCTXT secure and LOR-LLSF-CPA secure. Concretely, for any k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd , we
have:
Advlor−bsf−cca
SSH-CTR[F ] (k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd )

lor−llsf−cpa
int−bsf−ctxt
≤ 2AdvSSH-CTR[F
] (k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) + AdvSSH-CTR[F ] (k, t, qe , µe , ql )

where ql = qd .

Proof Let A be an adversary attacking SSH-CTR[F ] in the LOR-BSF-CCA sense.
We use this adversary to construct two new adversaries B, I using their oracles to
provide simulations of A’s oracles, such that:

• B attacks SSH-CTR[F ] in the LOR-LLSF-CPA sense, and
• I attacks SSH-CTR[F ] in the INT-BSF-CTXT sense.

In B’s construction, B runs A using its own encryption oracle to provide simulations
of A’s encryption oracle and using its length oracle to provide simulations of A’s
decryption oracle, responding with ⊥A if the decryption query was out-of-sync. Note
that B makes at most one out-of-sync query to its length oracle, so is a valid LORLLSF-CPA adversary. For the construction see Figure 7.5. In I’s construction, I
runs A using its own oracles to provide simulations of A’s oracles, see Figure 7.6.
Now let us consider the event E that A makes an out-of-sync sequence of decryption
oracle queries for which the output of the decryption oracle is not an element of
{⊥A , ⊥L , ⊥P , ⊥}. We call such a sequence a valid out-of-sync sequence.
First let us consider what happens when event E occurs. Notice that since the
environment I provides for A is indistinguishable from that in A’s real security
game, if A submits a valid out-of-sync sequence of decryption queries, then I will
have created a valid ciphertext forgery in its security game. The following therefore
holds:
int−bsf−ctxt
Pr[A wins ∧ E] ≤ Pr[E] = Pr[I wins] ≤ AdvSSH-CTR[F
].

Now let us consider what happens when E does not occur. Notice that B’s simulation
of A’s environment is correct so long as event E does not occur. Thus, provided
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Adversary B E-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (LR(·,·,b)),L(·)
cbuff ← ε; std ← ε
Run A
if A makes an encryption query m0 , m1 then
Respond with E-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (LR(m0 , m1 , b)) to A
end if
if A makes a decryption query c then
if std =⊥ then
Respond with ⊥ to A
end if
cbuff ← cbuffkc
if LF = ε and 8cbuff8 ≥ L then
Parse cbuff as c̃kA, where 8c̃8 = L
LF ← L(c̃)
if LF =⊥L then
std ←⊥
Respond with ⊥L to A
else
need = 4 + LF + maclen
end if
end if
if 8cbuff8 ≥ L then
if 8cbuff8 ≥ need then
if the query was in-sync then
LF ← ε
Parse cbuff as AkB, where 8A8 = need
cbuff ← B
else
std ←⊥
Respond with ⊥A to A
end if
end if
end if
end if
Until A halts and returns a guess b′
return b′
Figure 7.5: Adversary B for proof of Theorem 7.2.
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Adversary I E-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (·),D-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (·) (k)
r
b ← {0, 1}
Run A
if A makes an encryption query (m0 , m1 ) then
Respond with E-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (mb )
end if
if A makes an decryption query c then
Respond with D-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (c)
end if
Figure 7.6: Adversary I for proof of Theorem 7.2.
E does not occur, if A is able to guess b correctly then so does B. The following
therefore holds:
1
1
Pr[A wins ∧ ¬E] ≤ Pr[B wins] ≤ Advlor−llsf−cpa
+ .
SSH-CTR[F
]
2
2

Now we complete the proof:
Advlor−bsf−cca
SSH-CTR[F ] = 2 Pr[A wins] − 1
= 2 Pr[A wins ∧ E] + 2 Pr[A wins ∧ ¬E] − 1
lor−llsf−cpa
int−bsf−ctxt
≤ 2AdvSSH-CTR[F
] + AdvSSH-CTR[F ] .


Lemma 7.3 Let SSH-CTR[F ] be the combined encryption scheme for the encoding
scheme EC, counter mode encryption CTR[F ] and a message authentication scheme
MA. Then SSH-CTR[F ] is INT-BSF-CTXT secure if MA is SUF-CMA secure.
More concretely, for qe , qd ≤ 232 and any k, t, µe , µd , we have:
int−bsf−ctxt
suf−cma
AdvSSH-CTR[F
(k, t, qt , µt , qv , µv )
] (k, t, qe , µe , qd , µd ) ≤ AdvMA

where qt = qe , µt ≤ µe + 8(L + 12)qe , qv = qd , and µv ≤ µd + 32qd .

In Lemma C.1 of [20] the authors perform collision analysis of the encoding function.
Since we only consider adversaries that perform a maximum of 232 queries, this
ensures that each mt queried will have a different sequence number. Therefore each
mt is unique and there can be no message collisions due to the encoding scheme.
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Proof Consider an adversary I attacking SSH-CTR[F ] in the INT-BSF-CTXT
sense. We will use this adversary to construct a new adversary F which will attack
MA in the SUF-CMA sense. The construction of F is shown in Figure 7.7. We
assume that F’s algorithms enc and dec maintain sequence numbers SNe , SNd for
encryption and decryption.
It is evident that the simulation provided to I by F is correct. Suppose I wins the
INT-BSF-CTXT game by making an out-of-sync sequence of decryption queries that
does not result in an output in the set {⊥L , ⊥A , ⊥P , ⊥}. Then the corresponding
ciphertext c̄[1. . .n]kτ processed by F’s simulation of the decryption oracle was not
output by F’s simulation of the encryption oracle. Moreover, in this case, F makes
a certain query (mt , τ ) to its verification oracle for which v = 1 during its simulation
of decryption. We claim that this query ensures that F wins its forgery game. To
justify this claim, we need to show that either this query is on a message that F did
not query to its tagging oracle TKt (mt ) when preparing its responses to encryption
queries, or that it is a new MAC tag on a message that F queried previously to
TKt (mt ). Now, there are two cases, depending on whether I’s sequence of queries
(as represented by the contents of cbuff) is current state or future state.
In the former case, since the query is out-of-sync, we know that c̄[1. . .n]kτ was not
output by the encryption oracle for the same value of the sequence number, SNd .
It is then easy to see that either the plaintext me differs from that encrypted, or
the MAC tag τ differs from that output by the encryption oracle for the value SNd .
But that value SNd was only used in one query to the encryption oracle, and hence
only used in making a single query to TKt (mt ) (here we use the fact that qe ≤ 232 ).
Hence τ is either a valid MAC tag on a new message mt = SNd kme , or a new MAC
tag on the existing message mt .
In the latter case, since the query is future state, we can deduce that the value SNd
used in constructing the message mt = SNd kme has never been used in handling an
encryption oracle query, and hence no message of the form mt = SNd kme has been
queried by F to TKt (mt ) (here we use the fact that qd ≤ 232 ). Then τ is a valid
MAC tag on a new message mt .
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Adversary F TKt (·),VKt (·)
r
Ke ← Ke ; ste ← ε; std ← ε; me ← ε
Run I
if I makes an encryption query m then
if ste =⊥ then
Respond with ⊥ to I
end if
(me , mt ) ← enc(m)
if me =⊥ then
ste ←⊥ and respond with ⊥ to I
end if
c ← E-CTRKe (me ); τ ← TKt (mt )
Respond with ckτ to I
end if
if I makes a decryption query c then
if std =⊥ then
Respond with ⊥ to I
end if
cbuff ← cbuffkc
if me = ε and 8cbuff8 ≥ L then
Parse cbuff as c̃kA, where 8c̃8 = L
me [1] ← D-CTRKe (c̃)
LF ← len(me [1])
if LF =⊥L then
std ←⊥ and respond with ⊥L to I
end if
need = 4 + LF + maclen
end if
if 8cbuff8 ≥ L then
if 8cbuff8 ≥ need then
Parse cbuff as c̄[1. . .n]kτ kB,
where 8c̄[1. . .n]kτ 8 = need and 8τ 8 = maclen
me [2. . .n] ← D-CTRKe (c̄[2. . .n])
me ← me [1]kme [2. . .n]; mt ← SNd kme
v ← VKt (mt , τ )
m ← dec(me )
if (v = 1 and the sequence of queries in cbuff was in-sync) then
cbuff ← B; me ← ε
else if (v = 1 and the sequence of queries in cbuff was out-of-sync) then
if m =⊥P then
std ←⊥
end if
Respond with m to I
else
std ←⊥ and respond with ⊥A to I
end if
end if
end if
end if

Figure 7.7: Adversary for proof of Lemma 7.3.
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Notice that in this analysis, F is still successful in winning its game even if I’s outof-sync decryption query results in an output m =⊥P . So F’s success probability
is at least as great as that of I. In the simulation, F makes at most qe queries to
its tagging oracle and at most qd queries to its verification oracle. Also, a routine
calculation shows that the total numbers of bits in F’s queries are tightly related to
those in I’s, as in the statement of the lemma.



Now recall the definition of the scheme CTREC [F ] that combines the encoding scheme
and counter mode encryption from Section 7.5.1.2.

Lemma 7.4 Let SSH-CTR[F ] be the combined encryption scheme for the encoding
scheme EC, counter mode encryption CTR[F ] and a message authentication scheme
MA. Then SSH-CTR[F ] is LOR-LLSF-CPA secure if CTREC [F ] is LOR-LLSFCPA secure and MA is LOR-DCPA secure. More concretely, for qe , ql ≤ 232 and
any k, t, µe , we have:
Advlor−llsf−cpa
SSH-CTR[F ] (k, t, qe , µe , ql )

≤ Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k, t′ , qe , µe , ql ) + 2Advlor−dcpa
(k, t′′ , qt , µt )
MA
CTREC [F ]

where qt = qe , t′ = O(t), t′′ = O(t), and µt ≤ µe + 16(L + 12)qe .

Proof In the following proof, we let enc∗ (·, ·, ·) denote the encoding algorithm enc(·)
having some state (st, SN ) as part of its input and having the new state returned as
output along with the usual outputs me , mt . We let S denote an LOR-LLSF-CPA adversary that has oracle access to the encryption oracle E-SSH-CTRKe ,Kt (LR(·, ·, b)),
b ∈ {0, 1} and length oracle L(·). In Figure 7.8 we define experiments ExpHx for
x ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Notice that in the experiments (me,1 , mt,1 ) and (m′e,1 , m′t,1 ) will be
identical except possibly in the random bytes used for padding.
Let Px = Pr[ExpHx = 1], for x ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
lor−llsf−cpa
By the definition of AdvSSH-CTR[F
],S (k), we have

Advlor−llsf−cpa
SSH-CTR[F ],S (k) = P0 − P3 = (P0 − P1 ) + (P1 − P2 ) + (P2 − P3 ).
We proceed by estimating the terms Pi − Pi+1 , i = 0, 1, 2.
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Experiment ExpHx
r
r
r
Ke ← Ke ; Kt ← Kt ; ctr ← {0, 1}l
st0 ← ε; st1 ← ε; st2 ← ε
SN0 ← 0; SN1 ← 0; SN2 ← 0
Run S
if S makes a length oracle query c then
Respond with L(c) to S
end if
if S makes an E-SSH-CTR query (m0 , m1 ) then
(me,0 , mt,0 , st0 , SN0 ) ← enc∗ (m0 , st0 , SN0 )
(me,1 , mt,1 , st1 , SN1 ) ← enc∗ (m1 , st1 , SN1 )
(m′e,1 , m′t,1 , st2 , SN2 ) ← enc∗ (m1 , st2 , SN2 )
switch (x):
case x = 0: σ ← E-CTRKe (me,1 ); τ ← TKt (mt,1 )
case x = 1: σ ← E-CTRKe (me,1 ); τ ← TKt (m′t,1 )
case x = 2: σ ← E-CTRKe (me,0 ); τ ← TKt (m′t,1 )
case x = 3: σ ← E-CTRKe (me,0 ); τ ← TKt (mt,0 )
Respond with σkτ to S
end if
Until S halts and returns a bit b′
return b′
Figure 7.8: Experiment ExpHx used in the proof of Lemma 7.4.
Given S, we construct three new adversaries A0 , A1 and A2 , using their oracles to
provide simulations of S’s oracles, as shown in Figures 7.9, 7.11 and 7.10, respectively. Both A0 and A2 will attack MA in the LOR-DCPA sense, while A1 will
attack CTREC [F ] in the LOR-LLSF-CPA sense. We will show that the following
equalities hold:

P0 − P1 = Advlor−dcpa
MA,A0 (k),
P1 − P2 = Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k),
CTREC [F ],A
1

P2 − P3 = Advlor−dcpa
MA,A2 (k).

Let us begin by proving the first equality. In the construction of A0 , the adversary
maintains counter ctrl and sequence number SNl for handling length oracle queries,
and two sets of states for handling encryption queries. In the construction, if the
hidden bit b equals 0 then A0 runs S in the environment provided by ExpH1 , while
if b = 1, then A0 runs S in the environment provided by ExpH0 . On the other
hand, it is clear that, because of the use of distinct sequence numbers in constructing
the messages mt,1 , m′t,1 when handling encryption queries, and the limitation that
qe ≤ 232 , A0 is a valid LOR-DCPA adversary, outputting 1 whenever S does. Putting
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Adversary A0 TK (LR(·,·,b))
r
Ke ← Ke ; st1 ← ε; st2 ← ε; stl ← ε
SN1 ← 0; SN2 ← 0; SNl ← 0; stl ← ε
r
ctre ← {0, 1}l ; ctrl ← ctre
Run S
if S makes an encryption query (m0 , m1 ) then
(me,1 , mt,1 , st1 , SN1 ) ← enc∗ (m1 , st1 , SN1 )
(m′e,1 , m′t,1 , st2 , SN2 ) ← enc∗ (m1 , st2 , SN2 )
Parse me,1 as me,1 [1]kme,1 [2]k. . .kme,1 [n]
for i = 1 to n do
σ[i] ← me,1 [i] ⊕ FKe (ctre + i)
end for
τ ← TK (LR(m′t,1 , mt,1 , b))
ctre ← ctre + n
Respond with σ[1]kσ[2]k. . .kσ[n]kτ to S
end if
if S makes a length oracle query c then
if stl =⊥ then
Respond with ⊥ to S
end if
m ← FKe (ctrl ) ⊕ c
LF ← len(m)
if LF 6=⊥L then
ctrl ← ctrl + ((LF + 4)/L)
SNl ← SNl + 1
end if
if the query c is out-of-sync then
stl ←⊥
end if
Respond with LF to S
end if
Until S halts and outputs b′
return b′
Figure 7.9: Adversary A0 used in the proof of Lemma 7.4.
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Adversary A2 TK (LR(·,·,b))
r
Ke ← Ke ; st0 ← ε; st2 ← ε; stl ← ε
SN0 ← 0; SN2 ← 0; SNl ← 0; stl ← ε
r
ctre ← {0, 1}l ; ctrl ← ctre
Run S
if S makes an encryption query (m0 , m1 ) then
(me,0 , mt,0 , st0 , SN0 ) ← enc∗ (m0 , st0 , SN0 )
(m′e,1 , m′t,1 , st2 , SN2 ) ← enc∗ (m1 , st2 , SN2 )
Parse me,0 as me,0 [1]kme,0 [2]k. . .kme,0 [n]
for i = 1 to n do
σ[i] ← me,0 [i] ⊕ FKe (ctre + i)
end for
τ ← TK (LR(mt,0 , m′t,1 , b))
ctre ← ctre + n
Respond with σ[1]kσ[2]k. . .kσ[n]kτ to S
end if
if S makes a length oracle query c then
if stl =⊥ then
Respond with ⊥ to S
end if
m ← FKe (ctrl ) ⊕ c
LF ← len(m)
if LF 6=⊥L then
ctrl ← ctrl + ((LF + 4)/L)
SNl ← SNl + 1
end if
if the query c is out-of-sync then
stl ←⊥
end if
Respond with LF to S
end if
Until S halts and outputs b′
return b′
Figure 7.10: Adversary A2 used in the proof of Lemma 7.4.
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EC

Adversary A1 E-CTRKc (LR(·,·,b)),L(·)
r
Kt ← Kt ; st2 ← ε; SN2 ← 0
Run S
if S makes an length oracle query c then
Respond with L(c) to S
end if
if S makes an encryption query (m0 , m1 ) then
(m′e,1 , m′t,1 , st2 , SN2 ) ← enc∗ (m1 , st2 , SN2 )
′
σ ← E-CTREC
Ke (LR(m0 , m1 , b)); τ ← TKt (mt,1 )
Respond with σkτ to S
end if
Until S halts and outputs b′
return b′
Figure 7.11: Adversary A1 used in the proof of Lemma 7.4.
all of this together, we see that
lor−dcpa−1
(k) = 1]
(k) = 1] − Pr[Explor−dcpa−0
Advlor−dcpa
MA,A0
MA,A0 (k) = Pr[ExpMA,A0
= Pr[ExpH0 = 1] − Pr[ExpH1 = 1]
= P0 − P1 .

Next, we prove the second equality. In A1 ’s construction, if the hidden bit b equals
0 then A1 runs S in the environment provided by ExpH2 , while if b = 1, then A1
runs S in the environment provided by ExpH1 . On the other hand, it is clear that
A1 is a valid LOR-LLSF-CPA adversary against the combined scheme CTREC [F ],
outputting 1 whenever S does. Combining these facts, we have:
lor−llsf−cpa−1
Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k) = Pr[ExpCTR
(k) = 1] − Pr[Explor−llsf−cpa−0
(k) = 1]
EC [F ],A
CTREC [F ],A
CTREC [F ],A
1

1

1

= Pr[ExpH1 = 1] − Pr[ExpH2 = 1]
= P1 − P2 .

The third and final equality follows using a simulation similar to the first. For completeness, we give full details. In the construction of A2 counter ctrl and sequence
number SNl are maintained for handling length oracle queries, and two sets of state
for handling encryption queries. In the construction, if the hidden bit b equals 0
then A2 runs S in the environment provided by ExpH3 , while if b = 1, then A2
runs S in the environment provided by ExpH2 . On the other hand, it is clear
that, because of the use of distinct sequence numbers in constructing the messages
mt,0 , m′t,1 when handling encryption queries, and the limitation that qe ≤ 232 , A2
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is a valid LOR-DCPA adversary, outputting 1 whenever S does. Putting all of this
together, we see that
lor−dcpa−1
(k) = 1]
(k) = 1] − Pr[Explor−dcpa−0
Advlor−dcpa
MA,A2
MA,A2 (k) = Pr[ExpMA,A2
= Pr[ExpH2 = 1] − Pr[ExpH3 = 1]
= P2 − P3 .

The lemma follows by accounting for the resources used by adversaries A0 , A1 and
A2 in terms of those used by S.



Note that in the previous proof if the encoding scheme used fixed padding bytes
instead of random padding then Experiments ExpH0 and ExpH1 would be identical
and hence P0 − P1 = 0. This would tighten our result slightly giving the bound:
lor−llsf−cpa
lor−dcpa
(k, t′′ , qt , µt )
Advlor−llsf−cpa
SSH-CTR[F ] ≤ AdvCTREC [F ] + AdvMA

for the case of fixed padding.

Lemma 7.5 Suppose F is a pseudorandom function family with input length l bits
and output length L bytes. Let R = Randl→L be the set of all functions mapping
l-bit strings to L-byte strings. Then for any k, t, qe , µe , ql , we have:
lor−llsf−cpa
′
Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe , ql ) ≤ 2Advprf
F (k, t , qF ) + AdvCTREC [R] (k, t, qe , µe , ql )
CTREC [F ]

where qF ≤ ql + µe /8L + qe (40 + 8(3 + L))/8L and t′ = O(t).

Proof Assume that A attacks the scheme CTREC [F ] in the LOR-LLSF-CPA sense.
Let CTREC [R] denote the same scheme but with F , the prf family, replaced by R,
the set of random functions mapping l-bit strings to L-byte strings. We build a
distinguisher D against the prf family as follows: D, with oracle access to a function
f drawn from either F or R, runs A and sees whether A breaks the scheme. If
so it guesses that f was drawn from the prf family F , otherwise it guesses that f
was drawn from the set of all functions R = Randl→L . D simulates A’s oracles
E-CTREC [F ] and L by making queries to f . The construction is shown in Figure
7.12.
We now examine the advantage of D. When f is drawn from F , then D runs A
in an environment where A plays against the scheme CTREC [F ], while when f is
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Algorithm Df
r
b ← {0, 1}
r
ste ← ε; ctre ← {0, 1}l ; ctrl ← ctre ; SNl ← 0; stl ← ε
Run A
if A makes an encryption query (m0 , m1 ) then
if ste =⊥ then
Respond with ⊥ to A
end if
(me,b , mt,b ) ← enc(mb )
if me,b =⊥ then
ste →⊥
Respond with ⊥ to A
end if
Parse me,b as me,b [1]me,b [2]. . .me,b [n]
for i = 1 to n do
c[i] ← me,b [i] ⊕ f (ctre + i)
end for
ctre ← ctre + n
Respond with c[1]c[2]. . .c[n] to A
end if
if A makes a length oracle query c then
if stl =⊥ then
Respond with ⊥ to A
end if
m ← f (ctrl ) ⊕ c
LF ← len(m)
if LF 6=⊥L then
ctrl ← ctrl + ((LF + 4)/L)
SNl ← SNl + 1
end if
if query c is out-of-sync then
stl ←⊥
end if
Respond with LF to S
end if
Until A halts and outputs b′
if b′ = b then
return 1
else
return 0
end if
Figure 7.12: Distinguisher used in the proof of Lemma 7.5.
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drawn from R, then D runs A in an environment where A plays against the scheme
CTREC [R]. Moreover, by a standard argument A correctly guesses b′ = b with
probability either 12 (1 + Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k)) or 12 (1 + Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k)), depending
CTREC [F ],A
CTREC [R],A
on the environment supplied by D. It then follows that:
Advprf
F,D (k) = Pr[guess f ← F |f ← F ] − Pr[guess f ← F |f ← R]
= Pr[b′ = b|f ← F ] − Pr[b′ = b|f ← R]
= 21 (1 + Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k)) − 12 (1 + Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k))
CTREC [F ],A
CTREC [R],A
(k) − Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k)).
= 21 (Advlor−llsf−cpa
CTREC [F ],A
CTREC [R],A

The result then follows after rearranging the above expression and accounting for
the number of queries made to f in D’s simulation.



Lemma 7.6 For any k, t, ql , qe and µe ≤ 8L2l − 8qe (8 + L) we have:
Advlor−llsf−cpa
(k, t, qe , µe , ql ) = 0.
CTREC [R]

Proof Note that this is an information-theoretic proof and is slightly different in
style to previous proofs given. First we argue that the L oracle provides the adversary with no new information. We remove the abstraction of the length revealing
oracle, and consider what operation the oracle is performing. The length oracle acts
as a partial decryption oracle for the first block. The function f is queried with the
current counter value ctrl . The output of f (ctrl ) is then xored with a ciphertext
block to obtain the plaintext block from which the length field can be read.
We must consider three different situations: when an adversary makes an in-sync
query, a current state out-of-sync query or a future state out-of-sync query. Recall
that we only allow an adversary to make one out-of-sync query.
First consider the situation that an adversary A queries L with an in-sync query,
i.e. the first block output by the encryption oracle for the same sequence number.
The adversary already knows the output since it knows the length of the encoded
messages sent to the encryption oracle. The adversary therefore gains no new information from this type of query.
Next consider the situation that an adversary A queries L with a current state
out-of-sync query, i.e. before being queried, L and the encryption oracle have the
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same counter value ctrl = ctre but the input to L is different to the first block of
output from the encryption oracle. Let (m0 , m1 ) be A’s encryption oracle query
with corresponding ciphertext output cb = E-CTREC
K (mb ). Let c be A’s length
oracle query, such that c 6= cb [1]. The length oracle must first decrypt c to obtain
the plaintext block m = c ⊕ f (ctrl ) from which the length field can be obtained and
checked. Based on the response from the length oracle the adversary can determine
partial knowledge of m. If the length field LF is returned the adversary then knows
the first 4 bytes of m. Otherwise if ⊥L was returned the adversary may still be able
to determine some information about the length field based on the specific length
checks performed. We know that c = m ⊕ f (ctrl ), and this allows the adversary
to deduce information about the first 4 bytes of f (ctrl ). Due to f being a truly
random function this partial knowledge of f (ctrl ) does not allow the adversary to
determine any further bits of f (ctrl ), nor any information about f (ctr′ ) for any value
ctr′ 6= ctrl . Thus the adversary gains no information about the encrypted message
other than what can be deduced from its partial knowledge of f (ctrl ). But it is
clear from the decryption equation enc(mb )[1] = cb [1] ⊕ f (ctrl ) that the information
which the adversary obtains, concerning the encrypted message, will be confined to
the first four bytes of enc(mb ). Since the first four bytes of enc(mb ) contains the
packet length field and this is identical for both m0 and m1 and is already known
to the adversary (since it can be determined based on the lengths of the query
(m0 , m1 )), the adversary gains no new information from this type of query.
Finally consider the situation that an adversary A queries L with a future state
out-of-sync query, i.e. the L oracle has a more advanced counter value than the
encryption oracle. Let the value of the counter held at the L oracle at the start of
the L query be ctrl . The adversary makes a query c to L. Since an adversary is only
allowed one out-of-sync query this implies that the next encryption oracle query must
start with the same counter value ctrl = ctre . Again, the adversary gains partial
information about m = c ⊕ f (ctrl ) (information about the length field, i.e. the
first four bytes of m) and he can again use this to determine partial information
about f (ctrl ). Due to f being a truly random function this partial knowledge of
f (ctrl ) does not allow the adversary to determine any further bits of f (ctrl ), nor
any information about f (ctr′ ) for any value ctr′ 6= ctrl . Next the adversary makes
the encryption query (m0 , m1 ) with corresponding ciphertext output cb . Since this
encryption query will commence with the same counter value as in the length oracle
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query c, the adversary can again use his partial knowledge of f (ctrl ) and knowledge
of cb [1], to determine partial information about enc(mb )[1] = cb [1] ⊕ f (ctrl ). The
partial information that the adversary obtains is again confined to the first four bytes
of enc(mb ). Since the first four bytes of enc(mb ) contains the packet length field and
this is identical for both m0 and m1 and is already known to the adversary (since it
can be determined based on the lengths of the query (m0 , m1 )), the adversary gains
no new information from this type of query.
We must also consider the extreme case where the maximum number of bits have
been queried to the encryption oracle. We restrict µe ≤ 8L2l − 8qe (8 + L). This
ensures that the counter ctre cannot wrap around, taking into account the possibility
that each query may be expanded by up to 8 + L bytes due to encoding. Assume
that the maximum number of bits have been queried to the encryption oracle and
that all corresponding in-sync length oracle queries have been made. This implies
that the next length oracle query will be a future state out-of-sync query. We now
have two scenarios which we must consider: firstly that all possible counters have
been queried and secondly that not all possible counters have been queried due to
smaller than the maximum possible amount of expansion from encoding. In the first
case the next length oracle query will be handled using a value ctrl that has wrapped
around and is therefore equal to the counter value that was used at the start of the
first encryption oracle query. By a similar argument to that above, the adversary
will gain only part of f (ctrl ) and has prior knowledge of any other data obtained
due to observing the length of the corresponding encrypted messages. In the second
case the next length oracle query will operate using a counter value ctrl that was
never and will never be queried to the encryption oracle. Again the adversary will
only be able to deduce 4 bytes of f (ctrl ) and since there are no related ciphertexts
there is no further plaintext that can be deduced. The adversary therefore gains no
new information in either scenario.
By the argument above we know that adversary A gains no information from his
access to the L oracle. Therefore the probability that an adversary wins the LORLLSF-CPA game is equal to the probability that an adversary wins the LOR-CPA
game. It is then easy to see that the following equation holds:
Advlor−llsf−cpa
= Advlor−cpa
CTR[R] .
CTREC [R]
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It therefore remains to prove that:
Advlor−cpa
CTR[R] = 0.
The rest of the proof then proceeds as in the proof of Lemma 12 in [18], noting that
our notation is slightly different from that in [18] because our functions are assumed
to have L-byte outputs.



Lemma 7.7 Let MA be a message authentication scheme. Then MA is LORDCPA secure if T , the tagging algorithm from MA, is a pseudorandom function
family. More concretely, for any k, t and qt , we have:
′
(k, t, qt , µt ) ≤ 2Advprf
Advlor−dcpa
T (k, t , qt )
MA

where t′ = O(t).

Proof We wish to show that if MA is not LOR-DCPA secure, then T , the tagging algorithm from MA, is not a good prf family. Assume that A attacks MA in
. We build a distinthe LOR-DCPA sense with advantage greater than Advlor−dcpa
MA
guisher D using A with advantage better than Advprf
T , contradicting the assumed
security of T as a prf family.
D runs A and sees whether A breaks the scheme. If so D guesses that the tagging
function was drawn from the prf family T , otherwise D guesses that the tagging
function was drawn from the set of all random functions R with the same input and
output size as T . D simulates A’s tagging oracle queries by making queries to its
oracle. The construction is shown in Figure 7.13.
We now examine the advantage of D. When f is drawn from T , then D runs A
in an environment where A plays against the scheme MA, while when f is drawn
from R, then D runs A in an environment where A plays against a randomly chosen
function.
Moreover, by a standard argument A correctly guesses b′ = b with probability either
1
2 (1

1
+ Advlor−dcpa
MA,A (k)) or 2 , depending on the environment supplied by D. It then
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Algorithm Df
r
b ← {0, 1}
b′ ← A T
if b′ = b then
return 1
else
return 0
end if
Figure 7.13: Distinguisher used in the proof of Lemma 7.7.
follows that:
Advprf
T ,D (k) = Pr[guess f ← T |f ← T ] − Pr[guess f ← T |f ← R]
= Pr[b′ = b|f ← T ] − Pr[b′ = b|f ← R]
1
= 12 (1 + Advlor−dcpa
MA,A (k)) − 2
= 21 Advlor−dcpa
MA,A (k).
The result then follows after rearranging the above expression and accounting for
the number of queries made to f in D’s simulation.

7.8



Conclusion

We have extended the security model of Bellare et al. [20] to develop a model suited
to analysing the SSH BPP. We gave a description of SSH-CTR that is closely linked
to the specification of SSH in the RFCs and the OpenSSH implementation of SSH.
We then proved the security of SSH-CTR in the extended model. Our approach is
sufficiently powerful to incorporate our new attacks from Chapter 6. This helps to
close the gap that exists between the formal security analysis of SSH and the way
in which SSH should be (and is in practice) implemented.
Our approach can be seen as an attempt to expand the scope of provable security
to incorporate the fine details of cryptographic implementations. We grant the
attacker a much wider and more realistic set of ways of interacting with the SSH
protocol than in the previous analysis of [20]. We believe that our approach captures
more of the cryptographically relevant features of the SSH BPP, including plaintextdependent, byte-wise decryption and detailed modelling of the errors that can arise
during cryptographic processing in the SSH BPP.
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One drawback of our approach is that, while we have tried to be as general as possible
in our modeling of SSH, our security results are now specific to one implementation of
the SSH RFCs, namely OpenSSH. This seems to us to be an inevitable consequence
of making the model and the security analysis more realistic. Despite this our proof
is still valid for different length checks (so long as the minimal block length check is
performed), for fixed or random padding and for any parsing rules. Our results are
therefore still widely applicable.
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This chapter further highlights the gap between theory and practice and discusses
methods which might help to narrow the gap.

8.1

The Gap Between Theory and Practice

The work of this thesis has demonstrated both the existence of and problems posed
by the gap which exists between theory and practice in cryptography. Provable
security is a very powerful tool but we must remember that a proof of security may
not always cover all types of attack. Side channels are present in many cryptographic
implementations; our attacks in Chapter 6 are a prime example of where an attacker
using software side channels was able to attack a system for which a proof of security
existed. We have also observed that our attacks are not an isolated case of a protocol
being provably secure but still vulnerable to attack. In Chapter 5, we saw that
Krawczyk’s analysis of the SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol failed to match with the
protocol’s implementation in practice. Canvel et al.’s [29] attack against SSL/TLS
uses the adversary’s ability to observe error messages. These error messages were
not considered in Krawczyk’s formal security analysis but are of course a necessary
part of any implementation. It is evident that if a formal security analysis fails to
accurately model how a protocol is implemented in practice, then the existence of a
mathematically correct proof of security does not ensure security against practical
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attacks. In order to eradicate such contradictions, the formal security analysis must
more accurately model what an implementation actually does.

8.2

Closing the Gap

When aiming to close the gap between theory and practice, the first question that
needs to be asked is when should a formal security analysis take place. Provable
security can be used in a manner which is either proactive (during the initial design
phase) or reactive (after design and implementation). Our analysis of SSH and that
of Bellare et al. [20] were performed after the original design was specified. If the
gap between theory and practice is to be bridged then it would be beneficial for any
future protocol to be designed by a collaboration between theoretical cryptographers
and practitioners. By performing the formal analysis in conjunction with the design
phase, we could eradicate the possibility of inadvertently introducing weaknesses.
In this thesis we have demonstrated that the techniques of provable security can be
extended to incorporate the fine details of cryptographic implementations. Padding
oracle attacks are just one of many types of attack which are applicable in practice
but rarely considered from a formal security perspective. We have seen that by
including different types of error messages, such as padding errors, into our formal
security analyses we can make our results more meaningful to practice. Similarly,
in our analysis of SSH we grant the attacker a much wider and more realistic set
of actions to interact with the protocol than in the previous analysis of [20]. Our
approach allows us to mirror exactly how the protocol is implemented in practice including all the low-level cryptographic features. Unfortunately, despite our attempts
to be as general as possible, our analysis is now tied to a particular implementation, namely OpenSSH. This means that our results are now less widely applicable
but this seems to be an unavoidable consequence of making our analysis relevant in
practice. Despite this, the modelling and proof techniques which we have developed
could be much more widely applicable.
One issue which arose from our analysis of SSH was that although the RFC specified
that length checks should be performed it did not detail what these checks should
be. It is quite common that RFCs and other specification documents detail some
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parts of a protocol but leave others to be defined by the implementor. Such choices
may cause vulnerabilities to be introduced during implementation which are not
considered by security analysis based solely on the specification document. A recent
paper by Rogaway and Stegers [60] examines how protocols can be formally modelled
when some functionality has been left undefined by the specification documents.
Their approach considers real world schemes to be the combination of a partially
specified protocol (PSP) and some additional protocol details (PD). The PSP is
the cryptographic core of the protocol and will be formally defined in terms of the
requirements from specification documents. The PD are the additional details not
specified in the specifications documents but which are necessary when implementing
the protocol. Definitions of security for the PSP are then given in such a way that
if a PSP is secure then PSP plus PD, and hence the real-world scheme, is secure.
Security analyses using this approach can be applied much more generally since the
PSP (or cryptographic core) should be the same for all implemented schemes and
the additional PD are already assumed to be under the control of the adversary.
An interesting open question is whether similar provable security analyses to ours
could be carried out for other network protocols, in particular the SSL/TLS Record
Layer Protocol. We have discussed the security of SSL/TLS in relation to padding
and padding oracles. This demonstrated what was lacking from the security analysis of Krawczyk [48] and allowed Canvel et al.’s attack to occur in practice. The
SSL/TLS Record Layer Protocol has more features in its design which may affect
security, e.g. sequence numbers. Any future security analysis, in line with the work
of this thesis, should consider and model exactly how SSL/TLS is implemented.
We again stress that for any “practice-driven” analysis to be meaningful it must
model exactly how the protocol is implemented. Our provable security analyses of the
SSH BPP and CBC mode with padding have demonstrated that provable security
techniques still have an important role to play in analysing protocols that are used
in the real world. By taking into account low-level, code-oriented behaviours of the
cryptographic elements of the protocols when performing our analysis we mirror
exactly how a protocol would be implemented in practice. Proofs in models of the
type in this thesis extend the scope of the provable security paradigm to new levels
of realism, offering security guarantees that are much more meaningful in practice.
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